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ABSTRACT

One of the major challenges in the field of underwater robotics is the opacity of the
water medium to radio frequency transmission modes, which precludes the use of a global
positioning system (GPS) and high speed radio communication in underwater navigation
and mapping applications. One approach to underwater robotics that overcomes this lim-
itation is vision-based simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), a framework that
enables a robot to localize itself, while simultaneously building a map of an unknown en-
vironment. The SLAM algorithm provides a probabilistic map that contains the estimated
state of the system, including a map of the environment and the pose of the robot.

Because the quality of vision-based navigation varies spatially within the environment,
the performance of visual SLAM strongly depends on the path and motion that the robot
follows. While traditionally treated as two separate problems, SLAM and path planning
are indeed interrelated: the performance of SLAM depends significantly on the environ-
ment and motion; however, control of the robot motion fully depends on the information
from SLAM. Therefore, an integrated SLAM control scheme is needed—one that can di-
rect motion for better localization and mapping, and thereby provide more accurate state
information back to the controller.

This thesis develops perception-driven control, an integrated SLAM and path planning
framework that improves the performance of visual SLAM in an informative and efficient
way by jointly considering the reward predicted by a candidate camera measurement, along
with its likelihood of success based upon visual saliency. The proposed control architec-
ture identifies highly informative candidate locations for SLAM loop-closure that are also
visually distinctive, such that a camera-derived pose-constraint is probable. Results are
shown for autonomous underwater hull inspection experiments using the Bluefin Robotics
Hovering Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (HAUV).
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) have played an important role in scientific
research due to their ability to collect data in underwater environments that are either
inaccessible or too dangerous for humans to explore as shown in Figure 1.1. Some no-
table examples include AUV arctic exploration under the polar ice in search of hydrother-
mal vents (Kunz et al., 2009) and the exploration of the Mariana Trench using a hybrid
autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) / remotely operated vehicle (ROV) to reach the
ocean’s deepest depth (Bowen et al., 2009). Other than explorations, underwater struc-
tures such as dams, ship hulls, harbors and pipelines also need to be periodically inspected
for assessment, maintenance and security reasons. Autonomous vehicles have the poten-
tial for better coverage efficiency, improved survey precision and overall reduced need
for human intervention. Ridao et al. (2010) reported on automated dam inspection using
an autonomous underwater vehicle, focusing on mapping the in-water portion of the dam.
Pipeline, cable and in-water supporting structure inspection and maintenance has been stud-
ied by Bradbeer et al. (1997), Paim et al. (2005), Curti et al. (2005), Gustafson et al. (2011),
Maki et al. (2012). Similar to other underwater structures, in-water hull inspection using
autonomous systems has been studied since it was identified as a core technology in 1992
within the Naval community (Bohlander et al., 1992). Effort in this area has resulted in the
development of a number of autonomous hull inspection platforms such as those reported
by Trimble and Belcher (2002), Menegaldo et al. (2009), Negahdaripour and Firoozfam
(2006), Vaganay et al. (2009), and Hover et al. (2012).

In comparison to terrestrial navigation, underwater navigation is challenging because
the opacity of water to electromagnetic waves precludes the use of the global positioning
system (GPS) and other high speed radio communication. Due to the lack of accurate
position information from GPS, traditional underwater navigation methods (e.g., Doppler
velocity log (DVL) and long-baseline (LBL) systems) have been used to solve the naviga-
tion problem using acoustic signals. Both DVL (Brokloff, 1994) and LBL systems (Austin
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Figure 1.1 Examples of AUV exploration. (a) Arctic exploration (Kunz et al., 2009). (b) Mariana
Trench exploration (Bowen et al., 2009). (c) Autonomous pipeline inspection (Gustafson et al.,
2011). (d) Autonomous dam inspection (Ridao et al., 2010). (e) Autonomous hull inspection (Hover
et al., 2012).

(a) Arctic exploration (b) Mariana Trench exploration

(c) Pipeline inspection (d) Dam inspection (e) Hull inspection

et al., 1984) have drawbacks; specifically LBL systems require infrastructure and DVL-
only navigation exhibits monotonically increasing uncertainty.

Traditionally, navigation limitations can be overcome by using a simultaneous local-
ization and mapping (SLAM) algorithm to fuse sensor measurements derived from vision
and/or sonar. Similar to human navigation, in which sight confirms our position when we
recognize a previously visited scene, visual measurements significantly reduce the uncer-
tainty when a site is revisited and recognized (i.e., loop-closing). The advantage of visual
SLAM arises from these loop-closure camera measurements, which add independent con-
straints to the pose-graph (will be discussed in §II), and greatly reduce position uncertainty
as compared to pure odometry (dead reckoning).

Despite this major contribution in reducing uncertainty, visual measurements may not
be uniformly available in an underwater environment where the spatial feature distribution
varies greatly (Figure 1.2). This indicates that successful measurements strongly depend
upon two factors: (i) the saliency of visual features and (ii) their spatial distribution as seen
by the robot. The first factor, saliency, is an image measurement that represents distin-
guishability of a visual feature (§III). The second factor, the observed spatial distribution,

2



Figure 1.2 Sample images for feature-poor and feature-rich hulls. Underwater images of a ship hull
show diverse underwater feature distributions ranging from feature-rich regions (b) to feature-less
regions (c). The information on this feature distribution is not known a priori, and significantly
influences the success of camera measurements.

(a) USS Saratoga (b) Feature-rich image (c) Feature-less image

is mainly determined by the environment and egomotion of the robot (e.g., path and gaze).
A similar interrelation has been proposed by Sim and Roy (2005) who found that changes
in trajectory can result in better navigation. However, we should note that these two factors
should be considered simultaneously for better navigation results, especially for underwater
images where the possibility of making a valid registration may not be as uniform as in the
terrestrial environment. Based upon this motivation, this thesis’s goal has been to develop a
control scheme for better navigation by providing trajectory perturbations to improve pose
observability under the consideration of a visual saliency map.

Although SLAM has been developed in many different contexts and demonstrated suc-
cessfully in many real-world implementations, there still remains an analytical gap between
our understanding of navigation performance and its relation to the trajectory of the robot.
Because a trajectory that leads a robot in the direction of informative and likely loop-
closing will significantly reduce navigation uncertainty, the motion of the robot is critical
to the navigation performance. This thesis addresses this gap by focusing on the develop-
ment of a vision-based pose-graph SLAM algorithm that couples perception with control
in a direct way to improve navigation and control performance simultaneously.

Aiming toward this goal, the expected contributions of this thesis are:

• Real-time visual SLAM is developed and successfully applied to a real-world AUV
ship hull inspection application (Chapter II). Specifically, a monocular camera image
registration engine is developed and integrated into a real-time SLAM implementa-
tion.

• Developed two novel measures of visual saliency that improve underwater visual
SLAM (Chapter II). Local saliency measures texture richness of a scene and aids
keyframe selection. Global saliency detects rarity of a scene (Chapter III).
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• A novel solution for concurrent SLAM and planning for the robotic area cover-
age problem, called perception-driven navigation (PDN) (Chapter IV) is developed.
PDN is an integrated navigation algorithm that automatically achieves efficient tar-
get area coverage while maintaining good visual SLAM navigation performance.
PDN provides an intelligent and fully autonomous online control scheme for effi-
cient bounded-error area coverage that strikes a balance between revisit and explo-
ration actions in a decision theoretic way.

The following sections will review the relevant literature related to vision-based SLAM.
Since vision-based underwater navigation is closely related to computer vision, especially
in such areas as structure-from-motion and visual odometry, the literature in this area will
be reviewed first. Subsequently, literature on traditional underwater acoustic navigation
methods, followed by both filter-based and optimization-based SLAM, will be reviewed.
Finally, areas relevant to perception driven navigation will be reviewed, such as path plan-
ning and visual servoing.

1.1 Literature Review on Computer Vision

Visual perception is one of the main components in this thesis; thus this section briefly
reviews computer vision as it pertains to visual SLAM. The two major vision-based naviga-
tion approaches are: (i) filter-based navigation and (ii) optimization-based navigation. Both
approaches are closely related to structure-from-motion (SFM) and visual odometry (VO)
in computer vision. For both navigation techniques, data association (i.e., detecting revis-
ited areas) is one of the main issues. Thus, this section will also review research on place
recognition and its close relation to data association. Although most algorithms in this sec-
tion apply to general images, we should note that underwater imaging has its own unique
challenges as compared to terrestrial imaging due to the exponential attenuation of light
underwater (Duntley, 1963).

1.1.1 Structure from Motion

Multiple images of an object taken from varying viewpoints (due to either camera
or object motion) can reveal the structure of the object, while simultaneously provid-
ing the estimated motion of the camera(s) (Figure 1.3(a)). Using images collected from
a single-camera undergoing motion, structure-from-motion (SFM) employs optimization
techniques to reconstruct the structure. One popular such method is bundle adjustment
(Triggs et al., 2000), which solves for both known and unknown camera internal param-
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Figure 1.3 Structure from motion examples. (a) With unknown camera calibration parameters
in an unordered dataset, Brown and Lowe (2005) solve for the camera motion and reconstructed
structure. (b) An implementation of SFM, called photo tourism, that compiles the photos of world
famous structures from the Internet to optimize the virtual structure. (c) Another large scale SFM
implementation presents a landmark recognition engine using Internet images.

(a) Structure from motion using bundle adjustment (Brown and Lowe, 2005).

(b) Photo tourism. Reconstruction
of Notre Dame de Paris (Snavely
et al., 2006).

(c) Web-scale landmark recognition engine (Zheng
et al., 2009).

eters for an unordered data set (Brown and Lowe, 2005), where the main focus is on the
accuracy and consistency of the reconstructed structure and camera trajectory. One ex-
citing example of an SFM project, called Photo tourism (Snavely et al., 2006), involves
constructing a virtual structure of world famous structures, such as Notre Dame Cathedral
in Paris and the Great Wall of China (Figure 1.3(b)), using photographs compiled from the
Internet. Given the thousands of images available, this project solves a large sparse bundle
adjustment (SBA) optimization problem, yielding a virtual 3D reconstructed structure that
is globally consistent. More recent work by Zheng et al. (2009) develops a web-scale land-
mark recognition engine. This globally-wide project builds 5,312 landmarks from world-
wide cities including sample landmarks shown in Figure 1.3(c), using efficient modeling
and clustering algorithms on Internet images.

Although most SFM approaches are considered to be off-line, real-time performance
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has been reported in several studies, including the work of real-time SFM by Tomasi et al.
(1995), Molton et al. (2004) using small planar patches, and Mouragnon et al. (2009) using
incremental bundle adjustment. Another real-time implementation, Parallel Tracking and
Mapping (PTAM), has been reported by Klein and Murray (2007) with parallelized track-
ing and mapping processes for a small, indoor environment. More recently, Strasdat et al.
(2012) presented a thorough comparison between filter-based SLAM and keyframe-based
bundle adjustment, analyzing their similarities and relative advantages over a sequence
of sequential image frames. Since estimated motion can be achieved as a by-product
of SFM, this method has been implemented to estimate motion together with the recon-
structed structure. So far, implementations have mostly been in terrestrial environments;
however, recently cases of successful underwater SFM have been reported. One example
of an underwater implementation is by Pizarro et al. (2009) who applied bundle adjustment
to reconstruct a large-scale area and to estimate camera motion. Another example is that
of Johnson-Roberson et al. (2010) who have shown impressive kilometer-scale reconstruc-
tions of benthic environments. Similarly, image mosaicing has been used to detect motion
in a sequence of underwater images (Gracias et al., 2003).

1.1.2 Visual Odometry

Visual odometry (VO) relies on the visual information from one or more cameras to es-
timate odometry information (Nister et al., 2004). VO works as an odometry sensor, which
can create the reconstructed structure as a by-product. Several successful implementations
of VO include rough terrain (Konolige et al., 2007), Mars exploration (Maimone et al.,
2007), underwater localization (Corke et al., 2007), and ground vehicles (Nister et al.,
2006). Other recent developments include local optimization (Zhang and Shan, 2001), op-
tical flow separation (Kaess et al., 2009), robust VO (Campbell et al., 2005), and combina-
tions with other sensors (Oskiper et al., 2007) to estimate motion from an image sequence.
Unlike SFM, VO must provide real-time performance when used in combination with other
navigation methods because it is mostly used as an odometry sensor.

1.1.3 Next-Best-View

Next-Best-View (NBV) is the problem of visual sensor planning for automated model
acquisition, first introduced by Connolly (1985). This view planning algorithm in computer
vision chooses the next best viewpoint given a set of collected images. The objective is to
reconstruct a 3D model efficiently and accurately through a planned sensor trajectory. NBV
is closely related to the active perception problem (Bajcsy, 1988) with different approaches
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Table 1.1 Feature detectors and descriptors. The second column shows the functionality as a de-
tector/descriptor, while the third column indicates S (scale), R (rotation), I (illumination) and A
(affine) invariant characteristic. Note that affine invariance is used as an indicator of view-point
change invariance as per Mikolajczyk et al. (2005).

Algorithm Detector/Descriptor Invariance
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) (Lowe, 2004) Both S,R,I
Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) (Bay et al., 2006) Both S,R,I
Zernike Moments (Khotanzad and Hong, 1990) Descriptor S,R
Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) (Shi and Tomasi, 1994) Detector A
Maximally Stable Extremal-region Detector (MSER) Detector A
(Matas et al., 2004)
Harris (Harris and Stephens, 1988) Detector R
Harris-Affine (Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2004) Detector A
Hessian-Affine (Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2004) Detector A
Harris-Laplace (Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2004) Detector A
Hessian-Laplace (Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2004) Detector A
Edge Based Region detector (EBR) Detector A
(Tuytelaars and Van Gool, 2004)
Intensity Extrema-Based Region detector (IBR) Detector A
(Tuytelaars and Van Gool, 2004)
Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) Detector A
(Rosten et al., 2010)
Fern (Ozuysal et al., 2010) Detector I,A
Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) (Rublee et al., 2011) Both R,I,A

presented to plan for the optimal viewpoint sequence. Pito (1999) suggested a planning
strategy that minimizes the unseen volume. Reed and Allen (2000) build a target model
while building the 3D construction to constrain the problem. Whereas these two methods
aim to reduce the unseen portion of the target model, an information-based approach is
presented in the work by Li and Liu (2005). They compute the information gain for the
next measurement based on entropy to determine the optimal next-view.

1.1.4 Place Recognition

Place recognition is primarily concerned with describing images and categorizing them,
so that new images can be sorted into either existing categories (e.g., places or views) or
new categories. This ability to determine if a scene has been previously visited is an im-
portant factor in robot navigation because navigation uncertainty drops significantly when
a robot can recognize that it has visited the same place before (i.e., loop-closing). To rec-
ognize a previously visited place, images are represented using descriptors and sorted into
different categories. One way to represent images is using a feature detector and descriptor.
Various feature descriptors are presented in Table 1.1, which shows that each possesses dif-
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ferent invariance properties1. Among these descriptors, SIFT and SURF are known to be
robust to many different properties and are, therefore, popular, but are computationally ex-
pensive. Although recent results from FAST (Rosten et al., 2010), Fern detector (Ozuysal
et al., 2010) and ORB (Rublee et al., 2011) prove their speed and performance with terres-
trial images, this thesis chooses SIFT and SURF detector/descriptors for their robustness.
These Difference of Gaussian (DoG)-based feature detector/descriptors are remarkably ro-
bust to noise and, thus, proper for underwater images that encompass backscattering. An-
other approach to describing images is to use a bag-of-words representation. Originally
developed for text-based applications, expansion of this approach to images were found in
Leung and Malik (2001), Sivic and Zisserman (2003), and Csurka et al. (2004). Using a
bag-of-words representation discards geometric relationships in the image, but enables a
faster search. Other popular ways to represent images include reducing the dimensionality
of measurement vectors by using principal component analysis (PCA) (Chen and Wang,
2006; Dudek and Jugessur, 2000).

Once the set of images are represented by descriptors, a new input image needs to be
sorted into an existing group or registered as a new group via a learning process. In this
step, different machine learning techniques are used to classify (when we know the number
of classes) or to cluster (when the number of classes are unknown). Example implemen-
tations of these techniques include Support vector machines (SVMs) (Luo et al., 2007;
Pronobis et al., 2010), k-nearest neighbors (k-NNs), Hidden Markov models (HMMs) (Li
and Kosecka, 2006) and various combinations of these techniques (Escolano et al., 2007).

The sorting process involves global / local aspects of place recognition: the process
globally finds the correct match in the data set based on local descriptors. The saliency of
the local descriptor implies the potential for the descriptor to be found in global matching.
Thus, defining a metric for the saliency of this local aspect, and using it in a perception-
driven control scheme, is of interest to this thesis.

1.1.5 Challenges in Underwater Vision

Because vision is the main focus of this research, its limitations and challenges in un-
derwater perception need to be examined. Underwater imaging possesses more challenges
than terrestrial imaging because of power limitations and the exponential attenuation of
light (Singh et al., 2004; Jaffe et al., 2001; Duntley, 1963). Most of all, AUV missions are
limited in terms of power since the vehicle runs on batteries for a mission (Bradley et al.,
2001). Due to this limitation, the light source is typically strobed synchronously with the

1Mikolajczyk et al. (2005) shows that image distortion caused by view-point change can be modeled by
an affine transformation.
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camera frame rate rather than continuously illuminated as in video streaming.
Challenges come from the absorption property of water, which is wavelength-dependent

and causes red to be more severely attenuated than green (Figure 1.4(a)–(b)) (Duntley,
1963). Light conditions affect scene appearance; thus, image feature descriptors should
be invariant and robust to handle this effect. Secondly, the environment itself may also
not have uniform spatial distribution of texture-rich scenes, as is more typical in terres-
trial environments. Sample images showing this varying feature distribution underwater
are depicted in Figure 1.2. These images illustrate that underwater feature distribution may
play a critical factor in producing meaningful loop-closure events. Moreover, even with a
feature-rich distribution, scene visibility highly depends on the transparency of water.

Images may need enhancement techniques such as dehazing (Shwartz et al., 2006; Fat-
tal, 2008; Carlevaris-Bianco et al., 2010) or histogram equalization (Zuiderveld, 1994),
before using typical feature detectors, which were introduced in §1.1.4. Figure 1.4(c) and
Figure 1.4(d) show the work of dehazing by Carlevaris-Bianco et al. (2010), where the de-
hazed image reveals greater image detail than the original. Similarly, another enhancement
technique, contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization by Zuiderveld (1994), has been
applied to Figure 1.4(e) and Figure 1.4(f) to improve the image visibility. Lastly, underwa-
ter images are likely to be noisy from the effect of backscattering, and this necessitates the
use of a robust motion estimation algorithm to reject false positives properly. The sample
images in Figure 1.4(g) and Figure 1.4(h) are obtained from the same place and have large
overlap but the image contents are highly corrupted by the noise. All of these limitations
need to be considered in underwater visual SLAM.

1.2 Literature Review on Underwater Navigation

To overcome limitations of electromagnetic signal transmittance in water, traditional
underwater navigation methods have used acoustic devices and systems because acoustic
energy propagates further with lower attenuation (Urick, 1983). Two such popular naviga-
tion systems are DVL and LBL systems (Whitcomb et al., 1999), which will be reviewed
in this section.

1.2.1 Beacon-based Positioning Systems

Acoustic beacon positioning systems fall into one of three types: long-baseline (LBL),
short-baseline (SBL), and ultra short baseline (USBL) (Figure 1.5). LBL and SBL mea-
sure range by calculating the time of flight (TOF), whereas USBL measures both range and
bearing from the TOF and phase. Among these systems, however, LBL is known to be the
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Figure 1.4 Challenges in underwater images. The top two figures ((a) and (b)) show the effect of illumination compensation for underwater im-
ages (Johnson-Roberson et al., 2010). The images (c) and (d) are the dehazing work by Carlevaris-Bianco et al. (2010). The images in the last row
are the result of applying contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (Zuiderveld, 1994) to underwater ship hull images. Images (g) and (h) are
sample underwater images with noise, and are taken from the same place where the red box indicates their overlap.

(a) Original image (b) Illumination compensated (c) Original image (d) Dehazed

(e) Original image (f) Histogram equalized (g) Backscatter noise (h) Backscatter noise
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Figure 1.5 Typical underwater beacon acoustic positioning systems (Alcocer et al., 2006). Three
types of underwater acoustic positioning systems (LBL, SBL, and USBL) are illustrated.

(a) LBL (b) SBL (c) USBL

most accurate positioning system (Austin et al., 1984) for deep ocean operations using a
seafloor installed beacon network. This navigation method requires a network of acoustic
transponders to first be deployed and calibrated in the area where the survey is planned.
Using each beacon’s range measurement, a robot triangulates its position in the underwa-
ter space by measuring the time of travel between the beacons and the robot. The main
advantage of the system is that errors are globally bounded, regardless of the run time and
the scale of the survey. However, the system requires the additional procedure of beacon
installation and calibration ahead of time.

1.2.2 Doppler velocity log (DVL)

The advent of the DVL is relatively recent in underwater navigation (Brumley et al.,
1987; Brokloff, 1994). This system uses separate acoustic beams to measure velocity using
the Doppler effect. A typical DVL configuration uses four beams in a Janus configuration
to measure the Doppler shift and calculate motion with respect to the seafloor (Figure 1.6).
By transforming the beam measurements, a three-dimensional body-frame velocity with re-
spect to the seafloor can be obtained with high accuracy of a few cm/s (Table 1.2) (Teledyne
RD Instruments, 2008). Navigation using a DVL requires integrating velocity over time to
compute the position of the vehicle; thus, even with highly accurate velocity sensor mea-
surements, integrated pose uncertainty will monotonically increase and exhibit unbounded
error growth for a long mission. Therefore, in practice, errors should be bounded using a
combination of sensors.
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Figure 1.6 Photo of DVL mounted on two underwater vehicles. (a) University of Michigan AUV
testbed. (b) Hovering Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (HAUV) used for in-water ship hull inspec-
tion. (c) RDI ADCP

(a) DVL on UMich AUV (b) DVL on HAUV (c) RDI DVL

Table 1.2 600 kHz DVL single-ping precision of bottom-track velocity

Maximum altitude 65 m
Minimum altitude 0.5 m
Velocity range ± 5 m/ s
Long term accuracy ± 0.4 % ± 0.2 cm/ s
Precision at 1 m/s ± 1.2 cm/s
Resolution 0.1 cm/s (default), 0.01mm/s (selectable)
Ping rate 4–7 Hz typical

1.3 Literature Review on SLAM

A robot has to solve two essential problems in navigation, namely localization (know-
ing where it is) and mapping (building a map of its environment). One novel solution
to these two interwoven problems is SLAM, which estimates locations and maps simul-
taneously based on motion models and sensor measurements. Stemming from the early
seminal work of Smith et al. (1988), which addressed how uncertainty propagates through
stochastic spatial constraints, SLAM has been developed in various areas and will be de-
scribed below. While SLAM can be categorized in different ways, one method is to create
branches of the SLAM framework on the basis of the various sensor combinations that it
uses. For instance, the recent rise in the popularity of cameras or laser sensors represents
a typical sensor selection in SLAM. Such implementations emphasize two main issues: (i)

the ability to handle large scale maps (scalability) and (ii) reliable data association. This
section reviews SLAM algorithms relevant for pose-graph visual SLAM for underwater
environments, focusing on the advances in these two main areas.
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1.3.1 Large Scale SLAM

The main challenge for managing large scale maps lies in the computational cost. Tra-
ditionally, the extended Kalman filter (EKF) in SLAM has been widely used as a standard
nonlinear state estimator for its simplicity. However, this approach is limited for large
scale maps given that its computational cost is O(n2) for a state vector with size n, where
n is the number of landmarks contained in the map. Thus, the cost rises as the dimension
of the state vector increases whenever more landmarks are added to the map. To address
the quadratically increasing computational cost of the EKF, several approaches have been
developed, such as (i) submaps and (ii) information filters.

The first method for achieving a large scale map involves the use of submapping tech-
niques, i.e., building local maps and then stitching the local maps together to build larger
maps. This type of submap technique was originally proposed by Leonard and Feder (2001)
to reduce the computational cost by decoupling the larger maps into submaps. This work
was further developed into the Atlas framework by Bosse et al. (2004) where each submap
is represented as a coordinate system in a global graph (Figure 1.7(a)). For examples of
underwater implementations, submap approaches using vision (Pizarro et al., 2009) and
bathymetry maps from acoustic sensors (Roman and Singh, 2005) have been successfully
demonstrated. All of these mentioned approaches, however, require the additional work of
local map management.

Another approach for mapping large maps is to use a sparse extended information
filter (SEIF) (Thrun et al., 2004), which stems from an extended information filter (EIF)
(Mutambara, 1999)—a dual form of the EKF. Thrun et al. (2004) showed that the infor-
mation matrix is approximately sparse for landmark-based SLAM, and that it can be made
exactly sparse under certain assumptions, allowing for its scalability to large areas. Due
to the approximated sparsity (Figure. 1.7(c)) of the SLAM information matrix, a SEIF can
avoid the quadratic cost associated with the EKF. This insight was further developed into
an exactly sparse delayed-state filter (ESDF) by Eustice et al. (2006b), who proved that the
information matrix is exactly sparse without approximation by keeping all delayed poses.
This information filter approach has been further improved to select only informative mea-
surements (Ila et al., 2010), which significantly reduces computational cost by maintaining
only informative links ( Figure 1.7(b)).

Finally, another method is called optimization-based SLAM. Unlike the filter-based
approach, building a map and localizing the vehicle position can be considered to be an
optimization problem. In a filter-based SLAM framework, both the extended Kalman
filter (EKF) and the extended information filter (EIF) are based on single-point lineariza-
tion. Because a linear filter has limitations due to linearization errors, an alternative solution
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Figure 1.7 Large scale SLAM. Submap and information form approaches for large-scale SLAM.

(a) Atlas framework (Bosse et al., 2004) (b) Compact SLAM (Ila et al., 2010)

(c) Information matrix in sparse extended information filter (SEIF) (Thrun et al., 2004)

to navigation has been proposed by optimizing all sensor constraints to find a global mini-
mum. This use of incremental optimization to solve the SLAM problem has been the focus
of several studies. For instance, an on-line nonlinear optimization, a variant of Stochastic
Gradient Descent, has been used to solve the SLAM problem (Olson et al., 2007; Grisetti
et al., 2008). Considering the SLAM problem as a graph, Konolige (2005) addressed the
issue using an optimization technique that involved variable reduction. A similar approach
developed by Kaess (2008) used smoothing rather than filtering, which yielded a success-
ful implementation of a method called iSAM (incremental smoothing and mapping). The
iSAM approach uses nonlinear optimization (Gauss Newton or the Levenberg-Marquardt)
and solves SLAM as a least-squares problem. Although these optimization techniques lin-
earize the objective function to find the solution, the iteration step prevents the algorithm
from the incorrect linearization. Another approach, Frame SLAM (Konolige and Agrawal,
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2008), uses submaps in the optimization, which estimates motion in small maps and opti-
mizes from a global aspect.

1.3.2 Reliable Data Association

Data association is the problem of establishing correspondence between measurements
and map elements. Given a new measurement, data association involves solving the prob-
lem of how a robot can determine the correct match to an existing part of the map when
they are separated in both time and space. Data association is known to be one of the hard-
est, but most important problems in SLAM. When either measurement or estimation is
inaccurate (e.g., an incorrect correspondence has been established in data association), the
map and the position estimate will be distorted by the bad match.

Efforts to solve loop-closing problems have been reported in (Bosse and Zlot, 2008;
Neira and Tardos, 2001; Kuipers and Beeson, 2002). For example, Bosse and Zlot (2008)
developed a two-level loop-closing algorithm based on the Atlas framework, while Neira
and Tardos (2001) introduced a way to measure joint compatibility, which resulted in op-
timal data association performance. Kuipers and Beeson (2002) use a machine learning
technique, bootstrap learning, to solve the place recognition problem together with a topo-
logical map, called the Spatial Semantic Hierarchy (SSH). Recently, vision information has
been exploited in data association by providing an independent loop-closing ability based
on appearance, which will be presented in the following section.

Appearance-based SLAM

Applying place recognition to robot navigation is a relatively recent approach, yield-
ing robust and successful results. Ho and Newman (2007) used a similarity matrix based
on scene similarity, which showed a way to use appearance in loop-closing. A related
development in appearance-only SLAM by Cummins and Newman (2009), called Fast
Appearance-Based Mapping (FAB-MAP), shows an impressive result by mapping a large-
scale area in real-time. This similarity-based approach solely depends on the visual in-
formation, i.e., the appearance of the map using a bag-of-words representation. However,
for an underwater environment, the possibility of successful visual place recognition may
not be as uniformly high as that for terrestrial images and, therefore, should take into ac-
count geometric uncertainty when hypothesizing candidate places. Another point to note
about FAB-MAP is that it builds its vocabulary offline using a training dataset, which could
be a problem when the trained vocabulary is not representative of the current application
(e.g., training terrestrial images for an underwater application). There are appearance-based
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SLAM implementations that maintain the vocabulary online, such as those by Angeli et al.
(2008) and Kawewong et al. (2010). In these implementations, they initiate the vocabulary
from an empty set and, then, build as the mission proceeds. For example, Kawewong et al.
(2010) presented the Position Invariant Robust Feature (PIRF) based navigation algorithm
using online vocabulary, and showed comparable performance to FAB-MAP.

1.3.3 Underwater Visual SLAM

Figure 1.8 Examples of underwater visual SLAM.

(a) Mapping of the Great Barrier reef
(Williams and Mahon, 2004)

(b) Underwater cave exploration (Fairfield
et al., 2008)
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(c) Mapping of the RMS Titanic (Eustice et al., 2006b)

Because this thesis focuses on underwater robotics applications, this section briefly re-
views the SLAM framework in an underwater environment, especially when a system uses
vision. For underwater environments, where GPS is unavailable, SLAM should be able
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to cope with monotonically growing navigation drift. However, underwater visual SLAM
is more challenging than terrestrial navigation in several respects. First, light conditions
are limited. Because ambient sunlight is not a reliable light source in this environment,
robots must carry their own light source. The light conditions also limit the motion of
the robot, requiring it to be on the order of several meters away from the scene being im-
aged. Another challenge in underwater navigation is that the scene’s feature distribution is
highly amorphous in underwater areas. When performing SLAM on land, we expect man-
made environments with relatively feature-rich distributions. However, in an underwater
environment, such uniform feature distribution is often absent; thus SLAM implementa-
tions in this domain require more robust handling of camera derived constraints. Despite
these challenges, several successful implementations can be found in the underwater visual
SLAM literature (Figure 1.8): e.g., in research on entropy SLAM (Saez et al., 2006), map-
ping of the Great Barrier reef (Williams and Mahon, 2004), and mapping the Titanic using
visually augmented navigation (VAN) (Eustice et al., 2006b). More recently, Medagoda
et al. (2011) propose a method that improves mid-water column navigation also using vi-
sual SLAM.

1.4 Literature Review on Path Planning and Visual Servoing

Perception driven navigation is very similar to path planning and visual servoing in
many ways. In this section, these relevant areas are reviewed in the context of their relation
to perception driven navigation.

1.4.1 Path Planning

Path planning can be performed given knowledge of the environment and state infor-
mation of the robot. Path planning algorithms aim to achieve an optimal trajectory for
the robot within a set of specified constraints, such as obstacles avoidance and the need
for energy efficiency. In this section, both deterministic and probabilistic path planning
for general platforms will be reviewed, followed by a discussion of path planning for the
underwater environment.

Traditional path planning solves for the optimal path when the state and control se-
quences are deterministic (Yang and Brock, 2006; Carroll et al., 1992). Stochastic search
in path planning has been considered from the perspective of uncertainty in a control se-
quence (LaValle and Kuffner, 1999; Kavraki et al., 1996; Kaelbling et al., 1995). This
has been further developed in the work of Prentice and Roy (2009), which considers the
uncertainty of the states in the information domain.
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Typical path planning algorithms used in the underwater domain are A* (Carroll et al.,
1992), potential fields (Warren, 1990), and partially observable Markov decision processes
(POMDP) (Kurniawati et al., 2008; Saigol et al., 2009). However, unlike terrestrial vehicle
path planning, underwater path planning includes different aspects of the environment,
including water currents (Kruger et al., 2007) and ocean convection (Willcox et al., 1996).
Another area that may be related to path planning is survey design, where the design is
often conducted prior to the mission and, thus, can be considered as off-line path planning.

1.4.2 Visual Servoing

Visual servoing aims to find the proper control action based on vision sensor informa-
tion (Chaumette and Hutchinson, 2006). This vision information comes from either single
or multiple cameras mounted to the robot. From this vision information, visual servoing
solves for the current configuration of the robot and uses it to generate a control scheme.
Applications of visual servoing include manipulator end effector control using cameras
(Kragic and Christensen, 2002), and tracking an object in a ground/underwater environ-
ment (Rife and Rock, 2001). Visual servoing or vision-based robot control is very similar
to perception driven navigation in that it generates a control sequence based on vision input.
However, the underlying objective function is different: perception driven navigation aims
to achieve better navigation performance by solving the control-navigation problem, while
visual servoing seeks the instant feedback control without evaluating the overall navigation
results.

1.5 Thesis Outline

This thesis develops active visual SLAM for large-scale autonomous underwater nav-
igation. Chapter II presents conventional visual SLAM with preplanned trajectory. Chap-
ter III introduces two novel measures of visual saliency, which capture image texture-
richness and rarity. These saliency metrics are then used in SLAM in an active way to
improve SLAM performance. Lastly, Chapter IV introduces PDN—algorithm designed to
solve the integrated SLAM navigation and area coverage problem.
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CHAPTER II

Real-time Pose-graph Visual SLAM

This chapter presents an extension of visually augmented navigation (VAN) (Eustice
et al., 2006b) to include geometric model selection for robust image registration, mainly
focusing on pose-graph visual SLAM. Originally, the VAN algorithm used only 3D (essen-
tial matrix) registration models to estimate motion from camera measurements. However,
when the scene is planar, a 2D (homography) model can solve the motion estimation prob-
lem in a more robust and simpler way; thus, we introduce a model selection framework to
determine the appropriate model. This extension was motivated from a ship hull inspection
application, where the nature of the structure (the hull) is mostly locally planar, but also
includes highly three dimensional structures (e.g, bilge keel, shaft, screw). This structural
characteristic motivated us to develop a robust image registration engine capable of dealing
with the structure variance. In this chapter, we start from the essential background of our
pose-graph simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithm and then introduce
the camera engine, including its model selection framework. Real-world results from ship
hull inspection are presented.

2.1 In-water Hull Inspection using an AUV

This section briefly introduces an overview of the in-water ship hull inspection appli-
cation before describing the SLAM implementation. Many underwater structures such as
dams, ship hulls, harbors and pipelines need to be periodically inspected for assessment,
maintenance and security reasons. Among these, our interest is in autonomous underwater
hull inspection, which seeks to map and inspect the below-water portion of a ship in situ

while in port or at sea. Typical methods for port security and ship hull inspection require
either deploying human divers (Mittleman and Wyman, 1980; Mittleman and Swan, 1993),
using trained marine mammals (Olds, 2003), or piloting a ROV (Lynn and Bohlander,
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Figure 2.1 Illustration of the in-water hull inspection application using an AUV. Depicted is the
Hovering Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (HAUV) performing inspection on a hull using camera
and sonar sensor modalities. The individual sensor footprints are plotted with red (camera) and blue
(sonar) cones.

Camera footprint

Sonar footprint

HAUV

1999; Carvalho et al., 2003; Negahdaripour and Firoozfam, 2006). Autonomous vehicles
have the potential for better coverage efficiency, improved survey precision and overall re-
duced need for human intervention. As early as 1992, there was an identified need within
the Naval community for developing such systems (Bohlander et al., 1992). In recent times,
effort in this area has resulted in the development of a number of automated hull inspec-
tion platforms (Harris and Slate, 1999; Trimble and Belcher, 2002; Vaganay et al., 2006;
Menegaldo et al., 2008).

2.1.1 Challenges and Approaches

In the absence of global positioning system (GPS), underwater navigation feedback
in this context is typically performed using an inertial measurement unit (IMU) or DVL
derived odometry (Menegaldo et al., 2009; Vaganay et al., 2006), and/or acoustic beacon
time-of-flight ranging (Trimble and Belcher, 2002; Desert Star Systems, 2002). The main
difficulties of these traditional navigation approaches are that they either suffer from un-
bounded drift (e.g., odometry), or they require external infrastructure that needs to be set
up and calibrated (e.g., acoustic beacons). Both of these scenarios tend to vitiate the “turn-
key” automation capability that is desirable in autonomous hull inspection.

The basic idea behind our autonomous hull inspection navigation approach is to use
camera-drived constraints to correct the dead-reckoned (DR) navigation drift. In this project,
we have used two imaging sensor modalities, a sonar and a camera, on an autonomous un-
derwater vehicle (AUV) for the inspection and navigation task. As presented in works by
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Walter et al. (2008) and Johannsson et al. (2010), an imaging sonar provides a promising
imaging quality regardless of the water clarity. An optical camera, on the other hand, can
provide far more detail than sonar when water clarity allows. As can be seen in Figure 2.1,
the sonar has a larger sensor footprint coverage than the camera. Typical inspection mis-
sions aim to achieve 100% sensor coverage with sonar which yields mission profiles with
too large of track-line spacing for the camera to have cross-track image overlap. In this type
of mission profile, however, the camera provides useful navigation constraints wherever the
AUV traverses back over its path. In this thesis, we focus only on the camera modality as-
pect of SLAM constraints. For readers interested in details of the hull inspection project,
more information can be found in Appendix Chapter A.

2.2 System Overview

For this SLAM problem, we employ a pose-graph SLAM representation of the envi-
ronment and, therefore, augment our state description to include a collection of historical
vehicle poses sampled at regular spatial intervals throughout the environment. For the co-
ordinate frame definition, see Appendix §A.3.

State Representation

We estimate the vehicle’s full degree of freedom (DOF) pose, x = [x, y, z, φ, θ, ψ]>,
where the pose (position and Euler attitude) is defined in a local-level Cartesian frame. The
augmented state representation is expressed as follows for n keyframes

X =
[
x>1 , · · · ,x>i , · · · ,x>n

]>
,

with each of the pose samples, xi, corresponding to the time instance ti of a keyframe
stored by our visual perception process.

For the process and measurement models, we assume standard Gaussian models with
independent control ui and measurement noise, vi ∼ N (0,Σi) and wk ∼ N (0,Λk), re-
spectively, where

xi = f(xi−1,ui) + vi, (2.1)

is a stochastic state transition model linking two sequential poses and

zkij = h(xi,xj) + wk, (2.2)

is a stochastic measurement model between two nodes i and j with measurement index k.
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Figure 2.2 5-DOF camera measurement model. The camera measurement is a bearing-only relative-
pose between node i and node j that consists of azimuth, elevation and Euler angles.
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Camera Constraints

Throughout this thesis, keyframe registration is the main form of SLAM measurement
adding non-sequential constraints to the graph. The camera measurement is defined as
a pairwise registration of keyframes acquired by the calibrated monocular vision system,
which results in relative-pose constraints modulo scale between historical pose samples in
X . Here, the 5-DOF camera measurement zkij between poses xi and xj is modeled as an
observation of the azimuth αji and elevation angle βji of the baseline direction of motion,
and the relative Euler orientation φji, θji, ψji between the two camera poses (Eustice et al.,
2008, 2006b). The detailed computation is provided in Appendix §A.4.

zij = h5dof(xi,xj) =
[
αji, βji, φji, θji, ψji

]>
, (2.3)

,where the Jacobian of zij with respect to X is sparse,

Hx =
[
0 · · · ∂h5dof

∂xi
· · · 0 ∂h5dof

∂xj
· · · 0

]
. (2.4)

SLAM Back-end

Many inference algorithms exist to solve the pose-graph SLAM problem (Lu and Mil-
ios, 1997; Konolige, 2004; Eustice et al., 2006a; Olson et al., 2007; Konolige and Agrawal,
2008; Grisetti et al., 2008; Kaess et al., 2012, 2008). In this thesis, incremental smoothing
and mapping (iSAM) by Kaess et al. (2012) is used as the SLAM back end. In this frame-
work, a collection of poses are estimated given odometry constraints (odo) and camera
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Figure 2.3 Depiction of the pose-graph SLAM constraint graph. Odometry constraints (odo) are
sequential whereas camera constraints (cam) can be either sequential or non-sequential.
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constraints (cam) between poses in the graph.
To use iSAM as the back-end server, we employ the open-source iSAM algorithm due

to its efficiency for real-time implementation and covariance recovery (Kaess et al., 2010,
2008; Kaess and Dellaert, 2009). iSAM solves for the maximum a posteriori (MAP) esti-
mate of the joint probability distribution

p(X,Z, U) ∝ p(x0)
n∏
i=1

p(xi|xi−1,ui)
m∏
k=1

p(zkij|xi,xj), (2.5)

where X is the augmented state vector with poses of cardinality n, Z is the set of mea-
surements of cardinality m, and U is the set of control (i.e., odometry) inputs of cardinality
n− 1.

Under the above assumptions, we can formulate the maximization of (2.5) as

X̂ = arg max
X

p(Z,U |X)p(X) (2.6)

= arg min
X

n−1∑
i=1

||f(xi−1,ui)− xi||2Σi
+

m∑
k=1

||h(xi,xj)− zkij||2Λi
(2.7)

+||x0 − x̂0||2Σ0
,

where X̂ is the MAP estimate of the pose-graph state. The iSAM algorithm uses nonlinear
optimization to solve SLAM as an incremental least-squares problem. Although this op-
timization technique linearizes the objective function to find the solution, each batch step
allows for the relinearization of the original set of nonlinear constraints, which aids in con-
vergence. Based upon this formulation, iSAM also provides efficient marginal covariance
recovery via dynamic programming (Kaess and Dellaert, 2009), which is useful during data
association and link hypothesis (Section 3.3.2).
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2.3 Two-view Camera Registration Engine

Figure 2.4 Block-diagram of the core image registration engine. Given a proposed candidate im-
age pair, features are extracted (§2.3.1) and putative correspondences are found (§2.3.2). A robust
geometric model selection framework (§2.3.3) then determines whether an Essential matrix or ho-
mography registration model best applies. The result is checked against the SLAM pose prior using
a Mahalanobis distance gate for outlier rejection. Finally, the resulting inlier correspondences are
fed to a two-view bundle adjustment (§2.3.4) to determine the optimal 5-DOF relative-pose con-
straint.
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This section discusses the core of our visual SLAM perception engine, namely the cam-
era registration engine. Given image features and a proposed overlapping image pair, the
process of pairwise motion estimation involves four main steps: 1) image feature extrac-
tion; 2) establishing inlier correspondences; 3) fitting a geometric registration model using
a robust estimation framework; and 4) optimizing the camera relative-pose constraint. A
block-diagram of the overall image registration algorithm is depicted in Figure 2.4.
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2.3.1 Feature Extraction

The first step in the two-view camera engine is to extract robust feature points for pu-
tative matching. Images are first radially undistorted and contrast corrected using contrast-
limited adaptive histogram equalization (Zuiderveld, 1994). This enhances the visual de-
tail and aids in feature extraction (Figure 2.5(b)). We use a combination of Scale Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) (Lowe, 2004) and Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) (Bay
et al., 2008) feature detectors/descriptors. SURF and SIFT exhibit scale, rotation, and il-
lumination invariance. In our experience, we have found SIFT’s gradient-based histogram
descriptors to be more discriminatory for putative matching on underwater hull imagery,
while SURF’s Haar wavelet-based descriptors are better for our bag-of-words saliency cal-
culation (to be discussed in §III). Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) based implementations
(Wu, 2007; Furgale and Tong, 2010) are available to speed up the feature extraction to
∼10 Hz SIFT and ∼30 Hz SURF on 1 Mpx imagery (i.e., 1360× 1024).

2.3.2 Pose-Constrained Correspondence Search

Once the features have been extracted, we use our SLAM pose prior knowledge to guide
the pairwise putative matching. This matching is formulated in terms of a probabilistically-
driven pose-constrained correspondence search (PCCS) (Eustice et al., 2008; Carlevaris-
Bianco and Eustice, 2011). PCCS allows us to spatially restrict the putative correspondence
search region and, thereby, register what would otherwise be feature-sparse underwater
imagery (e.g., Figure 2.5(c) top).

The PCCS search bound is formed by assuming two projective camera models,

P = K[I |0] and P′ = K[R | t], (2.8)

where R and t represent the relative-pose rotation and translation between the two cameras,
and K is the camera calibration matrix. With scene depth Z coarsely measured from DVL
range measurements, we can use the infinite homography (H∞ = KRK−1) to map a point,
u, in one image to its projection in the paired image, u′, via

u′ =
H∞u + Kt/Z

H3>
∞ u + tz/Z

, (2.9)

where H3>
∞ refers to the third row of H∞, and tz is the third element of t. Because the

relative-pose prior and the scene depth are known with uncertainty, we can use (2.9) to
obtain a first-order covariance of the projected point. This resulting covariance yields an
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elliptical search region oriented along the epipolar line (Figure 2.5(c)).
Two cases are interesting to note here and are illustrated in Figure 2.5. Figure 2.5

shows a depiction of the underwater image registration process as applied to non-salient
(top) and salient (bottom) hull imagery. The top set of images are for a non-salient image
pair with a strong SLAM pose prior. The bottom set of images are for a visually salient
image pair, but with a weak SLAM pose prior. Raw images (Figure 2.5(a)) are first radially
undistorted and histogram equalized (Figure 2.5(b)) before extracting features. A pose-
constrained correspondence search (Figure 2.5(c)) using the SLAM pose prior is then ap-
plied to guide putative matching. The resulting inlier correspondences (Figure 2.5(d)) and
motion model are found from a robust estimation geometric model selection framework.
Finally, these inliers are fed to a two-view bundle adjustment to determine the maximum
likelihood estimate (MLE) 5-DOF camera pose constraint (Figure 2.5(e)).

In cases where we have a strong prior on the relative vehicle motion, for example se-
quential imagery with odometry or when the pose-graph estimate is well-constrained, the
probabilistic search region provides a tight bound for putative matching search (e.g., Fig-
ure 2.5(c) top). Due to this tight bound, we can often match what would be otherwise non-
salient imagery (e.g., Figure 2.5(d) top). On the other hand, when we have a weak pose
prior, for example poor odometry or closing large loops, then the PCCS search constraint
will be uninformative (e.g., Figure 2.5(c) bottom). Nevertheless, if the hull imagery is suf-
ficiently salient, then images may be matched using purely appearance-based means (e.g.,
Figure 2.5(d) bottom). This indicates that image saliency plays a major role in determining
successful camera measurements and could be exploited if quantified. This observation
forms the basis of our image saliency framework discussed in Chapter III.

2.3.3 Geometric Model Selection

Once we have established putative correspondences, we can then refine these to de-
termine an inlier correspondence set via a random sample consensus (RANSAC) model-
selection framework (Kim and Eustice, 2009). One may expect that a locally planar struc-
ture assumption is adequate on the open areas of the hull; however, this assumption is not
everywhere true because some portions of the hull are highly three-dimensional (e.g., bilge
keel, shaft, screw). To accommodate for this structure variability, we employ a geometric
model-selection framework to automatically choose the proper registration model, either
homography or essential matrix, when robustly determining the inlier set.

There are several reported algorithms in the literature aimed at overcoming registration
ambiguity by using a model-selection framework to automatically determine the appro-
priate registration model. Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974), Geometric
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Figure 2.5 Two factors in successful registration: prior uncertainty and saliency. The top set of images are for a non-salient image pair with a
strong SLAM pose prior. The bottom set of images are for a visually salient image pair, but with a weak SLAM pose prior. A pose-constrained
correspondence search (PCCS) (c) using the relative-pose prior is applied to guide putative matching. Note that this search constraint is very strong
in the top set of images, but very weak for the bottom set.
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Figure 2.6 Accuracy in inliers selection for homography versus essential matrix. Illustration of
RANSAC accuracy in inlier selection for two different models. For the homography, the error
measured between the green and red feature would result in a large point-to-point distance, and
hardly register as a correspondence. The red feature shows small point-to-point distance to the
yellow feature using the homography. On the other hand, the essential matrix maps a red feature to
a line (not a point) and error is measured as the point-to-line orthogonal distance. In this case, the
distance to the red line from the green point can result in a smaller error and be falsely registered as
a correspondence.
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Homography
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AIC (Kanatani and Kanazawa, 1999), Robust AIC (Torr, 1998) and Geometric Information
Criterion (GIC) (Torr, 1999) all aim to determine the inherent geometric complexity of the
image scene; see Gheissari and Bab-Hadiashar (2005) for a side-by-side evaluation. These
algorithms determine the correct registration model by measuring the summation of the
reprojection error along with a model complexity penalty, and choose the best model as the
one with the smallest error.

In this work, we have adopted Torr’s GIC (Torr, 1999),

GIC =
N∑
i

e2
i

σ2
+ λ1Nd+ λ2P. (2.10)

Here, ei is the ith correspondence’s reprojection error, σ2 is the feature extraction variance,
N is the number of correspondences, d is the dimension of the registration manifold (2
for homography and 3 for the essential matrix), P is the number of parameters of the
registration model (8 for homography and 5 for essential matrix) and λ1 = 2 and λ2 = 4

are penalty weights, as recommended in the literature.
For planar structures, the homography model is preferable. Given N correspondences,

the total number of variables in the two-view bundle adjustment is 2N + 8 for the ho-
mography model, and 3N + 5 for the essential matrix. Moreover, the homography model
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provides greater accuracy in inlier correspondence establishment than the essential matrix
does since the homography model is a point-to-point metric whereas the essential matrix is
only a point to epipolar line mapping as can be seen in Figure 2.6. The homography model
is, however, not feasible for non-planar structure, which is why we want to retain the ability
to use the essential matrix for when we encounter complex structure on the hull. Figure 2.7
and Figure 2.8 demonstrates GIC’s utility in automatic model fitting.

GIC score calculation on both synthetic and real images are shown in Figure 2.7 and
Figure 2.8. We computed the score in the graph of Figure 2.7(d), by gradually changing
the complexity of the structure from planar (Figure 2.7(a)) to non-planar (Figure 2.7(b)).
Two sample synthetic images (Figure 2.7(c)) depict the projected scenes. The graph of
the GIC score versus structure complexity (Figure 2.7(d)) shows that as we increase the
non-planar nature of the structure, that essential matrix (GICE) eventually becomes a better
model choice than the homography (GICH). This is because the reprojection error stays the
same with the essential matrix model while the homography reveals increasing error as the
structure becomes more complex.

For two sample pairs of real hull imagery, as shown in Figure 2.8, the top sequence of
images show where GIC has automatically determined an essential matrix model as being
correct, whereas for the bottom set of images GIC correctly chooses a homography. In
both examples, the left and middle columns show two overlapping image pairs while the
right column shows their inlier correspondences. Yellow dots indicate correspondences that
satisfy the epipolar geometry constraint, while red circles indicate correspondences that are
consistent with the homography constraint.

2.3.4 Two-view Bundle Adjustment

After selecting the proper model via geometric model selection, the model and set of
correspondences are optimized within a two-view bundle adjustment. Horn’s relative-pose
algorithm (Horn, 1991) is applied prior to the bundle adjustment to refine the inliers set and
provide an initial guess of the relative-pose. Then, a two-view bundle adjustment estimates
the optimal relative-pose constraint between the two cameras.

2.3.4.1 Essential matrix

When the model selection criteria results in choosing the essential matrix, the cost func-
tion is chosen such that it minimizes the reprojection error in both images by optimizing
camera relative-pose (i.e., R, t) and the triangulated 3D structure points (i.e., Xn) associ-
ated with the inlier image correspondences (Hartley and Zisserman, 2000):
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Figure 2.7 GIC on synthetic data. Depiction of GIC’s utility for automatic model selection as
applied to a synthetic dataset. The blue dots represent the projected structure points in each image,
while the red dots indicate the randomly sampled true correspondences as seen from both cameras.
We vary the scene structure from being planar (a) to fully 3D (b). Two sample images are shown
in (c) with their GIC score. The change of GIC score with respect to the complexity of structure is
shown in (d)
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Figure 2.8 GIC on real data. Depiction of GIC’s utility for automatic model selection as applied to
real hull data. Yellow dots indicate correspondences that satisfy the epipolar geometry constraint,
while red circles are those which are consistent with the homography constraint.

GIC_H = 10178 > GIC_E = 2429 (Essential matrix)
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min
R,t,Xn

f(R, t,Xn) =
N∑
n=1

e>n en. (2.11)

The cost function f( · ) is the sum squared reprojection error taken over all N corre-
spondences. The camera projective matrices are Pi = K[I |0] and Pj = K[R | t] where the
camera internal parameters, K, are the same for both cameras and known from calibration.
Finally, the nth pixel reprojection error is defined as

en =

[
uin − PiXn

ujn − PjXn

]
, (2.12)

where uin and ujn are the homogeneous coordinate pixel locations for cameras i and j,
respectively, and Xn is the homogeneous coordinate triangulated 3D structure point.

2.3.4.2 Homography

When the model selection criteria results in choosing the homography, the objective
function is chosen to minimize the sum squared reprojection error using a plane induced
homography model (Hartley and Zisserman, 2000). The optimization is performed over
the homography parameters (R, t, n, d) and the optimal pixel correspondences ûin , which
satisfy the homography mapping exactly (i.e., ûjn = Hûin where ûin is the homogeneous
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Figure 2.9 Illustration of sparse bundle adjustment (SBA). (a) When model selection chooses es-
sential matrix as the proper model, SBA solves for the relative-pose, (R, t), and the 3D structure,
X, by minimizing reprojection error (2.11). ui and uj are pixel points in images where Pi and Pj
are the projection matrices. (b) For homography, the point is constrained on a plane (π), and SBA
solves for the optimal reprojected points (ûi), plane parameters (n, d), and relative pose (R, t) as in
(2.14)
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coordinate version of ûin).
The plane induced homography, H, is written in terms of the world plane, π = [n>, d]>,

and camera relative-pose, R and t, as

H = K(R− tn>/d)K−1. (2.13)

Here, the world plane normal, n, and orthogonal distance, d, are expressed in camera
i’s reference frame. Given the N correspondences between the two images, the optimiza-
tion solves for the optimal value of homography parameters together with the ideal image
points,

min
R,t,n,d,ûin

f(R, t,n, d, ûin) =
N∑
n=1

e>n en, (2.14)

where

en =

[
uin − ûin
ujn − Hûin

]
, (2.15)

and uin and ujn are defined as before.
Finally, in either case (homography or essential matrix), the two-view bundle adjust-

ment results in a 5-DOF bearing-only camera measurement (2.3), and a first-order estimate
of its covariance (Haralick, 1994), which is then published as a constraint.
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Figure 2.10 Experimental setup for USS Saratoga hull inspection using the HAUV. We mapped a
section of the aircraft carrier following the trajectory as depicted in (c). The mission started on the
top left corner toward the bottom right corner following a lawn mower grid pattern. On the second
track-line, the vehicle moved without camera measurements, yielding a blank section in the middle
of the survey.

(a) USS Saratoga aircraft carrier (b) HAUV
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2.4 Implementation and Results

In May 2008, over 1,300 underwater images of the aircraft carrier USS Saratoga (Fig-
ure 2.10) were collected at AUVFest2008 in Newport, Rhode Island.1 The experiment was
done in collaboration with MIT and Bluefin Robotics using the autonomous underwater
hull inspection vehicle, the HAUV (Hovering Autonomous Underwater Vehicle) (Vaganay
et al., 2005) (Details in Appendix §A.1). The experiment consisted of seven 30 m legs
of a boustrophedon survey, each spaced 0.5 m apart in depth. The camera and Doppler
velocity log (DVL) were mounted on tilt actuators so that they approximately maintained
a nadir view to the hull. The standoff position of the robot was controlled at 1.5 m from
the hull throughout the experiment with a horizontal trajectory speed of 0.5 m/s. In this
experiment, the incremental smoothing and mapping (iSAM) algorithm was selected as the
SLAM back-end.

The final trajectory resulting from visual SLAM with model selection is shown in Fig-
ure 2.11. The red lines indicate pose constraints derived from image pairs. The camera was

1AUVFest is an Office of Naval Research sponsored AUV field demonstration event.
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Figure 2.11 SLAM result from the USS Saratoga. The camera-derived SLAM pose constraints
for inspection of the USS Saratoga are shown with successful camera links in red. Each vertex
represents a node in the pose-graph where the red lines indicate the 5-DOF camera measurements.
Images A and B show sample images from the feature-rich region and image C presents an example
image from the feature-less region.
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restarted while the robot was returning to the bow in the second leg of the trajectory. This
resulted in a blank section in the middle of the second track-line during which the uncer-
tainty ellipsoid inflated as the robot moved without camera measurements over this section.
However, once the camera was restarted at the end of the second leg, the SLAM algorithm
re-localized the vehicle by adding additional pose constraints to the previous track (first
leg). The distribution of visual features strongly affects the camera measurement distribu-
tion. As the robot hovers and moves from the feature-less region (C in Figure 2.11 toward
stern right) to the feature-rich region (A and B in Figure 2.11 toward bow left), we see a
strong increase in the number of camera measurements.

As a by-product of the SLAM trajectory estimation, the 3D structure of the ship hull
can be reconstructed using the final trajectory estimate and the pairwise image correspon-
dences. Surface fitting with texture mapping was conducted to generate a 3D photomosaic
(Figure 2.12). Note that the major purpose of having the 3D photomosaic is to have qual-
itative verification of the SLAM result. Because the photomosaic was generated using the
final SLAM estimate and back projected image points (without additional blending at the
image processing level), the continuity in the image seams between tracks illustrates that
the resulting pose-graph is self-consistent. During the mission, six artificial targets, pre-
installed on the hull to verify the SLAM navigation performance, are all found as indicated
by the six white circles that appear in the texture-mapped reconstruction.

From the SLAM point of view, camera measurements provide a means to reduce the
uncertainty in the pose estimation. Without such a sensor, a dead reckoned trajectory will
inevitably accumulate pose and map uncertainty as a mission proceeds. Figure 2.13 shows
the estimate error in pose uncertainty versus the total path length that the underwater robot
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Figure 2.12 Photomosaic results on the USS Saratoga. Triangulated 3D points can be meshed to
obtain a smooth surface reconstruction, and texture mapped to create a 3D photomosaic as in (a).
The six white dots that appear in (a) are the targets used for visual verification of the hull inspection
utility of the algorithm.

(a) Texture mapped reconstruction

(b) Zoomed view of inset

traveled. The uncertainty of the robot pose using DR navigation is represented by the
blue line, and shows unbounded and increasing uncertainty along the total path as it local-
izes itself based upon DVL-based integration. As can be seen from the red lines, camera-
constraints significantly reduce the navigation uncertainty, keeping it bounded.

2.5 Conclusion

This chapter presented an extension to the VAN algorithm that uses geometrical model
selection to provide accurate correspondences in the image-based motion estimation. This
extension increases the robustness and accuracy of the camera-derived pose constraint since
a large portion of the hull is locally flat. We presented results for mapping a 30 m by 5 m

section of the hull. While we do not have independent ground-truth to validate our trajec-
tory estimate, we note that the recovered trajectory results in a smooth surface reconstruc-
tion, indicating that the recovered poses must be highly self-consistent.

The next step in our research is to automatically determine which areas of the hull are
feature-rich and useful for visual SLAM. This information will then be coupled back into
the SLAM navigation estimate for an optimal mapping policy. As shown in the current
data set, large areas of the hull occupy nearly feature-less regions, while other regions
exhibit a high density of features. For these scenarios, it would be ideal to have the vehicle
autonomously return to a previously known feature rich area in an intelligent way whenever
its pose uncertainty grows too high. If this can be accomplished, the vehicle will be able to
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Figure 2.13 Uncertainty versus path length plot. Whereas the uncertainty of DR navigation (blue
line) shows unbounded growth, the uncertainty of SLAM is bounded from camera loop-closures
(red line).
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maintain an upper bound on its pose uncertainty at any point along the hull, and, thereby,
quantitatively guarantee 100% survey coverage for inspection tasks.
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CHAPTER III

Visual Saliency for SLAM

3.1 Introduction

Underwater visual simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is challenging in
many aspects (e.g., lack of ambient light, amorphous features, limited field of view). One
of the main challenge is that the spatial distribution of visual features is not uniformly dis-
tributed within the environment. For example, Figure 3.1(b) depicts a representative under-
water visual SLAM result obtained on a ship hull. Here, successful camera-derived mea-
surements (i.e., red links) occur when feature-rich distributions are prevalent. On the other
hand, in visually feature-poor regions, the camera produces few, if any, constraints. Thus,
the distribution of visual features in the target environment dominates the spatial availabil-
ity of camera-derived constraints, and hence, the overall precision of our SLAM navigation
result. This indicates that visual saliency strongly influences the likelihood of making a
successful pairwise camera measurement. When spatially overlapping image pairs fail to
contain any locally distinctive textures or features, image registration fails. Hence, hav-
ing the ability to quantitatively evaluate the registration utility of image keyframes would
greatly aid underwater visual SLAM.

3.1.1 Motivation

One of the most important and difficult problems in pose-graph visual SLAM is deter-
mining a loop closure event, where the loop-closure in visual SLAM is obtained by rec-
ognizing previously viewed scenes. This recognition process involves identifying possible
candidate image pairs and attempting to obtain a camera-derived relative-pose constraint.
By correctly associating and registering corresponding image pairs, the uncertainty of both
the map and the robot pose can be reduced and bounded.

This task necessarily involves choosing optimal loop-closure candidates because (i) the
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Figure 3.1 Local and global saliency maps on R/V Oceanus. Pictured are the hull inspection SLAM
results for a survey of the outboard hull of the R/V Oceanus which motivates our development of
local and global visual saliency metrics. (a) Depiction of the R/V Oceanus’ stern with the HAUV in
view. (b) SLAM trajectory of the HAUV with successful cross-track camera registrations depicted
as red edges. The histogram equalized sample images shown above are indicative of the image
feature content within that region of the hull. Note that the density of cross-track links is spatially
correlated with image feature content. (c) Our normalized local saliency measure, SL, which spans
from 0 to 1, is overlaid on top of the SLAM graph and correlates well with camera link density. (d)
Our normalized global saliency measure, SG, which also spans from 0 to 1, is overlaid on top of
the SLAM trajectory. For easier visualization, we have enlarged nodes with SG > 0.4. Note that
global saliency can be used to identify visually distinct (i.e., rare) scenes with respect to the rest of
the hull, such as distinct port openings, weld seams, and hull discolorations.
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(b) SLAM pose-graph result for R/V Oceanus
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(d) Global saliency map (SG) on R/V Oceanus
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cost of estimating the camera-derived relative-pose constraint is computationally expensive
(per loop closure candidate) and (ii) adding unnecessary/redundant measurements may re-
sult in overconfidence (Ila et al., 2010). In this chapter, we focus on pose-graph visual
SLAM methods where nodes in the graph correspond to image keyframes and measure-
ments appear as constraints (links1) between nodes.

One way to intelligently hypothesize link candidates is to examine the utility of fu-
ture expected measurements—an elegant method for measuring such uncertainty is to use
information gain (Ila et al., 2010). Typically, information gain refers to either Fisher infor-
mation or mutual information. By definition, the Fisher information is closely related to
the Cramer Rao Lower Bound (Bar-Shalom et al., 2001), while mutual information is de-
rived from entropy (Bryson and Sukkarieh, 2005), as defined by Shannon (1948). Example
usages of information gain for control can be found in Sim and Roy (2005), Vidal-Calleja
et al. (2006), and Bryson and Sukkarieh (2005), where the proposed control schemes eval-
uate the information gain of possible measurements and lead the robot on trajectories that
reduce the overall navigation and map uncertainty. Another application of information gain
in SLAM can be found in the task of creating link hypotheses, where only informative links
(measurements) are proposed to be added to the pose-graph (Ila et al., 2010).

In the approaches described above, an equal likelihood of measurement availability
is assumed. In other words, the information gain measure assesses the geometric value
of adding the constraint without regard to if, in fact, the constraint can be made. In our
scenario, camera-derived measurements may not be uniformly available within the envi-
ronment due to the fact that the spatial distribution of visual features can vary greatly. For
example, Figure 3.1(b) depicts an underwater environment where there is a large variance in
feature distribution (the surface of a ship hull). Here, successful camera-derived measure-
ments (red links) occur when feature-rich distributions are available, and in feature-poor
regions the camera produces few, if any, constraints.

In this chapter, we develop two novel metrics to measure an image’s visual saliency
for SLAM. The first is local saliency, which is capable of measuring image registrability
correlates well with successful camera links (Figure 3.1(c)). The second is global saliency,
which identify visually distinct (i.e., rare) scenes with respect to the rest of the hull (Fig-
ure 3.1(d)).

1We call the process of hypothesizing possible loop-closure candidates “link proposal”, because a mea-
surement will act as a “link” (i.e., constraint) between two nodes in our pose-graph framework.
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3.1.2 Review on Saliency and Bag-of-Words

The term “saliency” used in this thesis refers to a measure of how distinctive an image
is and is related to seminal works by Itti and Koch (2001) and Kadir and Brady (2001).
Itti and Koch (2001) showed that the human perception process includes detecting salient
regions within a scene and actively controlling our attention to be on the detected region.
Kadir and Brady (2001) used entropy as a measure of randomness, and in their work, com-
puted entropy for a local patch and used it in detecting features within an image. If a patch
has higher entropy, it likely has more randomness and, thus, is considered a feature. Lee
and Song (2010) extended this entropy approach to color images using the Hue Saturation
Value (HSV) color-space representation for detecting image features. Similarly, Johnson-
Roberson (2010) combined HSV channel entropy with texture entropy from a Gabor fil-
tered image to compute a combined saliency score for color images. This approach was
shown to produce usable saliency maps derived from down-looking underwater seafloor
imagery; however, its broad application is limited due to its reliance on color imagery (i.e.,
it is not applicable to grayscale).

As an alternative to the above channel-based methods, several bag-of-words (BoW)
saliency representations have recently been explored (Nowak et al., 2006; Marchesotti
et al., 2009; Csurka et al., 2004; Toldo et al., 2009). Originally developed for text-based
applications, the general bag-of-words approach was first adapted and expanded to images
by Leung and Malik (2001); Sivic and Zisserman (2003), and Csurka et al. (2004). In this
method, each image is considered to be a document, and each feature descriptor found in
the image corresponds to a word in the document. Feature descriptors (Sivic and Zisser-
man, 2003; Csurka et al., 2004; Nowak et al., 2006), local regions (Fei-Fei and Perona,
2005), or patches (Barnard et al., 2003) can serve as visual words. This representation dis-
tills an image to a set of vocabulary words, allowing for aggregate content assessment and
enabling faster search. This approach has been successfully applied in diverse applications
such as image annotation (Wu et al., 2010), image classification (Lazic and Aarabi, 2007),
object recognition (Hu et al., 2009; Larlus et al., 2010) and appearance-based SLAM (Cum-
mins and Newman, 2009; Angeli et al., 2008; Kawewong et al., 2010; Shahbazi and Zhang,
2011).

To develop a measure of visual saliency using a BoW representation, Csurka et al.
(2004) explored the use of a BoW image model to selectively extract only “salient” words
from an image and referred to them as a bag-of-keypoints. Toldo et al. (2009) explored the
use of a histogram of the distribution of words as a global signature of an image, and only
salient regions were sampled to solve an object classification problem. In appearance-based
SLAM, Fast Appearance-Based Mapping (FAB-MAP) by Cummins and Newman (2009)
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uses a model that learns common words during an offline training phase to down-weight
common (non-salient) words. Out of the non-model-based approaches, a popular statistics-
based approach is called term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf). This statistic
is widely used in classification problems (Sivic and Zisserman, 2003; Nister and Stewenius,
2006) due to its simplicity and robustness. It emphasizes rare occurrences resulting in
higher tf-idf scores for statistically salient words and typically can be learned online.

In this thesis, we also use a BoW model to measure saliency based on a statistics-based
bag-of-words approach to define two visual saliency metrics—local and global saliency.
These novel measures will be presented in the following sections.

3.1.3 Overview of Our Approach

To quantitatively measure the level of visual saliency, we focus on two different mea-
sures of saliency: local saliency (i.e., intra-image) and global saliency (i.e., inter-image).
Both are computed using a BoW model for image representation. Registrability refers to
the intrinsic feature richness of an image (i.e., the amount of texture an image has). The
lack of image texture, as in the case of mapping an underwater environment with feature-
poor regions (e.g., images A and B in Figure 3.1(b)), prevents image registration from
being able to measure the relative-pose constraint. However, texture is not the only factor
that defines saliency—an easy counterexample is an image of a checkerboard pattern or a
brick wall. Images of these type of scenes have high texture, but likely will fail registration
due to spatial aliasing of common features. Thus, we develop local and global saliency as
two different measures of image registrability in this section.

A brief illustration of the overall process is depicted in Figure 3.2. We generate a
vocabulary online by projecting 128-dimension Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) keys,
developed by Bay et al. (2008), to words using a BoW image model. Given a point of
interest, the 128-dimension feature vector is computed from a set of Haar wavelet responses
around that point, and is used as a descriptor. Once mapped to a BoW representation, we
examine the intra-image histogram of word occurrence for the local saliency measure, and
score the saliency level by evaluating its entropy. For global saliency, the inter-image count
of word occurrence throughout all previously-seen images is examined. This count is used
to compute the global saliency score by measuring inverse document frequency (idf).

3.1.4 BoW Vocabulary Generation

Before defining our BoW saliency metric, we first need to outline how we construct our
vocabulary. Offline methods for vocabulary generation typically use a clustering algorithm
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Figure 3.2 Depiction of vocabulary construction and saliency computation. SURF keys are ex-
tracted from an image and are used to update local and global statistics. Entropy from the local
histogram detects intra-image feature richness, while inverse document frequency measures inter-
image rarity.
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on a representative training dataset. An example of this type of offline method is the FAB-
MAP algorithm, which has shown remarkable place recognition results using a pre-trained
vocabulary (Cummins and Newman, 2008). Another offline vocabulary building technique
by Nister and Stewenius (2006) pre-trains a vocabulary tree to cluster the words with a tree
hierarchy for efficient recognition. Other studies have focused on online methods, which
incrementally build a vocabulary during the data collection phase (Angeli et al., 2008;
Nicosevici and Garcia, 2009; Kawewong et al., 2010; Shahbazi and Zhang, 2011). Position
Invariant Robust Feature (PIRF) based navigation by Kawewong et al. (2010) uses this type
of online approach, using only consistent Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) keys to
incrementally build the vocabulary. They have showed performance comparable to other
state-of-the-art appearance-based SLAM methods. In order to achieve fast and reliable
online loop-closure detection, Shahbazi and Zhang (2011) use locality sensitive hashing to
build the vocabulary in situ. Also, incremental online clustering schemes have been used
by Nicosevici and Garcia (2009) to update the vocabulary clusters incrementally.

One advantage to offline methods is that an optimal distribution of vocabulary words
(clusters) in a descriptor space can be guaranteed; however, one disadvantage is that the
learned vocabulary can fail to represent words collected from totally different datasets as
demonstrated by Kawewong et al. (2010). Online construction methods provide flexibility
to adapt the vocabulary to incoming data, though equidistant words (clusters) are no longer
guaranteed.

Two guidelines underpin our vocabulary building procedure: (i) we do not want to as-
sume any prior knowledge of the appearance of the environment, and (ii) the vocabulary
must be visually representative. With this in mind, we have decided to pursue an online
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construction approach that initially starts from an empty vocabulary set, similar to the al-
gorithms by Angeli et al. (2008) and Kawewong et al. (2010). SURF features are extracted
from the incoming image and are matched to existing words in the vocabulary based on
the Euclidean inner product (SURF descriptors are unit vectors). Whenever the direction
cosine is larger than a threshold (0.4—0.6 in our experiments), we augment our vocabulary
to contain the new word.

Related to this vocabulary generation, two issues need to be discussed in detail. First,
we will discuss the reason for choosing online vocabulary generation instead of using pre-
trained model-based, and compare our approach to the state-of-art model-based approach,
FAB-MAP. Second, the choice of image feature detector/descriptor will be discussed. Our
approach is based on SURF instead of SIFT, though SIFT and SURF are often consid-
ered to have similar performance, they yield distinctly different behavior in our saliency
application.

Model-based versus statistics: Why not use FAB-MAP?

FAB-MAP is a model-based approach to the place recognition problem. It evaluates
the probability of the current location in appearance-space given measurements (up to the
current time), and selects a location. Using their Bayesian estimation formulation, FAB-
MAP learns common objects from their model. It has an ability to learn common objects
and assign a small probability to those words. When measurements are full of common
objects (e.g, bricks), it is likely that we will find an equally positive match from all images
(i.e., we see it everywhere). In other words, FAB-MAP has an ability to diminish the effect
of common words in their model, though they are not computing the saliency score directly.
Later in FAB-MAP 2.0, a more direct saliency measure appears when they calculate the
most useful candidates to improve the recognition speed by pruning out unlikely loop-
closure candidates. The saliency score they use is defined below in terms of information,

I = − ln p(zi|zpi), (3.1)

and indicates the information content of a word (zi) where zpi is the parent of zi. The
conditional probability, p(zi|zpi), has been trained offline using a Chow-Liu tree (Chow
and Liu, 1968) building process. The FAB-MAP authors mention that this information is
training set dependent. For example, some features might be very rare in the training set
but very common in the actual map.

Regarding this issue, we chose to use a statistics-based approach for the saliency score
using online vocabulary construction rather than a pre-trained model-based approach. By
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doing so, we could achieve (i) online vocabulary building capability and (ii) a direct mea-
sure of the image saliency level. FAB-MAP’s strength is at the modeling of the co-
occurrence of words by training in a Chow Liu tree. However, to learn this dependency
between words, they need to learn the tree in an offline process, and the online training of
this process has been remarked as future work of FAB-MAP. Moreover, there exists several
successful online implementations based on statistics (Sivic and Zisserman, 2003; Angeli
et al., 2008; Kawewong et al., 2010). Their advantage is that the performance of model-
based approach decreases when the environments differ considerably between the trained
and actual data (Kawewong et al., 2010). Since our focus is on having a saliency score that
is reliable, even for large changes in environment, online performance is essential.

On the second issue, a direct measure of visual saliency, dealing with common words
(saliency of words) in model-based approach is incorporated within the Bayesian estima-
tion formulation. In other words, in this type of formulation, no direct measure of saliency
is available. Instead, information (3.1) is defined in terms of conditional probability. How-
ever, again this conditional probability has been trained offline, which circles back to the
discussion of online/offline vocabulary generation.

SURF versus SIFT: Why not use SIFT?

The second discussion we continue is about the selection of feature descriptor in vocab-
ulary generation. We evaluated the usage of both 128-dimension SIFT and 128-dimension
SURF descriptors and found that SURF features tend to perform better for our saliency
calculation. Therefore, we chose to use SURF features in our vocabulary construction.
The SIFT descriptor is built by calculating the gradient orientation histogram, whereas
the SURF descriptor is built from a set of Haar wavelet responses (Figure 3.3). Due to
the noise sensitivity of the gradient orientation calculation, we found that SIFT’s descrip-
tor tends to assign two similar texture patches as two distinct words, whereas SURF’s
wavelet descriptor tends to assign them to the same type of word. (This is similar to what
Johnson-Roberson (2010) noted when comparing a Gabor filter for texture detection versus
gradient-based methods.)

Finally, one additional point worth noting is that we pre-blur imagery before running
SURF. This is done to gently force SURF to return larger scale features. As shown in
Figure 3.4, we conducted a test to see the effect of this pre-blurring on underwater imagery.
The depicted histogram-equalized sample image is “noisy” due to its accentuation of parti-
cles in the water column and the effect of back-scattering. Processing the image at full scale
makes the SURF descriptor sensitive to this high-frequency noise and, thus, its descriptors
distinctive to each other. While this distinctiveness can be beneficial for putative corre-
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Figure 3.3 Illustration of SIFT and SURF descriptors. (a) Both SIFT and SURF are based on
Difference of Gaussian (DoG) filtering. When describing an image keypoint, (b) SIFT exam-
ines the gradient between Gaussian filtered images at different scales, and computes the his-
togram of binned orientation to build its descriptor. (c) SURF, on the other hand, builds de-
scriptor from Haar wavelet responses. Using a 4x4 array, instead of 2x2 as in the illustration,
SIFT computes a histogram over 8 orientations, while SURF computes extended 8 dimensional re-
sponses to result in a 128 dimensional vector for both descriptors. These extended responses are
computed by separately summing basic 4 dimensional responses for positive and negative values
(
∑

dx>0 dx,
∑

dx>0 |dx|,
∑

dy>0 dy,
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dy>0 |dy|,
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(a) DoG (Lowe, 2004)
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spondence matching, it is detrimental in vocabulary generation for the purpose of saliency
detection. When the image contains particles and noise as in the sample image, these dis-
tinctive feature keys get mapped to different words, which artificially increases the entropy
in our BoW histogram (Figure 3.4(b)). However, this undesirable effect can be reduced by
either pre-blurring the image (Figure 3.4(c)), or, by (equivalently) forcing SURF to return
larger scale features (Figure 3.4(d)). In practice, we found it easier to use the pre-blurring
approach so that we could employ commonly available SURF libraries without the need
for any custom modification.

Overall, due to the online vocabulary generation, the resulting vocabulary size will be
increasing over the mission time as can be seen in Figure 3.5. However, increase in the
vocabulary size slows down and converges over time as the vehicle collects enough repre-
sentative images within the environment. Because of the pre-blurring and coarse clustering
the size of vocabulary is typically small.
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Figure 3.4 Effect of pre-blurring versus scale-forced SURF. The effect of pre-blurring and scale-
forced SURF detection for underwater image saliency are depicted. Image (a) shows the contrast-
limited adaptive histogram equalized image on the left half and its blurred version on the right. The
BoW histogram showing intra-image word occurrence and its normalized entropy score (i.e., local
saliency, SL) are shown for the raw image (b), the blurred image (c), and the scale-forced SURF
detection (d). Note that (c) and (d) are comparable.

histogram equalized blurred

(a) Histogram equalized / blurred image
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Figure 3.5 Online vocabulary size over the course of a hull inspection mission. The vocabulary
size is plotted for two different vessels versus elapsed mission time in minutes. Because of the pre-
blurring and coarse clustering, the resulting vocabulary size is small (19 for USCGC Venturous (a)
and 210 for SS Curtiss (b)).
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3.2 Saliency

Next, we define two different novel measures of saliency based upon this online vocab-
ulary construction—local saliency and global saliency. We also provide a comparison and
evaluation on both indoor and underwater images.

3.2.1 Local Saliency

One of the original usages of BoW is for texture recognition (Julesz, 1981; Varma and
Zisserman, 2009). In these studies, an element of texture, a texton, can be expressed in
terms of visual words using a BoW representation. These previous works mainly focused
on recognition of texture using texton representation, whereas the local saliency we develop
here examines the diversity of the textures to assess image content richness. We define
local saliency as an intra-image measure of feature diversity. In defining the diversity,
entropy has been widely used as a measure of randomness, though in other works it has
been primarily used on image channels. For example, Lee and Song (2010) examined HSV
channel entropy to compute a salient region within an image, but not to score the saliency
level for the entire image. Similarly, Johnson-Roberson (2010) combined HSV channel
entropy with Gabor-filtered intensity to compute image saliency. The limitation of this
method, however, is the need for multiple channels to provide reliable performance and,
which limits its usage to color images only. In contrast, we assess the diversity of words
occurring within image Ii by examining the entropy of its BoW histogram, which works
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regardless of color channel availability:

Hi = −
W (t)∑
k=1

p(wk) log2 p(wk). (3.2)

Here, p(w) is the empirical BoW probability distribution within the image computed over
the set of vocabulary words W(t) = {wk}W (t)

k=1 where W (t) is the size of the vocabulary,
which grows with time since we build the vocabulary online. Hence, to normalize our
entropy measure, we use the ratio of Hi to the maximum possible entropy to yield a nor-
malized entropy measure SLi

∈ [0, 1]:2

SLi
=

Hi

log2W (t)
. (3.3)

This entropy-derived measure captures the diversity of words (descriptors) appearing within
an image.

Figure 3.6 shows sample results for color and grayscale underwater hull imagery. For
comparison, following Johnson-Roberson (2010), we also compute the hue channel his-
togram as an alternative measure of saliency. The results show that our normalized BoW
entropy score yields comparable results to Johnson-Roberson (2010) in terms of discrimi-
nating image saliency for color images, but moreover, our measure works equally well for
grayscale imagery too (where no hue channel is available).

3.2.2 Global Saliency

We define global saliency as an inter-image measure of the uniqueness or rarity of fea-
tures occurring within an image. The purpose of this measure is to identify unique regions
of the ship hull that could be useful for guiding where the robot should revisit for attempt-
ing large scale loop-closure. In this scenario our SLAM navigation prior will typically be
weak and we will, therefore, have to rely upon visual appearance information only for suc-
cessful pairwise image registration. The sample imagery in Figure 3.1(b) depicts such a
case.

To tackle this problem, we were motivated by a metric called term frequency-inverse
document frequency (tf-idf), which is a classic and widely used metric in information
retrieval (Jones, 1972; Salton and Yang, 1973; Manning et al., 2008). This metric was
first adopted in the computer vision community by Sivic and Zisserman (2003) and sub-
sequently shown to produce successful results in image-based classification (Moulin et al.,
2010), place recognition (Knopp et al., 2010), scalable recognition using vocabulary tree

2The maximum entropy, log2W , corresponds to a uniform distribution over a vocabulary of W words.
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Figure 3.6 Local saliency example for color and grayscale ship hull images. Shown are images with varying levels of feature content, where
the leftmost plot depicts the source image, the middle plot depicts the image intensity histogram (hue channel for color images and grayscale for
monochrome images), and the rightmost plot depicts the BoW histogram. Normalized entropy for Hue and intensity histogram is provided below
(Se). For the color images, note that the hue channel histogram and the bag-of-words histogram are both able to distinguish the feature richness of
the scene. However, for the grayscale imagery, note that the image intensity histogram fails to detect feature richness, whereas the BoW histogram
still works well.
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(Nister and Stewenius, 2006) and appearance-based SLAM (Angeli et al., 2008; Kawewong
et al., 2010). In a computer vision application, tf-idf for a word w is defined as:

tw =
nwd
nd

log
N

nw
, (3.4)

where nwd is the number of occurrences of word w in document d; nd is the total number
of words in document d; N is the total number of documents seen so far; and nw is the
number of documents with the occurrence of word w. The tf-idf captures the importance
of a word (descriptor) appearing in a document (image) by penalizing common words.

Although tf-idf is prevalent in the text mining literature, its more fundamental form can
be defined from inverse document frequency (idf) (Jones, 1972; Salton and Yang, 1973;
Robertson, 2004); idf corresponds to the logarithm term in (3.4), and has a higher value
for words seen less frequently throughout a history. In other words, we expect a high idf
for words (descriptors) that are rare in the dataset. In computer vision, Jegou et al. (2009)
used a variation of idf to detect “burstiness” of a scene, noting idf’s ability to capture word
frequency. Similar use is found in Chum et al. (2008), where the authors used idf as a
weighting factor in the definition of their min-Hash similarity metric.

Unlike these previous studies that used idf as a weighting factor for robust matching,
we use a sum of idf within an image Ii to score its inter-image rarity:

Gi(t) =
∑
k∈Wi

log2

N(t)

nwk
(t)
. (3.5)

Here, Wi ⊂ W(t) represents the subset of vocabulary words occurring within image Ii,
nwk

(t) is the current number of documents in the database containing word wk, and N(t)

is the current number of documents in the database. To guarantee independent sample
statistics used in our idf calculation, only spatially distinct (i.e., non-overlapping) images
are used to update nwk

(t) and N(t). Since even a common word would be considered
“rare” in (3.5) the first time it is observed (i.e., nwk

= 1 on first occurrence in the database),
Gi(t) needs to be updated through time. This paper uses an inverted index based update
scheme combined with periodic batch updates to maintain G(t) for all images in the graph.
The inverted index scheme (Manning et al., 2008) uses sparse bookkeeping for fast updates
on the subset of G(t) that are impacted when changes in the statistics of nwk

(t) occur,
and periodic batch updates that update G(t) for all nodes in the graph when changes in
the number of documents N(t) occur. At worst case, this update is linear in complexity
with the number of image nodes. Lastly, as was the case with our local saliency measure,
we normalize the rarity measure for image Ii to have a normalized global saliency score
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Algorithm 1 Online vocabulary and saliency calculation.

Require: image Ii
Require: BoW vocabularyW(t) {∅ on first use}
Require: idf statistics N(t), nw(t)

Preblur and extract SURF features from Ii:
Fi ← [f1, f2, · · · , fnf

]

{compute intra-image BoW statistics}
initialize BoW histogram: Hi ← ∅
for each feature fj ∈ Fi do

find best vocabulary match wk ∈ W(t)
if projection fj ·wk > threshold then {augment vocab.}
W(t)← [W(t), fj], wk ← fj , nwk

(t)← 1
end if
increment histogram: Hi(wk)← Hi(wk) + 1

end for

{update inter-image idf statistics}
if Ii does not overlap with images already in N(t) then

increment the document database: N(t)← N(t) + 1
for each wk ∈ W(t) andHi(wk) > 0 do

increment word occurrence: nwk
(t)← nwk

(t) + 1
end for

end if

{local saliency calculation}
Compute image Ii BoW distribution: pi(w)← Hi/nf
Compute image Ii BoW entropy: Hi ← Eqn (3.2)
Compute image Ii local saliency: SLi

← Eqn (3.3)
ifW(t) was updated then {vocab. was augmented}

Update SL for all previous images
end if

{global saliency calculation}
Compute image Ii rarity: Gi(t)← Eqn (3.5)
Compute image Ii global saliency: SGi

← Eqn (3.6)
if N(t) or nw(t) were updated then {idf statistics changed}

Update G(t) for all affected images
Update maximum rarity Gmax

Update SG for affected images
end if
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Figure 3.7 Global saliency example for underwater (a)–(e) and indoor (f)–(j) images. Extracted
features are marked with green circles. The score underneath each image is SG/SL accordingly,
where SG is the global saliency score and SL is the local saliency score. In both datasets, images are
arranged from left to right in order of decreasing global saliency. Note that the global saliency score
can be low even for texture rich scenes (e.g., (d), (e), (i) and (j)), indicating that the vocabulary words
appearing in those images are common in the environment and, therefore, not visually distinctive in
a global sense.

(a) 0.84 / 0.79 (b) 0.82 / 0.78 (c) 0.49 / 0.67 (d) 0.29 / 0.67 (e) 0.13 / 0.54

(f) 0.85 / 0.78 (g) 0.79 / 0.77 (h) 0.60 / 0.73 (i) 0.11 / 0.58 (j) 0.02 / 0.58

SGi
∈ [0, 1]:

SGi
(t) =

Gi(t)
Gmax

, (3.6)

where the normalizer, Gmax, is the maximum summed idf score encountered thus far.
Figure 3.7 shows an example of applying global saliency to categorize sample under-

water and indoor office imagery. As can be seen, the global saliency score, SG, fires
on the visual rarity of vocabulary words occurring within the image, whereas the local
saliency score, SL, fires on vocabulary diversity only. For example, the two rightmost fig-
ure columns (i.e., (d),(e) and (i),(j)) show that global saliency can be low even for locally
salient imagery. This is because several of the vocabulary words (e.g., bricks, weld lines)
occur frequently throughout the environment—lowering their overall idf score.

3.3 Saliency-informed Visual SLAM

Now, we have two saliency metrics that we can exploit for better loop-closure detection,
which is the most important and difficult problem in SLAM. This section will discuss the
improvement that we achieve by using the two saliency metrics in SLAM, which we call
saliency-informed SLAM. Using our previously defined local saliency measure, we can
improve the performance of visual SLAM in two ways:
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1. We can sparsify the pose-graph by retaining only visually salient keyframes;

2. We can make link proposals within the graph more efficient and robust by combining
visual saliency with measures of geometric information gain.

In the first step, we can decide whether or not a keyframe should be added at all to the
graph by evaluating its local saliency level—this allows us to cull visually homogeneous
imagery, which results in a graph that is more sparse and visually informative. This im-
proves the overall efficiency of graph inference and eliminates nodes that would otherwise
have low utility in underwater visual perception.

In the second step, we can improve the efficiency of link proposal by making it “salient-
aware”. For efficient link proposal, Ila et al. (2010) used expected information gain to
prioritize which edges to add to the graph—thereby retaining only informative links. How-
ever, when considering the case of visual perception, not all camera-derived measurements
are equally obtainable. Pairwise registration of low local saliency images will fail unless
there is a strong prior to guide the putative correspondence search (e.g., Figure 2.5(c) top),
whereas pairwise registration of highly salient image pairs often succeeds even with a weak
or uninformative prior (e.g., Figure 2.5(c) bottom). Hence, when evaluating the expected
information gain of proposed links, we should take into account their visual saliency, as
this is an overall good indicator of whether or not the expected information gain (i.e., im-
age registration) is actually obtainable. By doing so, we can propose the addition of links
that are not only geometrically informative, but also visually plausible.

3.3.1 Salient Keyframe Selection

During SLAM exploration, image saliency can be used to pre-evaluate whether or not
it would be beneficial to add a keyframe to the graph. Naively adding nodes to the graph
can introduce a large number of meaningless variables, thereby making SLAM inference
computationally expensive. Related to this issue, recent studies have focused on efficient
graph building in the name of scalable and lifelong SLAM. To be able to localize and map
a large area for a long period of time, an algorithm should manage the number of nodes
and measurements that grow over time. Specifically, to enable lifelong mapping, nodes and
measurements need to be selectively pruned from the graph in an efficient way. Grisetti
et al. (2010) solved this problem at the back-end by enabling coarse structure of the scene
using a hierarchy. Another strategy by Kretzschmar et al. (2010) is to prune out less useful
nodes and observations by measuring the expected information gain.

When we have a measure of usefulness of the node, we can intelligently choose which
set of nodes to include in the graph—only adding keyframes with high local saliency. For
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Figure 3.8 Local saliency versus navigation prior uncertainty. Local saliency of image pairs that
resulted in successful pairwise image registration for the R/V Oceanus dataset. (a) A scatter plot
of relative-pose uncertainty versus local saliency for candidate image pairs satisfying a minimum
overlap criteria. Blue dots represent all attempted pairs whereas red circles indicate those that were
successfully registered. (b) Tabulated data showing what fraction of failed registrations are pruned
and what fraction of successful registrations are retained, when thresholding on different values for
the minimum local saliency threshold, Smin

L . For example, by using a threshold of Smin
L =0.4, we

retain 95% of successful registrations, yet are able to prune 32% of failed matches.
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(a) Scatter plot of relative-pose uncertainty versus saliency

Smin
L 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

successful & retained [%] 100 98 95 82 55 22 5
failed & discarded [%] 5 15 32 51 70 88 99

(b) Effect of thresholding on local saliency

this purpose, we use a minimum threshold on local saliency, Smin
L , as a criteria for adding

keyframes to the graph. To determine this threshold, we examined the local saliency
score of underwater image pairs that resulted in successful pairwise image registration,
while simultaneously examining the relative-pose uncertainty associated with their pose-
constrained correspondence search (PCCS) search prior. Figure 3.8 displays a scatter plot
from this analysis using data from the R/V Oceanus dataset (a qualitative result will be
provided in Figure 3.11). Plotted as dots are all attempted pairwise image registrations be-
tween nodes satisfying a minimum overlap criteria. Out of this set, those pairs that resulted
in a successful pairwise image registration are circled. The results show a strong correla-
tion between image registration success and local saliency. For those pairs that fall below a
local saliency level of SL < 0.4, we see only a small fraction result in registration success,
and for those that do, they have a strong PCCS search prior (i.e., low relative-pose uncer-
tainty). Hence, by discarding images with low local saliency, we see that we can eliminate
a large fraction of the failed candidate pairs. In fact, the empirical evidence shows that
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we can eliminate 30–68% of the failed attempts by using a minimum saliency threshold
somewhere between Smin

L =0.4–0.6.

3.3.2 Saliency Incorporated Link Hypothesis

One formal approach to hypothesizing link candidates is to examine the utility of future
expected measurements—also known as information gain. For example, Ila et al. (2010)
use a measure of information gain to add only informative links (i.e., measurements) to the
SLAM pose-graph. Other example uses can be found in control (Sim and Roy, 2005; Vidal-
Calleja et al., 2006; Bryson and Sukkarieh, 2005), where the control scheme evaluates the
information gain of possible future measurements and leads the robot on trajectories that
reduce the overall SLAM localization and map uncertainty.

Following Ila et al. (2010), we express the information gain of a measurement update
between nodes i and j as

I = H(X)−H(X|zij), (3.7)

whereH(X) andH(X|zij) are the entropy before and after measurement, zij , respectively.
For a Gaussian distribution, Ila et al. (2010) showed that this calculation simplifies to

I =
1

2
ln
|S|
|R|

, (3.8)

where R and S are the measurement and innovation covariance, respectively. In the case
of our 5-DOF camera observation model (2.3), calculation of the innovation covariance
becomes

S = R +
[
Hi Hj

] [Σii Σij

Σji Σjj

] [
Hi Hj

]>
, (3.9)

where Hi and Hj are the non-zero blocks of (2.3)’s Jacobian and
[

Σii Σij

Σji Σjj

]
is the marginal

joint covariance between nodes i and j, which is efficiently recoverable within iSAM
(Kaess and Dellaert, 2009). The utility of evaluating information gain (3.8) is that it can
be used to assess which edges are the most informative to add to the pose-graph—before
actually attempting image registration.

In the approach outlined above, an equal likelihood of measurement availability is as-
sumed. In other words, (3.8) assesses the geometric value of adding the perceptual con-
straint without regard to if, in fact, the constraint can be made. As evident in our work,
not all camera-derived constraints are equally obtainable, and these constraints are in fact
largely influenced by the visual content within the scene. Candidate links with high in-
formation gain may not be the most plausible camera-derived links due to a lack of visual
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Figure 3.9 Illustration of link proposal using saliency. Sample result for link proposal using saliency
incorporated information gain on the R/V Oceanus. In both cases, four links were proposed and the
color of each link indicates the priority. (a) shows symmetric proposal while (b) is capable of
weighting toward higher saliency nodes. In other words, given the same number of link proposals,
(b) proposes more plausible links than (a).
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(b) Link hypothesis using IL

saliency. We argue that the act of perception should play an equal role in determining
candidate image pairs.

Based upon the local saliency metric developed earlier, and noting that SL ∈ [0, 1],
we combine visual saliency with the expected information gain to arrive at a combined
visual/geometric measure that accounts for perception:

IL =

I ·SL if SL ≥ Smin
L and I ≥ Imin

0 o.w.
(3.10)

Strictly speaking, (3.10) is no longer a direct measure of information gain in the mutual
information sense; however, it is a scaled version according to visual saliency. This allows
us to prioritize candidate image pairs based upon their geometric informativeness as well
as their visual registrability.

This combined approach results in better link hypotheses—forcing the link proposal
scheme to lean toward visually salient nodes among those that are equally geometrically
informative. Figure 3.9 depicts a sample result from the R/V Oceanus dataset. The color
of a proposed link indicates how informative the link is (i.e., I), while the color of a node
represents how salient the imagery is (i.e., SL). In the first case, only the geometry of the
constraint is taken into account through the calculation of information gain. In the second
case, the combined measure (3.10) guides the selection toward feature-rich image pairs,
rather than processing visually uninformative images with high geometric gain. In doing
so, it proposes realistically achievable camera-derived candidate links.
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Figure 3.10 Experimental setup for saliency evaluation. Underwater hull inspection experiments
conducted using the Bluefin Robotics HAUV shown in (a). Three different ship hulls were surveyed:
(b) R/V Oceanus, (c) USCGC Venturous, and (d) SS Curtiss.

(a) HAUV (b) R/V Oceanus (c) USCGC Venturous (d) SS Curtiss

R/V Oceanus USCGC Venturous SS Curtiss
Length 54 m 64 m 183 m
Beam 10 m 10 m 27 m
Draft 5.3 m 3.0 m 9.1 m
Displacement 960 t 759 t 24, 182 t

(e) Vessel characteristics

3.4 Saliency Results

In this section, we first present the saliency map on different vessels, using the two
saliency metrics defined in the previous section. We illustrate the performance of the two
different saliency metrics using real-world data collected from a series of underwater ship
hull inspection surveys using the HAUV platform (Vaganay et al., 2006). We surveyed
three ship hulls: the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) R/V Oceanus, the
United States Coast Guard Cutter (USCGC) Venturous and the SS Curtiss as depicted in
Figure 3.10.

3.4.1 Local and Global Saliency Maps

To verify the performance of the two saliency metrics (i.e., local and global), their
respective normalized saliency maps have been overlaid atop our pose-graph visual SLAM
results.

Local Saliency Maps

Overlaying the local saliency map on the SLAM result shows the coincidence of suc-
cessful camera registrations and areas with a high local saliency score. To have a successful
pairwise camera measurement, both images need to be locally salient (i.e., texture rich).
Note that successful measurements (red lines in local maps) have been made only when
both of the images have a high local saliency score. When either image lacks saliency,
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Figure 3.11 Local and global saliency maps on the USCGC Venturous. SLAM trajectory of the
HAUV with successful cross-track camera registrations depicted as red edges. The normalized
local saliency measure and the normalized global saliency measure, respectively, are depicted for
the USCGC Venturous, and enlarged where they are larger than (SL/SG > 0.4). (a) Most of the
scene is locally salient, and thus, the camera measurements and locally salient nodes are evenly
distributed on the hull. (b) The surface of the vessel is populated with marine growth (B and E) that
lowers its globally saliency score. Two artificial targets (C and F), and distinguished scene where
there are no barnacles, are noted as rare areas on the hull.
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(b) Global saliency map on USCGC Venturous

image registration fails (i.e., regions with missing edges in the graph). Figure 3.1(c) de-
picted the result of applying our local saliency score to the R/V Oceanus dataset, where the
density of successful cross-track links is clearly spatially correlated with the image feature
content. Our normalized local saliency measure, SL, which spans from 0 to 1, is overlaid
on top of the SLAM graph and correlates well with camera link density. These success-
ful camera measurements typically correspond to nodes with a local saliency score of 0.4
or greater. A counter example is image C, which has low local saliency (SL=0.18), but
which nonetheless was successfully registered due to a strong PCCS SLAM prior (same
image as Figure 2.5(c) top). This agreement between the local saliency and the success-
ful camera measurements is further verified from different deployments on two different
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vessels—Figure 3.11(a) and Figure 3.12(c).
For the USCGC Venturous mission, the images of the vessel were abundant with fea-

tures throughout the survey, as evident from the top figure in Figure 3.11(a), which shows
evenly distributed camera registration. In contrast, a mission on SS Curtiss shows a segre-
gated local saliency map. The hull of the Curtiss was feature-less on the side, but covered
by marine growth rich in texture at the bottom (Figure 3.12(c)). In particular, note how SL

correlates spatially with where successful camera-edges occurred in the exhaustive SLAM
graph. The bottom of the hull had a high concentration of marine growth (e.g., A to F
in Figure 3.12(a)), making it visually feature-rich for pairwise image registration; this is
where the majority of cross-track image registrations occurred. The vertical side of the hull
was relatively clean and, thus, feature-empty (e.g., G and H in Figure 3.12(a)), so rela-
tively few pairwise registrations occurred in those regions. As in the other results, the local
saliency map SL predicts well where underwater camera registrations actually happened.

Global Saliency Maps

Unlike the local saliency metric, the global saliency metric reacts to rare features. As
a validation, three global saliency maps on the R/V Oceanus (Figure 3.1(d)), USCGC Ven-

turous (Figure 3.11(b)), and SS Curtiss (Figure 3.12(d)) are shown overlaid on the SLAM
results. This global saliency score, SG, which also spans from 0 to 1, is overlaid on top of
the SLAM trajectory and nodes with SG > 0.4 are enlarged for easier visualization. Note
that global saliency can be used to identify visually distinct (i.e., rare) scenes with respect
to the rest of the hull. These visually distinctive regions, for example, could serve as useful
locations for guiding where the robot should revisit for attempting loop-closure. For exam-
ple, in the USCGC Venturous (Figure 3.11(b)) survey, its hull was covered with barnacles
in most regions (B and E in Figure 3.11(b)), except for two locations where artificial targets
(inert mines) were attached to the hull. High global saliency is reported at these two target
positions (C and F in Figure 3.11(b)) since they are rare. Also, other visually uncommon
scenes (A and E in Figure 3.11(b)) scored high.

Next, we will show an implementation of saliency-informed SLAM and compare its
result with the saliency-ignored SLAM case. For this saliency-informed SLAM, only local
saliency is used to improve SLAM performance—global saliency will be reintroduced in
Chapter IV in our development of PDN.
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Figure 3.12 Local and global saliency maps on the SS Curtiss. (a) Sample images of SS Curtiss. (b) A top-down view of the pose-graph depicting
where the successful pairwise camera-derived edges occur. (c) A top-down view of the pose-graph with our local saliency metric overlaid. (d) A
top-down view of the pose-graph with our global saliency metric, SG, overlaid. The node size has been scaled by its saliency level for visual clarity.
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(c) Local saliency SL
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3.4.2 Saliency-informed SLAM

Here, we report experimental results that evaluate our real-time visual SLAM algo-
rithm. The presented dataset is from a February 2011 survey of the SS Curtiss using the
HAUV. The hull survey mission consisted of vertical track-lines, extending from the wa-
terline to the keel, spaced approximately 0.5 m apart laterally. The survey started near
the bow and continued toward the stern while maintaining a vehicle standoff distance of
approximately 1 m from the hull at all times using Doppler velocity log (DVL) measured
range. This configuration resulted in approximately 30% cross-track image overlap for a
∼45◦ horizontal camera field of view (in water). Occasionally the vehicle was commanded
to swim back toward the bow, orthogonal to its nominal track-line trajectory, to obtain
image data useful for time-elapsed loop-closure constraints. The total survey area com-
prised a swath of approximately 45 m along-hull by 25 m up-down hull for a total path
length of 2.7 km and a 3.4 hour mission duration. The camera was operated in underwa-
ter mode (Figure 3.10(a)) at a fixed sample rate of 2 Hz, which resulted in a dataset of
24,773 source images. The dataset was logged using the Lightweight Communications
and Marshalling (LCM) publish/subscribe software framework (Huang et al., 2010), which
supports a real-time playback capability useful for post-mission software development and
benchmark analysis. The results presented here are for post-process real-time playback
using the visual SLAM algorithm implementation, as described in this paper.

3.4.2.1 Saliency-Ignored SLAM Baseline Results

For this experiment, we ran the visual SLAM algorithm in a “perceptually naive” mode
to benchmark its performance in the absence of saliency-based keyframe selection and
saliency-incorporated link hypothesis (described earlier in §3.3.2). For this test we added
keyframes at a fixed spatial sample rate resulting in approximately 70% sequential image
overlap, and used geometric information gain only (i.e., not saliency incorporated) for link
hypothesis. We ran with three different levels of link hypothesis: nplink=3, nplink=10, and
nplink=30, where nplink represents the maximum number of proposed hypotheses per node.
We increased the number of hypotheses per node to 30 (which is 10 times more than the 3
links per node used in the saliency incorporated case to be discussed in the next section) so
that the number of successfully registered camera links in the pose-graph can be used as a
baseline for comparison. We refer to this baseline result as “the exhaustive SLAM graph”,
as all nominal nodes were added and all geometrically informative links where tried. The
resulting 3D trajectory is depicted in Figure 3.13(a). This baseline result contains 17,207
camera nodes, 29,426 5-DOF camera constraints, and it required a cumulative processing
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time of 10.70 hours (this includes image registration and iSAM inference). Figure 3.12(b)
shows a top-down view of the registered pairwise camera-constraint edges and where they
spatially occurred in the 3D pose-graph.

We have noted that the local saliency level could be a criteria to improve the link hy-
pothesis. To quantitatively evaluate the utility of local saliency for discriminating success-
ful camera registration, Figure 3.13(b) depicts a scatter plot showing the occurrence of
all link hypotheses attempted by the exhaustive SLAM result, as plotted in local saliency
space. Each dot in the plot represents an attempted link registration between camera nodes
xi (candidate node) and xj (current node), while each circle represents those pairs that
resulted in success. Each axis in the graph represents the local saliency level (SLi

, SLj
) be-

tween the image pair. The plot shows a positively correlated distribution between proposed
(SLi

, SLj
) pairs. This is in fact encouraging, and indicates that the local saliency metric

is consistent—meaning that spatially neighboring image pairs tend to score the same in
saliency. Also noticeable in the graph is that the distribution of registered links (circles) is
concentrated in the top-right corner, where both nodes have a high saliency score, whereas
there is no such concentration on proposed links. This distribution reveals that a large
number of non-visually-plausible links could in fact be pruned from the SLAM process by
incorporating local saliency into the keyframe and link hypothesis selection phases.

3.4.2.2 Saliency-Informed SLAM Result

For this experiment, we re-ran the visual SLAM algorithm, but this time with the
saliency-based keyframe selection and saliency informed information gain link hypothesis
enabled. Based on our earlier tests with the R/V Oceanus (Figure 3.8), we used a saliency
threshold of Smin

L =0.4 (black bounding box depicted in Figure 3.13(b)). The final resulting
SLAM trajectory is depicted in Figure 3.14. Using the saliency-based front-end, we re-
duced the total number of keyframes from 17,207 (in the exhaustive set), to only 8,728—a
49.3% reduction by culling visually uninformative nodes from the graph. Table 3.1 and
Table 3.2 summarize the overall computational efficiency improvement.

The saliency informed SLAM graph consists of 8,728 nodes and used nplink=3 for link
hypotheses per node. The cumulative iSAM inference time in this case is 0.52 hours,
and when accounting for image processing time, the entire SLAM result can be computed
in less than 1.31 hours, which is 2.6 times faster than the actual mission duration time
of 3.4 hours (Table 3.1). The time elevation graph (Figure 3.14(b)) makes it easier to
visualize the elapsed duration between loop-closure camera measurements. In the top-
down view (Figure 3.14(c)), the images on the right depict the keyframes and registered
loop-closure event, verifying the overall consistency of the metric SLAM solution. The
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Figure 3.13 Exhaustive SLAM for the SS Curtiss. (a) Baseline exhaustive SLAM result. (b) Scatter
plot depicting all attempted pairwise image hypotheses for the exhaustive SLAM result as viewed
in saliency space. Each dot represents a single link hypothesis and indicates the (SLi , SLj ) local
saliency value for the image pair; successfully registered image pairs are circled. Note the strong
positive correlation that exists between successfully registered pairs and their local saliency values.
For reference, hypotheses that would be eliminated by a local saliency threshold of Smin

L =0.4 lie
outside the drawn box.
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Figure 3.14 Saliency-informed SLAM result for the SS Curtiss. (a) The blue dotted trajectory rep-
resents the iSAM estimate with camera constraints depicted as red edges, while the gray trajectory
represents dead-reckoned (DR) trajectory. (b) The xy component of the SLAM trajectory estimate
is plotted versus time, where the vertical axis represents mission time. (c) A top-down view of
the SLAM estimate versus DR. The positions marked A and B are two examples of where large
loop-closure events take place.
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Table 3.1 Improvement summary of using saliency-informed SLAM. Compared to the saliency-
ignored case, the total number of camera nodes has been reduced by half enabling real-time perfor-
mance.

No. of Saliency-ignored Saliency-informed Fraction
Camera nodes 17,207 8,728 50.7%
Hypoth. per node 30 3 10.0%
iSAM CPU time 8.70 hr 0.52 hr 6.0%
Total CPU time 10.70 hr 1.31 hr 12.2%

yellow box indicates the overlap between the two loop-closure images. The maximum
difference between saliency incorporated and exhaustive SLAM is 1.10 meters, whereas
the DR trajectory shows significantly larger error due to the navigation drift. Two other
saliency-ignored SLAM results also show large error throughout the mission.

In terms of saliency’s affect on SLAM performance, we note that even with far fewer
nodes in the graph, we were still able to achieve almost the same total number of camera
measurements in the graph. Using only half (50.7%) of the exhaustive graph nodes and a
significantly smaller number of link proposals (3.4%), we achieved important cross-track
camera measurements (Table 3.2). For easier loop-closure visualization, Figure 3.14(b)
shows a time elevation graph of camera registration constraints—here the vertical axis in-
dicates elapsed mission time. Camera measurements with large time differences indicate
loop-closure events—for example, the SLAM estimate was accurate enough to register im-
age pairs with over two hours of elapsed time difference (Figure 3.14(c)). As Figure 3.14(a)
and Figure 3.14(c) show, this is a significant improvement over the dead-reckoned odom-
etry result. While saliency ignored SLAM also shows reduced error over DR, saliency
informed SLAM substantially outperforms it by resulting in more (112.4%) verified links
and, thus, less error (15%) relative to the baseline exhaustive SLAM result, even with a
smaller number of link proposals (nplink = 3). This is because the saliency-ignored SLAM
result failed to obtain critical, cross-track camera measurements that the saliency-informed
SLAM successfully achieved.

Figure 3.15(a) shows the success rate of proposals for hypothesized pairs versus elapsed
time. Links with a large time difference correspond to loop-closures after a large time pe-
riod, and thus are of major interest. As can be seen in Table 3.2, the saliency-informed
link proposal achieves a higher rate of success than the other two cases because we pro-
pose plausible links in saliency-informed SLAM. The fraction of the number of links of
saliency-ignored case to the saliency-informed is given in parentheses. As our focus is on
links with a large time differences, (i.e., loop-closure after a large time period), the number
of verified links in the saliency-informed SLAM case exceeds the saliency-ignored cases.
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Figure 3.15 Statistics on saliency-informed SLAM for the SS Curtiss. Comparison between
saliency-informed and saliency-ignored SLAM. (a) Plot comparing the success rate for saliency-
informed (red), saliency-ignored (green) and exhaustive (blue). (b) A plot of the differences between
the different trajectory estimates relative to the baseline exhaustive SLAM result.
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Table 3.2 Link proposal statistics for saliency-informed SLAM. Presented are the number of links
and success rate (Rsucc) statistics. The success rate is computed from the ratio of successful regis-
tration to the proposed links.

Exhaustive w/o Saliency w/o Saliency w Saliency
nplink = 30 nplink = 10 nplink = 3 nplink = 3

∆t No. of Frac. No. of Frac. No. of Frac. No. of
1 min No. of proposed link 457,165 (3.4%) 124,653 (12.5%) 12,524 (124.2%) 15,553

No. of verified link 23,125 (18.8%) 7,772 (56.3%) 829 (524.5%) 4,348
Success rate (Rsucc) 3.6% (472.2%) 1.9% (894.7%) 6.6% (257.6%) 17.0%

10 min No. of proposed link 133,282 (3.4%) 25,182 (18.1%) 2,848 (160.3%) 4,565
No. of verified link 16,476 (16.0%) 2,353 (112.4%) 293 (902.4%) 2,644
Success rate (Rsucc) 12.4% (468.6%) 9.3% (620.1%) 10.2% (567.6%) 57.9%

1 hour No. of proposed link 38,701 (6.2%) 11,300 (21.2%) 1,001 (239.4%) 2,397
No. of verified link 8,348 (17.7%) 527 (280.6%) 116 (1275.0%) 1,479
Success rate (Rsucc) 21.5% (286.1%) 4.6% (1324.0%) 11.6% (531.9%) 61.7%

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter reported on a real-time 6-DOF visual SLAM algorithm and its experimen-
tal validation for autonomous underwater ship hull inspection. Two novel image saliency
measures were introduced: local and global. Local saliency was shown to provide a normal-
ized measure of intra-image feature diversity, while global saliency was shown to provide
a normalized measure of inter-image rarity. We showed how local saliency can be used to
guide keyframe selection, as well as how it can be combined with geometric information
gain to propose visually plausible links. The overall applicability and utility of saliency for
underwater visual SLAM was demonstrated through its application to three distinct hull
datasets. Chapter IV will investigate the use of saliency in the area of active SLAM, in
particular, the use of global saliency for loop-closure path-planning.
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CHAPTER IV

Perception-driven Navigation

To enable robotic autonomous navigation over an area of interest, a robot needs to ex-
plore and map the area, while localizing itself accurately on the map that it builds. This
autonomous navigation capability involves three topics, namely simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM), path planning, and control. In the previous chapters, the major fo-
cus was on investigating a conventional approach to SLAM, whereby SLAM is treated as
a passive process relative to robot planning and control. This passive form of SLAM is
usually performed on preplanned or human-controlled trajectories; however, as we have
seen, the robot trajectory strongly affects SLAM’s performance. This interwoven nature
of the navigation problem motivates our research toward an active SLAM approach, which
is the main topic of this chapter. A fully autonomous agent needs the ability to plan a
motion given a high-level command, for example, a task-level command from a human
supervisor. In this instance, the robot should preplan and then modify the plan accordingly
to accomplish the given task, and should not require detailed input by a human supervisor.
Therefore, planning should be integral to robot navigation and should be considered con-
currently with the SLAM problem. To achieve this integrated navigation framework, this
chapter presents a decision theoretic algorithm that solves the SLAM and path planning
problems concurrently.

In particular, this chapter considers the task of area coverage (i.e., to cover a certain
area of interest) under the constraint of bounded navigation error. Specifically, our area
coverage objective seeks a balanced control between exploration and revisiting in order to
achieve better SLAM performance. Without loop-closure, SLAM will inevitably accumu-
late navigation drift over time; thus, we need to revisit portions of the map to bound error
growth. At the same time, we need to pursue exploration, which is a competing objective
that requires mapping the entire area in a reasonable time. Furthermore, and more impor-
tantly, SLAM, path planning, and control are interwoven and, thus, inseparable problems.
For example, imprecise SLAM results affect the accuracy of the area coverage and, thus,
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Figure 4.1 Related work to perception-driven navigation (PDN). Representative prior works in
the areas of SLAM, exploration, and path planning. Works are visualized along each axis in their
relation to PDN.
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the planning accuracy, while a mis-planned trajectory deteriorates SLAM performance. In
this chapter, we introduce the idea of perception-driven control, a mathematical framework
that seeks to balance the competing objectives between SLAM, control, and exploration
for the autonomous robotic area coverage problem.

4.1 Related Work

Figure 4.1 visualizes the space of representative literature in the three topic areas of
SLAM, path planning, and exploration1. Each axis in Figure 4.1 indicates a topic in au-
tonomous navigation and associated objective. Exploration seeks to find a set of control
actions to cover an unexplored area; SLAM solves for the map and robot position with a
goal of bounded navigation uncertainty; and path planning performs at a higher level to
complete the given tasks in a timely manner. There have been previous studies that in-
vestigated different aspects of this interwoven navigation problem and presented integrated
results, namely (i) active SLAM (between SLAM and exploration) (Feder et al., 1999;
Huang et al., 2005; Sim and Roy, 2005; Bryson and Sukkarieh, 2005; Davison et al., 2007),
(ii) area coverage path planning (between exploration and path planning) (Hert et al., 1996;
Choset, 2001; Baek et al., 2011), and (iii) belief space path planning (between SLAM and
path planning) (Prentice and Roy, 2009; Levine, 2010; Valencia et al., 2011). Furthermore,
Bourgault et al. (2002), Makarenko et al. (2002), and Stachniss et al. (2005) have looked
into the problem of integrating these three areas in the name of integrated navigation. All

1This thesis follows the definition of Thrun et al. (2005) in defining exploration as a control to maximize
knowledge of the external world.
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of these approaches solve for an optimal solution (e.g., path or control)—each defining
optimality differently, but typically as a function of area, time, or uncertainty level. This
section will briefly summarize studies from each topic and their integrated approaches.

Area-Coverage Path Planning: Although the basic path planning algorithms often
consider the problem of point to point path planning with obstacle avoidance given a map
(i.e., find a shortest path between a start position and a goal position), area-coverage plan-
ning seeks to acquire such a map in the first place. This area-coverage problem has been
addressed by Choset (2001), and is known as the coverage path planning algorithm, which
is also closely related to robotic exploration and sensor deployment (Li and Cassandras,
2005; Batalin and Sukhatme, 2007). Many studies have tried to find an optimal solution
to tackle this coverage problem in various applications, including a robot vacuum cleaner
(Baek et al., 2011), robotic demining (Acar et al., 2003), and terrain coverage for AUVs
(Hert et al., 1996). Optimality is defined in terms of the total amount of area covered with
respect to the total time taken. To efficiently model the area, a grid/cell-based map repre-
sentation is often adopted (e.g., an occupancy grid), so that optimality can be efficiently
evaluated by the number of cells covered with respect to the total time taken. However,
uncertainty in the localization and mapping phase is not considered; these previous studies
focused on generating preplanned paths without considering localization or mapping error.

Belief Space Path Planning: There have been some efforts on merging SLAM and
path planning into an integrated framework. The major difficulty in coupling path planning
(whether it is deterministic or stochastic) and SLAM is that path planning assumes that a
map is known a priori, while SLAM assumes that a path is given. Even stochastic path plan-
ning algorithms (LaValle and Kuffner, 1999; Kavraki et al., 1996; Kaelbling et al., 1995)
start with the assumption of a known map. They focus on how to sample nodes from the
area and then plan a path on them. Recently, some approaches have started to evaluate the
resulting uncertainty in optimizing the path, such as the work of Prentice and Roy (2009) in
Belief Roadmaps (BRMs), Valencia et al. (2011) on planning paths on SLAM constrained
maps, or Levine (2010) on calculating possible information gain on a planned path us-
ing Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees (RRTs). Of these, the BRMs approach is closest to
ours in that it considers the state’s uncertainty when it is computing the objective function,
though it is different from us since the nodes are sampled from a map that is not learned
online during SLAM. In the work of Valencia et al., the authors perform SLAM first, then
use the resulting pose-graph to plan a path to a goal position considering information gain
through the graph.

However, and most importantly, exploration has not been considered in these previous
studies. Their optimality was evaluated only by the uncertainty of the robot and the map,
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not by time or area. This is because exploration was excluded in their evaluation, where the
main focus was instead on point-to-point path planning. This thesis broadens the optimality
definition to take into account area coverage together with SLAM by including the area
coverage rate in the cost function (since our focus is on area covering navigation).

Active SLAM: The SLAM community has also made some efforts to add exploration
functionality in SLAM, termed “active SLAM”. Stemming from the seminal work of active

perception by Bajcsy (1988), which pointed out that control can improve the quality of
sensor data, these studies assume a preplanned path to follow and then undertake some
variations that a robot can make for improvements. Active SLAM is an area in SLAM
that tries to find the optimal trajectory that can improve map building and localization
performance. Most active SLAM research consists of two parts: (i) defining a metric to
be used as a measure of information gain and (ii) optimizing this measure to find control
policies that maximize information gain. This line of research is found in the work of
Feder et al. (1999), who used Fisher information (FI) as a metric in the objective function
to construct an adaptive control action. More recently, Sim and Roy (2005) and Sim (2005)
used FI to improve exploration, reporting the need to consider the path in localization and
mapping. Their work pointed out the instability of the update step, which has been further
extended to account for the control action by Davison et al. (2007). In this work, the authors
considered a discrete set of actions to reduce state uncertainty. Similarly, in Bryson and
Sukkarieh (2005), simulation results for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) using a similar
approach for on-line path planning was presented. Their work determined the proper action
and strategies to improve the overall map quality on the basis of mutual information (MI),
which relies on entropy and observability to provide the proper action sequence. Although
this approach established a basis for combining the control architecture with SLAM, it only
applied the optimal control input and did not globally solve for path planning. Frintrop
and Jensfelt (2008) presented an active gaze control algorithm for SLAM by defining the
usefulness of a landmark and tracking these useful landmarks. Aside from the active SLAM
research, an optimal control strategy based approach has been introduced by Huang et al.
(2005), where the authors optimized over the uncertainty of the last pose within a finite time
window using a variant of model predictive control (MPC). In their work, they pointed out
that the computational cost increases exponentially with the number of landmarks, the size
of the map, and the size of the time window. In these studies from the SLAM community,
optimality has been defined very similarly to the belief space path planning in that it has
considered only the localization uncertainty in the cost function and not area coverage.

Integrated Navigation: Toward addressing PDN in a fully integrated approach, some
studies have focused on this problem from a similar point of view to ours. This group of
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research solves for exploration strategies considering both navigation and exploration per-
formance. In earlier work on autonomous exploration, Whaite and Ferrie (1997) introduced
a way to explore considering the uncertainty of the explored model. Although not directly
addressing the SLAM problem, their work considered the reduction in model uncertainty
through motion as a way to explore. Gonzalez-Banos and Latombe (2002) proposed ex-
ploration strategies analogous to the Next-Best-View (NBV) problem in computer vision
(§1.1.3). First discussed by Connolly (1985), NBV seeks to find the best view of the scene
that reveals the model details, and thus can be considered similar to the active exploration
problem.

There are some studies that considered SLAM performance in the exploration phase.
These integrated studies tried to search for an optimal solution to maximize area coverage
and SLAM performance at the same time. Makarenko et al. (2002) presented an integrated
exploration scheme based on mutual information. Similarly, Bourgault et al. (2002) consid-
ered map coverage and localization accuracy in order to generate an adaptive control action.
Stachniss et al. (2005) pointed out the gist of this unsolved problem between SLAM and
exploration. Their SLAM implementation compares two utilities associated with the action
of exploration and revisit in order to determine whether to continue exploration or to revisit
a previous location. This work is most similar to our approach, but in their work every
measurement is considered to be equally likely in its availability, while in PDN it is not.
Importantly, Stachniss et al. incorporated the cost of detours into the objective function
in evaluating the robot and map uncertainty results. Recently, Kollar and Roy (2008) pre-
sented an exploration strategy using reinforcement learning. Because they assume a priori
access to the ground truth, their algorithm is trained to learn the trajectory that maximizes
the accuracy of the map (i.e., minimizes the error between the estimate and the ground
truth). In their paper, the authors recommended the use of uncertainty in the absence of
such true data. For a multi-robot case, Julian et al. (2012) suggested an exploration strat-
egy using MI. Their work solves for an optimal SLAM control strategy by evaluating the
gradient of MI.

As illustrated by these many studies, there is a gap between the areas of SLAM, explo-
ration and path planning, which mainly comes from the fact that each approach has some
assumptions on what priors are available at the initial phase. An attempt at categorizing
the assumptions, objective functions and computational costs of previous studies are pre-
sented in Table 4.1. As seen our approach has similarities to previous work in integrated
navigation, but differs by considering the measurement likelihood in the objective function.

An overarching assumption that this thesis makes is to start from very little prior infor-
mation on the area of interest. The planning should consider the anticipated SLAM accu-
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Table 4.1 Summary of related works to PDN. The previous studies are summarized with respect to prior knowledge, objective function, consideration
of measurement likelihood, and computational cost. In the calculation of time complexity, algorithms are compared assuming an n element state
vector. Area coverage planning (Hert et al., 1996; Choset, 2001; Baek et al., 2011) focuses on computing an optimal path offline where the memory
complexity scales with the size of the map and the planning parameters, and the major operation and time complexity are not indicated in the table. In
many studies, the EKF has been a popular choice for the SLAM back-end (Bourgault et al., 2002; Bryson and Sukkarieh, 2005; Davison et al., 2007).
When the objective function includes MI-based term, computing MI requires calculation of the covariance matrix determinant. Even when using an
EIF, Valencia et al. (2011) need to compute the inverse of the information matrix for MI evaluation prior to the planning phase. In the integrated
navigation studies (Bourgault et al., 2002; Stachniss et al., 2005), which are most similar to PDN, computation cost appears in two terms, one related
to the SLAM interference and the other related to the action path length.

Prior Objective function Measurement Major operation Computational
Uncertainty Area Likelihood Type cost

Area-Coverage Hert et al. (1996) map no yes no camera/sonar – –
Path Choset (2001) map no yes no general – –

Planning Baek et al. (2011) map no yes no laser – –
Feder et al. (1999) no yes no no sonar determinant of covariance matrix O(n3)a

Active Sim and Roy (2005) no yes no no range sensor EKF update and m candidate states O(n2 ·m)b

SLAM Bryson and Sukkarieh (2005) landmarks yes no no laser/vision determinant of covariance matrix O(n3)
Davison et al. (2007) no yes no no camera determinant of covariance matrix O(n3)

Belief Space Prentice and Roy (2009) map yes no no beacon EKF process and update for k edges each of length l O(kl) c

Path Planning Valencia et al. (2011) SLAM map yes no no laser inversion of information matrix O(n3) d

Integrated Stachniss et al. (2005) no yes yes no laser N particles and action path length l O(l ·N)
Navigation Bourgault et al. (2002) no yes yes no laser determinant of covariance matrix O(n3)

PDN no yes yes yes camera covariance recovery cost S(n) and action path length l O(S(n) · l) e

an indicates state vector dimension.
bm is the candidate state space where the path is planned. Since no nodes are used twice, m will be decreasing.
cFrom pre-sampled nodes, the algorithm considers k edges between nodes each of length l.
dThis inversion happens once before planning. With pre-computed inversion, the online time complexity is O(e log2n) where e is the number of edges. Note

that if we were to use their planning scheme concurrently with SLAM, the inversion needs to be performed in every evaluation step.
eS(n) is the cost for covariance recovery in reward computation, and will be discussed in §4.3.3.4.
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racy in the planning phase, providing a nominal path to SLAM that will be detoured from
accordingly. Starting from no prior knowledge on the environment, we perform SLAM
online to build a map for localizing the robot in the area, while simultaneously planning
paths to improve overall navigation subject to efficient area-coverage.

As indicated in Table 4.1, active SLAM only focuses on the robot uncertainty from
SLAM, and area coverage planning only solves for the optimal coverage plan without ac-
counting for the actual SLAM performance. Unlike these studies, which are constrained
to only one aspect of the navigation problem, this thesis pursues a balanced strategy for
both SLAM and area coverage in an integrated framework. Integrating SLAM and plan-
ning is also a focus of belief space planning, however, our approach solves for an area
coverage problem and differs from the belief space planning in this regard, since belief
space planning is typically only point-to-point. While integrated active exploration is most
similar to our own approach, they impose an optimistic—and thus impractical in under-
water navigation— assumption of obtaining all measurements predicted in the evaluation
phase. Specifically, the novelty of our work is in consideration of the visual measurement
likelihood within an integrated framework of SLAM and planning.

4.2 Motivation

The research question we address in this chapter is how to plan for 100% area-coverage
while considering SLAM performance. We first introduce some typical methods used in
conventional SLAM to design a survey, considering (i) sensor footprint coverage and/or
(ii) the total information of the planned trajectory. Once generated, this nominal survey
pattern is usually modified to include several revisit paths so that a robot can yield loop-
closures by revisiting a previous location in the map. In conventional SLAM, these revisit
motions are often preplanned or controlled by a human. This section introduces two typical
nominal survey design methods and the motivation for PDN.

4.2.1 Conventional Preplanned Survey Design

To explore and map a target area, a prototype mission needs to be planned in advance of
the survey. A typical survey geometry for area coverage is the regular grid pattern depicted
in Figure 4.2. This pattern is determined by two design parameters, along-track-line spac-
ing (∆d) and cross-track-line spacing (∆h). During the mission, a robot samples keyframes
(red×’s) along the trajectory and performs frame-to-frame comparison to establish relative
constraints between nodes in the graph. The physical distance between nodes is induced by
the frame acquisition rate and the speed of the robot, shown as the along-track-line distance
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Figure 4.2 A typical underwater grid pattern mission for area coverage. In this typical pattern, two
design parameters, cross-track-line spacing, ∆h, and along-track-line spacing, ∆d, parameterize a
survey. The sample keyframe nodes are marked with red ×’s along the trajectory.
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in Figure 4.2. The other distance in the cross-track-line spacing, which is set based upon the
sensor field of view (FOV) and desired overlap ratio. The choice of survey parameters (e.g.,
cross-track-line distance and along-track-line distance) are critical to the coverage area and
desired navigation precision. We will briefly cover two possible preplanning methods.

Sensor Coverage-based Nominal Survey Design

One straightforward way to design this type of survey is by considering the sensor FOV
and aiming for 100% sensor footprint coverage. In this approach, calculation of the survey
pattern is based upon the desired percentage overlap in the sensor FOV (e.g., image overlap
in the case of visual SLAM). This FOV is naively computed from the expected vehicle
trajectory without taking into account the effect of navigation error. A typical selection of
parameters would be 50-70% overlap along-track and 30% cross-track. With a fixed scene
depth (hd), known camera FOV (αFOV), and translational inter-node distance (d(xi,xj)),
the inter-frame overlap ratio can be calculated as

O =
2 ·hd · tan(αFOV/2)− d(xi,xj)

2 ·hd · tan(αFOV/2)
. (4.1)

For a survey at a constant speed (v) with a fixed sensor framerate (fps), the along-track-
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Figure 4.3 Calculation of camera sensor overlap ratio. Depiction of the overlap ratio computation
using an idealized camera sensor FOV. The xi and xj represent two keyframe nodes with sensor
overlap, and the scene depth, hd, indicates the distance from xi to the image plane. The overlap
ratio is the portion of overlap area, shaded in gray, with respect to the sensor footprint.
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line distance is specified as
d(xi,xj) = ∆d =

v

fps
. (4.2)

To achieve a desired along-track sensor overlap ratio, the vehicle speed and sensor frame
rate need to be appropriately determined via (4.1) and (4.2). In the case of the desired
cross-track sensor overlap ratio, an appropriate cross-track-line distance is ∆h, which can
also be directly computed from (4.1).

SLAM-considered Nominal Survey Design

Although this simple sensor footprint survey design allows for an easy way to preplan a
survey, information theoretic approaches can improve the design by evaluating the effect of
these parameters on SLAM’s performance. One way to consider the trajectory’s effect on
SLAM in the preplanning phase is by using the Cramer Rao Lower Bound (CRLB). The
CRLB is a conservative lower bound for an unbiased estimator, which herein is used to
measure the preplanned survey localization uncertainty. For a camera-modality survey, we
can precompute the CRLB for an assumed set of odometry and camera measurements (a
detailed derivation is given in Appendix §B). Then, by examining the CRLB for the covari-
ance matrix, the determinant of each covariance matrix sub-block reveals the uncertainty
of each node in the graph.

For each set of survey design parameters, we can compute the expected performance
from the CRLB in terms of the resulting graph uncertainty, together with the expected area
coverage. To achieve an optimal combination of these parameters, we examine the relation
of trajectory uncertainty and area coverage with respect to the design parameters to achieve
an optimal balance given these competing considerations. A similar consideration can be
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Figure 4.4 Illustration of PDN. The nominal trajectory aims for 100% coverage over the given
target area. The black line depicts the nominal trajectory that a robot follows, shown in orange is
the sensor footprint. The red dot indicates a robot pose associated with a sensor measurement and
its uncertainty ellipsoid is overlaid. PDN solves online for a proper control action at time t to reduce
the navigation error while maintaining survey efficiency, balancing between revisit and exploration.

Revisit ?

Explore ?

?START

at time t

Target area to cover

Nominal trajectorySensor footprint

found by Hollinger et al. (2012), who presented a survey planning method for underwater
missions considering the 3-D reconstruction uncertainty. Although localization uncertainty
was not their focus, their work is similar to the CRLB approach as it considers the output
trajectory uncertainty and shows an efficient preplanning and replanning scheme using non-
parametric Bayesian regression.

4.2.2 Revisit Planning / Control for Loop-closures

Given a preplanned trajectory (using the methods already discussed), a robot then car-
ries out a survey of the target area following this preplanned trajectory. The nominal tra-
jectory implicitly assumes that measurements are uniformly available everywhere spatially,
and that by preserving a certain amount of sensor overlap, it will result in successful loop-
closing constraints. However, the previously introduced methods preplan the nominal tra-
jectory without knowing the actual distribution of features in the environment. This feature
distribution significantly affects the ability of SLAM to perform successful loop-closure (as
shown in Chapter §III), which may lead to few cross-track measurements in feature-poor
regions.

To obtain large loop-closures, revisit actions are needed; similar to what humans do
when they are lost while navigating. In other words, revisit actions are needed to reduce
the navigation uncertainty by introducing loop-closures to previously visited scenes. As
shown in Figure 4.4, the nominal trajectory is designed to guarantee 100% coverage over
the given target area. However, when the uncertainty of the robot position increases during
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Figure 4.5 Two mission profiles in used in PDN’s evaluation: camera and sonar. (a) A narrow-
spaced camera-oriented mission has 0.5 m track-line spacing for 70% cross-track overlap in camera
footprint coverage. (b) A wide-spaced sonar-oriented mission has 4 m track-line spacing for 100%
sonar sensor coverage.
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(b) Sonar mission

execution of the mission, the robot needs to control itself for a revisit action. This revisit ac-
tion is typically preplanned or controlled by a human pilot. However, using preplanned or
human piloted revisit actions not only deteriorates autonomy, but they can also be ineffec-
tive and/or inefficient because the feature distribution is not known a priori. To tackle this
problem, PDN aims to provide an intelligent and fully autonomous control scheme that bal-
ances between revisit and exploration, considering SLAM’s navigational uncertainty and
area coverage in a decision theoretic way.

In this chapter, two types of mission profiles are examined, and are largely distinguished
by the type of primary sensor that they use. The two types of mission profiles are a camera-
oriented mission and a sonar-oriented mission. The camera mission (Figure 4.5(a)) is a
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narrow-spaced mission designed for 100% camera sensor footprint coverage. The spacing
between track-lines is typically 0.5 m, which yields about 70% cross-track overlap between
images. The sonar mission (Figure 4.5(b)) is a wide-spaced mission designed for 100%
sonar sensor footprint coverage. Since the sonar sensor footprint is 6 times larger than that
of the camera, 100% sonar coverage can be achieved with 4 m track spacing. Figure 4.5(b)
shows a sonar mission with the larger track-line-spacing. In the sonar mission, no cross-
track camera measurements are available due to the larger track-line-spacing, and camera
loop-closures are only made by deliberate revisiting actions.

4.3 Perception-driven Navigation

PDN consists of three modules: clustering, planning, and reward evaluation (Figure 4.6),
which will be presented in detail in the following subsections. While the normal SLAM
process passively localizes itself and builds a map, PDN (i) clusters salient nodes into a set
of candidate revisit waypoints (§4.3.1), (ii) plans a point-to-point path for each candidate
revisit waypoint (§4.3.2), and (iii) computes a reward for revisiting each waypoint candi-
date (§4.3.3.4). The calculated reward measures the utility of revisiting that waypoint (i.e.,
loop-closure) versus continuing exploration for area coverage. By comparing the maxi-
mum reward for revisiting or exploring, the robot is able to choose the next best control
step.

For the derivation of PDN, we start with the following assumptions and problem defi-
nitions:

1. We assume an open underwater area without obstacles. The boundaries of the target
coverage area are given, and the nominal mission profile is preplanned.

2. The target coverage area is designated. The robot starts with a certain size of area that
it aims to cover with its primary sensor footprint. In this application, we assumed an
open-area to cover without considering obstacles, selecting the grid pattern trajectory
for the initial path2.

3. The reference allowable navigation uncertainty is defined by the user, and will be
used to trigger PDN’s revisit decision. If the map and localization is certain enough,
there is no point in revisiting for loop-closure. This uncertainty level is a user input,
and also controls how conservative a user wants the SLAM performance to be.

2Although it is not the focus of this thesis, for the confined area with obstacles, a nominal path can be
generated from a blueprint, and PDN applied with local control to avoid obstacles.
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Figure 4.6 Illustration of PDN’s flow diagram. Provided with a SLAM pose-graph and saliency
map, PDN updates a set of waypoints (§4.3.1), plans a path to these waypoints (§4.3.2), and com-
putes rewards for each of the waypoints (§4.3.3.4). The reward Rk is computed for each waypoint
k where the reward from exploration Rexp = R0 corresponds to the 0th waypoint (k = 0). Lastly,
either a revisiting or exploration action is executed to yield the maximum reward.
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4. No prior information on the environment is provided except for the coverage bound-
aries. Planning and evaluation will be performed online on the pose-graph that the
robot builds. No nodes or sample poses are given outside of SLAM.

Given the desired target area coverage and user defined allowable navigation uncer-
tainty, PDN solves for an intelligent solution to the area coverage planning problem while
considering SLAM’s performance. In PDN’s derivation, we address three issues. First,
as our approach considers the resulting SLAM performance, the current robot uncertainty
should play a role in the path planning. Thus, the current robot uncertainty is a control
parameter that triggers the re-planning for better localization and mapping. Second, be-
cause the robot should complete the area coverage mission in a timely manner, the map
uncertainty in terms of uncovered area needs to be considered. Finally, PDN needs to
be computationally scalable for real-time, real-world performance. Since the complexity
of the algorithm scales linearly with the number of revisit points, maintaining a feasible
number of candidate revisit nodes is our focus.
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4.3.1 Waypoint Generation

The complexity of PDN scales linearly with the number of revisit pointsNwp in the map,
called waypoints since we need to evaluate the reward for each waypoint. To implement this
in real-world applications, the algorithm should be computationally scalable (i.e., should
be applicable to a large size map with a large number of nodes). Although all nodes in
the pose-graph could be considered as waypoints, evaluating the outcome for all possible
revisits is impractical. Moreover, due to the uneven spatial distribution of feature-rich areas
in the environment, not all nodes are visually plausible for loop-closure. Therefore, PDN
computes expected rewards for only a subset of candidate nodes selected for their visual
saliency levels, resulting in only locally and globally salient nodes as waypoints.

This waypoint generation consists of two parts: salient node clustering and waypoint
selection for each cluster. First, we threshold keyframes based upon their local saliency
level (similar to Smin

L in §3.2.1) to generate a set of 3D points with strong local saliency. In
PDN, a threshold (Swp

L ) of 0.5 is used to select a subset of highly salient nodes. Locally
salient nodes represent texture-rich scenes, and, thus, identify feature-rich areas in the envi-
ronment. The next step is to online cluster locally salient nodes into local neighborhoods,
forming clusters. Finally, within each cluster, we select a representative waypoint node
by considering both its visual uniqueness (i.e., global saliency level) and usefulness for
loop-closure. This process allows us to compute the Nwp best candidate waypoints for
revisitation.

Online Clustering

For the first phase of waypoint generation, several online clustering algorithms were
examined for their use in waypoint generation. K-means clustering (MacKay, 2003) is a
popular algorithm for clustering data into a set of groups, but requires that the number of
clusters be known in advance. As described in the fourth assumption, no information on
the area is given a priori, thus the number of clusters is not known in advance. In that
sense, k-means is not suitable for PDN and, therefore, PDN needs to find an alternative
unsupervised clustering method.

One unsupervised learning algorithm, called mean shift clustering (Fukunaga and Hostetler,
1975; Cheng, 1995), provides a feasible solution to clustering data without requiring the
number of clusters in advance. Mean shift clustering is widely used in image segmenta-
tion and is known to work efficiently for large dimensional data. Instead of pre-defining
the number of clusters in advance as in k-means clustering, mean shift clustering spec-
ifies a kernel that it uses in clustering. We tested two types of mean shift kernels for
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salient node clustering, a flat kernel and a Gaussian kernel. Another unsupervised cluster-
ing algorithm that we considered is Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with
Noise (DBSCAN) (Ester et al., 1996; Daszykowski et al., 2001). DBSCAN is a density-
based algorithm that performs well on spatial points of arbitrary shape. This section evalu-
ates the three different clustering algorithms (flat kernel mean shift, Gaussian kernel mean
shift, and DBSCAN) for the two different types of missions (camera and sonar).

1) Flat Kernel Mean Shift: The flat kernel considers a ball of radius λ, and takes data
points within λ radius as inliers (i.e., members of a cluster). Starting from a random point,
the algorithm repeatedly calculates the sample mean from points within range to update
the mean until it converges. Once a mean does not change, it establishes a cluster. Then
another random point from the remaining unclustered data is chosen and this procedure
repeats until convergence. The radius, λ, that determines the boundary for inliers is defined
by the user. Due to the shape of kernel, the resulting clusters have a spherical shape. For
the current positional mean, µ, and a data point, p, the flat kernel is defined as

K(p,µ)

= 1, if ||p− µ|| ≤ λ

= 0, otherwise
, (4.3)

where the data point p refers to the positional vector (p = [x, y, z]>).
2) Gaussian Kernel Mean Shift: The Gaussian kernel mean shift uses a Gaussian

distribution for its kernel. This method also starts from a random sample point and accepts
points within the n-σ confidence bound3 as inliers by measuring a Mahalanobis distance
from the current mean. It follows the same mean update procedure as the flat kernel mean
shift, but is different in using the n-σ confidence bound in its inlier selection. Unlike the flat
kernel mean shift, non-circular point distributions can be clustered properly by choosing Σ

for the Gaussian kernel, where the kernel is defined as

K(p,µ) =
1√
|2πΣ|

exp

(
−1

2
(p− µ)>Σ−1(p− µ)

)
(4.4)

For both the flat and Gaussian kernels, the mean shift update rule is the same and is
given by

µ′ =

∑
pK(p,µ) ·p∑
pK(p,µ)

, (4.5)

with the order of complexity O(n2) for a set of n points.

3Statistically, for the 3-DOF Gaussian, the 1-σ bound contains 19.87%, the 2-σ bound contains 73.85%,
the 3-σ bound contains 97.07%, and the 4-σ bound contains 99.89% of the distribution. We used 4-σ to
accept 99.89% of the distribution as inliers.
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3) DBSCAN: When the data to be clustered is a set of spatial points, there exists an effi-
cient clustering algorithm that can be applied to this problem called DBSCAN (Daszykowski
et al., 2001; Ester et al., 1996). DBSCAN is a density-based method for clustering spatially
distributed data points by checking connectivity to other nearby data points. Unlike the
kernel-based method, DBSCAN does not require knowledge of the shape of the clusters
(e.g., spherical or Gaussian), and is known to work well for clusters of arbitrary shape.
This method starts from a point in the dataset and scans through the entire point cloud,
checking connectivity with neighboring points in an efficient way. The order of complexity
is O(n log n) for a point set size n. DBSCAN is known to run fast and result in an intu-
itive spatial clustering, using a minimum number of points per cluster defined by the user.
Since we have different track-line spacings depending upon the mission type (camera or
sonar), we parameterize DBSCAN to evaluate the normalized distance with respect to mis-
sion track-line spacing in order to calculate connectivity. The original connectivity check,
using Euclidean distance, is modified to consider the normalized distance with respect to
the along-track-line spacing, ∆d, and cross-track-line spacing, ∆h,

d(pi,pj) =

√
(xi − xj)2

∆2
d

+
(yi − yj)2

∆2
h

+ (zi − zj)2. (4.6)

These three clustering algorithms (Flat, Gaussian and DBSCAN) do not require the
number of clusters in advance, and, thus, are applicable for PDN’s online clustering mod-
ule. Since the computational complexity of the PDN algorithm scales proportionally with
the number of waypoints (i.e., number of clusters), we select theNwp largest clusters (based
upon the number of members). For the two mean shift methods (where we do not have con-
trol of the minimum number of members in a cluster) we enforce a minimum cluster size
when selecting the Nwp largest clusters.

We evaluated these three clustering algorithms (flat kernel mean shift, Gaussian kernel
mean shift and DBSCAN) over two different types of typical mission profiles, a narrow-
spaced camera mission (Figure 4.7) and a wide-spaced sonar mission (Figure 4.8). For the
clustering parameters, we used a 4 m radius (λ = 4) for the flat kernel mean shift, a 4-σ (or
99.89%) confidence bound for the Gaussian mean shift with Σ =

[
12 0 0
0 22 0
0 0 12

]
m2 to capture

the longitudinal distribution of the salient nodes, and a minimum number of 15 points in
DBSCAN.

For both mission profiles (camera and sonar), the flat kernel mean shift resulted in more
number of clusters than the others (Figure 4.7(c) and Figure 4.8(c)). Also, depending on the
sample mean selection for a new cluster, the overall clustering result changes frequently,
which is not desirable. Both the Gaussian kernel mean shift and DBSCAN successfully
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Figure 4.7 Online clustering for a densely-spaced camera mission; red circles designate the center
of each cluster. (a) Trajectory with local saliency map overlaid. (b) Salient nodes based upon a
threshold of Swp

L = 0.5. The five largest clusters (c)–(e) are color-coded by group. (c) Flat kernel
mean shift with radius λ = 4 m. (d) Gaussian mean shift with 4-σ confidence bound with Σ =[

12 0 0
0 22 0
0 0 12

]
m2. (e) DBSCAN with minimum number 15. For a densely spaced mission, DBSCAN

results in a natural and intuitive clustering, since it is based on connectivity.
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capture the elongated distribution of the salient regions, though DBSCAN (Figure 4.7(e)
and Figure 4.8(e)) clusters the long-banded region as a single cluster, while the other two
mean shift algorithms (Figure 4.7(c), Figure 4.7(d), Figure 4.8(c), and Figure 4.8(d)) clus-
ter them into two or more groups. We concluded that DBSCAN outperforms the other
two algorithms due to its connectivity-based formulation and computational efficiency and,
therefore, is most appropriate for PDN’s waypoint clustering module.

Waypoint Selection

The final step of waypoint generation is to select a representative revisit node within
each cluster based upon its global saliency level and effectiveness for loop-closure. Since
the clusters are generated using local saliency, the members within each cluster guarantee
texture-rich scenes. The next step then is to select a representative waypoint that is good
for loop-closure. We propose to use global saliency for this purpose as a measure of visual
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Figure 4.8 Online clustering for a sparsely-sampled sonar mission; red circles designate the center
of each cluster. (a) Trajectory with local saliency map overlaid. (b) Salient nodes based upon
a threshold of Swp

L = 0.5. The five largest clusters (c)–(e) are color-coded by group. (c) Flat
kernel mean shift with radius λ = 4 m. (d) Gaussian mean shift with 4-σ confidence bound with

Σ =

[
12 0 0
0 22 0
0 0 12

]
m2. (e) DBSCAN with minimum number 15. Like the camera mission, DBSCAN

successfully groups locally salient points into proper and stable clusters.
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uniqueness for loop-closure. There are two criteria we consider when selecting a represen-
tative waypoint. First, the waypoint needs to be unique and discerning in the environment
with a high global saliency level. Second, selection of the waypoint needs to be biased
toward earlier indexes in the graph to induce a large loop-closure. For this bias term, we
select the node with earliest index among all globally salient nodes within the cluster.

Considering these two factors in waypoint selection, the resulting waypoints for each
type of mission profile are shown in Figure 4.9. In Figure 4.9(a) and Figure 4.9(c), globally
salient nodes are overlaid on the locally salient nodes (gray). Dotted ellipses denote the
extent of each cluster. Within each cluster, the node with earliest index among the globally
salient nodes is selected as the representative waypoint (Figure 4.9(b) and Figure 4.9(d)).
This is to bias toward loop-closures that produce a larger reward, which will be described in
§4.3.3.4. The clustered waypoints are sorted by time and assigned with a waypoint number
from 1 to Nwp—waypoint number 0 is reserved for exploration.
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Figure 4.9 Waypoint selection for two typical mission profiles (camera and sonar). Globally salient
nodes are overlaid on the locally salient points as shown in (a) and (c). The gray dots represent
the locally salient nodes used in clustering. Each cluster is roughly marked with a dotted ellipse.
Globally salient nodes are color-coded by their global saliency level, and enlarged in size for visu-
alization. The second column (b), (d) shows the selected waypoints for each cluster. Red circles
represent the selected waypoint for each cluster based upon their visual uniqueness and usefulness
for the loop-closure (Nwp = 5 is used here).
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4.3.2 Path Generation

With this set of waypoints, the robot evaluates the amount of reward that can be ob-
tained by revisiting these waypoints versus exploring. In this procedure, prior to the reward
evaluation, the robot computes a shortest path from its current pose to each waypoint to
evaluate the expected reward along that path. In a 2D space, this can be solved easily by
ray-casting (Stachniss et al., 2005); however, in 3D, this becomes a geodesic (a shortest
path on a curved surface) problem over a 3D manifold since the mission is constrained to
the ship hull surface.
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Algorithm 2 Point-to-point path planning.

Require: Start node xs and goal node xg
Require: Termination criteria ε and along-track-line survey parameter ∆d

Set initial node: xi ← xs
Set final node: xf ← xg
Initialize path with empty set of nodes: P = ∅

repeat
{Do global A* for a bisecting node}
xb = argmin D(x)← Eqn (4.7) and Eqn (4.9)

{Check local minima}
if xb is the closest node from xf then
xb = argmin D(x)← Eqn (4.7) and Eqn (4.9) with w(SkL) = 1 for all k

end if

if xb is the closest node from xi then
{Interpolate between xi and xb with ∆d}
{xp} ← interpolate(xi,xb,∆d)

{Add a set of interpolated nodes to the path}
P ← [P , {xp}]

{Reset initial node}
xi ← xb

else
{Reset final node}
xf ← xb

end if
until xi and xf are close enough (||xi − xf || < ε)
return P

For the general geodesic problem, Tenenbaum et al. (2000) and Silva and Tenenbaum
(2002) present a nonlinear dimensionality reduction algorithm for this type of problem.
These approaches improve the existing principal component analysis (PCA) and multidimensional
scaling (MDS) based machine learning techniques by providing a three step procedure:
(i) construction of a neighborhood graph, (ii) finding the shortest path on the graph, and
(iii) conducting a reduced dimensional embedding by which the method finds correspon-
dence between the original data to the data in the reduced dimension.

In our application, finding the shortest path can be viewed as a traditional point-to-point
path planning problem without obstacles. We found that, although the surface is curved,
applying A* (Russell and Norvig, 2003) globally on the existing nodes results in a fast and
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globally optimal path on the sample nodes because the nodes are continuously distributed
without obstacles. By using the existing nodes as sample nodes, we compute the path as
a sequence of nodes. Applying global A* results in a bisecting node between a goal and
a start node, and repeatedly applying global A* through bisecting nodes (Algorithm 2)
computes a globally optimal shortest path over the sample nodes, called milestones. These
milestones consist of existing nodes in the pose-graph. For the case when the distance
between milestones is large, we interpolate virtual nodes along a straight line between two
milestones in order to keep all virtual nodes within the along-track-line distance (∆d in
§4.2.1). Generally, the resulting path will be a sequence of milestones and virtual nodes
between the start and goal positions.

The bisecting node between two nodes is simply computed by evaluating a cost function
D(x) for a node x = [x, y, z, φ, θ, ψ]>, which is defined as

D(x) = d(xi,x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
cost to initial node

+ d(xf ,x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
cost to final node

, (4.7)

where xi is the initial node, xf is the final node, and d(xi,xk) is the heuristic cost defined
to be Euclidean distance weighted with local saliency between two nodes:

d(xi,xk) = w(SkL) ·
√

(xi − xk)2 + (yi − yk)2 + (zi − zk)2. (4.8)

The weight term w(SkL) is modeled as 2 − SkL, which doubles the Euclidean distance to
nodes of zero saliency, while preserving the original distance to nodes of maximal saliency.
Due to this weighting, the path may fall into local minima. To cope with this, we impose
a perturbation action (Kavraki and LaValle, 2008) by evaluating a pure Euclidean distance
heuristic in the occurrence of local minima.

The bisecting node, x∗b , is the node that minimizes this cost, and is globally optimal
when the cost is computed for all nodes x in the graph,

x∗b = argmin D(x) = argmin
(
d(xi,x) + d(x,xf )

)
. (4.9)

Repeated bisection of sample nodes yields a sequence of nodes, called milestones {xb}.
During the generation of these milestones, we interpolate between milestones if necessary
to complete a path, P = {xp}, that a vehicle can follow with along-track-line spacing ∆d.

Figure 4.10 shows sample point-to-point path for the two typical types of missions.
Using the current robot node as the starting node, the computed paths reach the waypoint
labeled as the goal node. The pose-graph nodes are depicted as blue dots and the planned
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Figure 4.10 Point-to-point path planning for camera and sonar missions. For both missions, blue
dots represent non-salient nodes in the graph with salient regions marked with red. The planned
path is depicted with a sequence of green circles linking the start and the goal position. (a) and
(b) are two sample point-to-point paths for camera missions on two different distributions of local
saliency. (c) and (d) are two sample point-to-point paths for sonar missions for two different types
of saliency distributions. Note that saliency weighted A* results in paths biased toward the salient
regions in the environment.
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path is marked with green circles with red nodes representing the locally salient regions.
For the narrow-spaced camera mission, most of the nodes in the path are from the existing
sample nodes, as shown in Figure 4.10(a)–(b). On the other hand, for the wide-spaced
sonar mission, there are not enough nodes in the pose-graph to build a shortest path by
linking directly, and, hence, virtual nodes are placed between sample nodes. For all cases,
the resulting path is biased toward the salient regions in the environment.

4.3.3 Reward for a Path

Reward for a path is defined in terms of the robot’s navigation uncertainty and achieved
area coverage. For the robot uncertainty we use the terminating pose covariance, and for
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the area coverage we use an area coverage ratio for the performance measure.

4.3.3.1 Saliency-based Measurement Likelihood

Along the point-to-point candidate path, we solve for the estimated final robot uncer-
tainty using an extended information filter (EIF). Using expected odometry and camera
measurements along the path, the robot can estimate the final resulting covariance along
that trajectory. However, estimating the amount of information gained from future camera
measurements is not exact, and we need to develop a way of approximating the camera
measurement likelihood. Camera measurements are binary, either success (1) or failure
(0), and the camera link event, L, is a Bernoulli random variable. When adding a set of
expected camera measurements, we use local saliency to empirically model the likelihood
of successful registration in order to compute the expected information gain along the path.
The observation is that we can model this probability using statistics from prior SLAM and
saliency results.

For a Bernoulli random variable L, we seek to model a probability of a link to be
successful, PL,

PL(l = 1) = PL = Prob (a link to be successful). (4.10)

Because each link is associated with two images and their local saliency (SLc) levels, the
current node saliency (SLc) and the target node saliency (SLt), we can build a probability
of a link to be successful (PL) as a function of these two saliency levels,

PL = PL(l = 1;SLc , SLt) ∼ Bernoulli. (4.11)

To empirically measure this, we use data collected from three different prior missions from
three different vessels, the R/V Oceanus, the USCGC Venturous and the USCGC Seneca as
shown in Figure 4.11. Next, we generate a scatter plot from this data and divide the scatter
plot into a set of bins with bin size of δ = 0.1 (Figure 4.12(a)). The empirical probability
of a link to be successful (PL) is then calculated by counting the number of proposed links
and the number of verified links in each bin, which builds up a coarse model Figure 4.12(c)
as a function of the two associated saliency values, the current node saliency and the target
node saliency:

PL(l = 1;SLc , SLt) =
Nv(SLc , SLt)

Np(SLc , SLt)
, (4.12)

PL(l = 0;SLc , SLt) = 1− Nv(SLc , SLt)

Np(SLc , SLt)
. (4.13)
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Figure 4.11 Empirical probability of link success for visual SLAM surveys on three different ves-
sels. The successful link probability, PL, is generated for three missions on three different vessels,
the R/V Oceanus (the first column), the USCGC Venturous (the second column), and the USCGC
Seneca (the last column). A histogram of nodes with respect to their saliency level is given in the
first row. Each vessel shows a different characteristic in feature distribution. The USCGC Venturous
has a texture-rich hull, the USCGC Seneca has a relatively clean hull showing uniformly distributed
node saliency, and the R/V Oceanus is biased toward a high saliency level. The coarse PL model is
computed using (4.12) and (4.13) (i.e., (d), (e), (f)) and then smoothed (i.e., (g), (h), (i)).
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(g) PL with finer SL range
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(h) PL with finer SL range
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Figure 4.12 Construction of empirical probability of successful link, PL. Empirical model of PL is
generated as a function of pairwise saliency level (SLc and SLt). To model this, we use a scatter plot
of links as in (a) and (b). The links and saliency scores are generated using data from three different
missions from three different vessels. A coarse distribution is built by counting the number of
verified links in the scatter plot (Figure 4.12(a)). Then, surface-fitting to this coarse distribution
results in the finer distribution as shown in (d) and (e).
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(d) PL with finer SL range
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(e) Top view

Here, Nv(SLc , SLt) represents the number of verified links in the bin with current node
saliency [SLc , SLc + δ) and target node saliency [SLt , SLt + δ), and Np(SLc , SLt) is the
number of proposed links in the same range defined by SLc ,SLt , and δ. This coarse empiri-
cal distribution of PL(l;SLc , SLt) is then smoothed by applying a surface fitting algorithm4

as in Figure 4.12(d) and Figure 4.12(e) to produce a finer scale model.
From this model, the probability of a link to be successful is computed as a function of

the two saliency scores associated with the link. Using this measure for the probability of
a successful camera measurement, we evaluate the expected information gain from camera
measurements in the following section.

4A Matlab open source implementation called Gridfit by D’Errico (2010) is used in surface smoothing.
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4.3.3.2 Robot Uncertainty (Urobot)

Part of the reward function needs to represent the robot’s navigation uncertainty. There
are two popular metrics in defining this uncertainty. One is to consider the mutual information
(MI) gain obtained along the path (Stachniss et al., 2005; Davison et al., 2007; Levine,
2010; Valencia et al., 2011). This MI approach accumulates the information gain from
measurements along a path to evaluate the reward of the path. The other approach (Sim and
Roy, 2005; Sim, 2005; Prentice and Roy, 2009), which is closer to Fisher information (FI),
examines the final terminating covariance to estimate the expected uncertainty reduction
along the path.

Two recent works in belief space path planning share similarities to our approach: Pren-
tice and Roy (2009) and Valencia et al. (2011). The Belief Roadmaps (BRMs) by Prentice
and Roy is analogous to PDN in that it evaluates the terminating covariance as a measure of
uncertainty along a path. To efficiently evaluate the covariance along the path, they intro-
duced a one-step covariance transfer function using the Redheffer star product (Redheffer,
1946) for linear covariance propagation and update. However, this approach is not appli-
cable to our visual pose-graph SLAM application for two reasons. First, BRMs does not
keep a history of poses, but instead only tracks the most recent node in the graph. It is not
obvious how to extend their one-step transfer function to the case of a pose-graph represen-
tation. Secondly, BRMs achieves significant computational efficiency by pre-calculating a
large stacked matrix for their star product operator, which violates the assumption of not
having prior information on the area. Since PDN starts with no prior nodes, pre-computing
the matrices for the one-step transfer function is infeasible.

Valencia et al. expanded BRMs to a pose-graph without using sample nodes of a given
area. Their implementation is in two steps, (i) running SLAM to build a pose-graph and
(ii) using the graph to find a point-to-point optimal path along the pose-graph. During path
evaluation, the accumulated relative uncertainty drop (in terms of entropy) is evaluated to
choose a path with minimum uncertainty. After building the pose-graph, the authors invert
the information matrix so that marginal covariances are accessible for the path evaluation
phase. Their implementation presents a novel attempt to integrate SLAM and path planning
by planning on the pose-graph, yet fails to plan and perform SLAM concurrently. A com-
parison between Valencia et al. (2011) and PDN for point-to-point path will be provided at
the end of this section.

For PDN, we use the FI approach by evaluating the resulting covariance matrix for
integrated SLAM and path planning. Because the camera measurement is not certain, we
compute the expected information gain from a path, and evaluate the expected terminating
covariance matrix. We use the determinant of the covariance matrix (not the trace) as a
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measure of navigation uncertainty due to its monotonicity. When the initial covariance is
large, as in the case of PDN, the trace of the propagated covariance loses monotonicity
depending on the motion the robot takes. A detailed derivation and example are found in
Appendix §C.

For each waypoint, we compute the expected covariance propagation along the point-
to-point path generated in §4.3.2. The resulting robot uncertainty (Urobot) from a revisit
action is computed as the expected terminating covariance from the round-trip travel to the
waypoint. Two algorithms were considered in computing this terminating covariance, an
exactly sparse delayed-state filter (ESDF) (Eustice et al., 2008) and iSAM (Kaess et al.,
2012). In this thesis, we chose to bookkeep an information matrix during the SLAM pro-
cess using an ESDF as a way to estimate the terminating covariance from a revisit action.
This includes taking a snapshot of the current information matrix and adding delta informa-
tion from expected measurements. The time complexity of evaluation for each waypoint,
is, O(S(n) · l(wp)), where S(n) is the complexity in covariance recovery for the last pose
and l(wp) is the path length of the revisit action.

The process of constructing the information matrix using an ESDF is illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.13. Note that only the outbound portion of the revisit action is shown for visual
clarity (PDN computes the information for the round-trip). The ESDF-based approach is to
construct a small extended information filter (EIF) by adding a set of odometry constraints
and a set of expected camera measurements in the form of delta information to the current
SLAM information matrix, Λ0. In the toy example of Figure 4.13, a robot starts from node
A and moves along the thick line, reaching the current node, denoted 0, at time t. To evalu-
ate the terminating covariance from revisiting the A node, two sources of delta information
are added: one from odometry (Λodo) and the other representing camera constraints (Λcam).
The revisit action is marked with a thin line linking 0 and A with virtual nodes (1,2,3,
and 4) along the path to A. Nodes A,B,C, and D are existing nodes in the pose-graph,
and also are candidate nodes with which these virtual nodes make measurements. As one
can see, the delta information from odometry constraints are only associated with virtual
nodes 1–4, whereas the information from camera measurements add off-diagonal matrices
for pairwise camera measurements. Lastly, summing up these three information matrices
(Λ0,Λodo,Λcam) builds the expected information matrix from PDN (Λpdn),

Λpdn = Λ0 + Λodo + Λcam. (4.14)

The expected delta information from odometry measurements is built from a sequence
of virtual nodes. From the current node x0, odometry noise, and a path P (as a sequence
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Figure 4.13 Robot pose uncertainty propagation. Illustration of the information matrix through
robot pose covariance propagation in PDN is presented. Only the outbound revisit action is illus-
trated for simplicity (PDN computes the information for the round-trip). The robot starts from node
A moving along the thick line, and reaches the current node 0 at time t. This illustration shows con-
struction of the PDN information matrix when the robot executes a revisit action from the current
node 0 to a revisit point A. The revisit action is marked with a thin line linking 0 and A with virtual
nodes 1,2,3, and 4 along the revisit path to A. Nodes A,B,C, and D are existing nodes in the pose-
graph, and also are the candidate nodes that these virtual nodes make camera measurements with.
The expected camera measurements are marked with a dotted line between 1–4 and A–D. Building
the resulting information matrix (Λpdn) consists of three parts, a snapshot of the current information
matrix (Λ0), the expected odometry induced information matrix (Λodo), and the expected camera
induced information matrix (Λcam).
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of p virtual nodes from §4.3.2 {xi, · · · ,xp}), Λodo is computed by adding all expected
odometry measurements for the round-trip travel to the waypoint along the revisit path:

Λodo =

p−1∑
i=0

H>odoi,i+1
·Q−1

i,i+1 ·Hodoi,i+1
· · ·Outbound

+
1∑
i=p

H>odoi,i−1
·Q−1

i,i−1 ·Hodoi,i−1
· · · Inbound (4.15)

The noise for the odometry constraint (Qi,i+1) is scaled with the travel distance between
two nodes, xi and xi+1. The odometry measurement model is the relative-pose between
two sequential nodes (xi and xi+1) and can be represented using the tail-to-tail operation
by Smith et al. (1990) with Jacobian Hodoi,i+1

,

zi,i+1 = xi,i+1 = 	xl,i ⊕ xl,i+1 = 	xi ⊕ xi+1 (4.16)

Hodoi,i+1
=

[
0, · · · , 0, ∂xi,i+1

xi
,
∂xi,i+1

xi+1

, 0, · · · , 0
]
. (4.17)

In the above equation, xi,i+1 is the odometry measurement between node xi and xi+1,
where xi and xi+1 are written with respect to the local frame {l} and the subscript l is
omitted for convenience in (4.16). The resulting Jacobian (Hodoi,i+1

) is sparse with nonzero
block matrices on the ith and (i + 1)th element. Summing all odometry information, thus,
results in a block-tridiagonal matrix as depicted in Figure 4.13.

For the camera measurements, we similarly add all expected camera measurements
along the revisit path. Because PDN proposes the same number of link hypotheses (nplink)
as in the normal SLAM process, there are multiple (nplink) expected camera measurements
per each virtual node along the path. When a virtual node is xi and the candidate paired
for camera measurement is node xm5, the camera measurement between xi and xm, and its
related Jacobian (Hcamm,i

), are as defined in (2.3), and are re-written here for convenience:

zmi = h5dof(xm,xi) =
[
αim, βim, φim, θim, ψim

]>
, (4.18)

Hx =
[
0 · · · ∂h5dof

∂xm
· · · 0 ∂h5dof

∂xi
· · · 0

]
= Hcamm,i

. (4.19)

Using the above measurement model and its first-order Jacobian, the expected information

5Since xm is the existing node, it has earlier index than xi and usually comes before xi.
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gain from camera measurements is calculated as

Λcam =

p−1∑
i=0

∑
m∈Li

PL(l = 1;SLc , SLt) ·H>camm,i
R−1Hcamm,i

+ PL(l = 0;SLc , SLt) · 0n×n

+
1∑
i=p

∑
m∈Li

PL(l = 1;SLc , SLt) ·H>camm,i
R−1Hcamm,i

+ PL(l = 0;SLc , SLt) · 0n×n

=

p−1∑
i=0

∑
m∈Li

PL(l = 1;SLc , SLt) ·H>camm,i
R−1Hcamm,i

· · ·Outbound

+
1∑
i=p

∑
m∈Li

PL(l = 1;SLc , SLt) ·H>camm,i
R−1Hcamm,i

· · · Inbound, (4.20)

where R is the fixed camera measurement noise6, Li is the index set of camera measure-
ment candidates of i, and PL(l = 1;SLc , SLt) is the empirical probability of the link to
be successful. Unlike odometry measurements, not all expected camera measurements are
available and depend greatly upon the visual feature distribution within the environment.
To account for this, we have modeled the probability of a link to be successful (PL) as a
function of two saliency scores associated with the link as in §4.3.3.1. From Figure 4.12(d),
the two saliency scores in a link specify the probability of a link to be successful, PL.

Finally, adding these three information matrices (4.14) yields the expected information
matrix for pursuing a virtual path to the waypoint. For the reward calculation, we are
interested in the final pose uncertainty in order to evaluate the usefulness of this action.
In other words, we are only interested in the last block covariance matrix (Σnn) where the
nth node corresponds to the last node in the virtual pose-graph. This can be efficiently
obtained by computing the ith column of the covariance matrix (Σ∗i) using the ith basis of
the identity matrix (I = [e1, e2, · · · , en]) (Eustice et al., 2006b), which avoids inverting the
entire information matrix (Λpdn),

Λpdn Σ = In×n,

Λpdn Σ∗n = en. (4.21)

After obtaining the last block-column matrix Σ∗n, taking the last block covariance reveals
the terminating covariance matrix Σnn from the revisit action. This is the terminating co-
variance for the kth waypoint, Σk

nn, and is computed for all Nwp waypoints. This round-trip
pose covariance is calculated for each waypoint (i.e., for each revisit action), and is com-

6For the 5DOF camera measurement covariance, we assume ±1◦ noise for azimuth and elevation, and
±0.1◦ noise for the orientation change.
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pared to the covariance from exploration.
The terminating covariance for exploration is computed by propagating the current co-

variance one step forward. From the current SLAM node, we compute the resulting co-
variance assuming that the previous odometry holds for this one-step propagation. Index r
refers to the current robot node, which is also the last node in the existing pose-graph, and
all nodes later than r are virtual.

Σexp = Σr+1,r+1 = Hodor,r+1ΣrrH
>
odor,r+1

(4.22)

xr,r+1 = xr ⊕ xr−1,r (4.23)

Hodor,r+1 =

[
0, · · · , 0, ∂xr,r+1

xr
, 0, · · · , 0

]
(4.24)

Lastly, the reward term for robot uncertainty, Ukrobot, is computed as the ratio of the local-
ization uncertainty for the next-best-action to the user-defined allowable navigation uncer-
tainty, Σallow. For the kth waypoint, the robot uncertainty term is defined as

Uk=0
robot =

0, if |Σexp|
|Σallow|

< 1

|Σexp|
1
6

|Σallow|
1
6
, otherwise

Uk>0
robot =

|Σk
nn|

1
6

|Σallow|
1
6

, k = 1, · · · , Nwp

(4.25)

where k = 0 is the candidate exploration action, k > 0 are the 1, · · · , Nwp candidate revisit
waypoints, and we have taken the 6th root of the 6-DOF pose determinant in the numerator
and denominator terms so that individually their SI units are m · rad, which provides a more
physically meaningful length scale for taking ratios. We use the entire 6-DOF pose covari-
ance to preserve monotonicity. Kelly (2004) shows that monotonicity is not preserved in
propagated covariances when considering only subelements of the covariance matrix (Ap-
pendix §C). Hence using the entire matrix allows us to preserve monotonicity, but yields a
measure with units of both position and orientation.

This Ukrobot captures the robot navigation uncertainty term in the reward calculation.
Basically, PDN compares the two propagated uncertainties from revisiting and exploring,
and then chooses the smaller one as in Figure 4.14. When the expected exploration covari-
ance is below the allowable covariance, the cost in the robot pose uncertainty term, U0

robot,
is zero, leading the robot to pursue exploration. On the other hand, when the exploration
covariance exceeds the allowable covariance, then the robot pose uncertainty term for ex-
ploration, U0

robot, is compared against all candidate revisit actions, Uk>0
robot, which will be
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Figure 4.14 Robot pose uncertainty from revisiting versus exploration. Two terminating node un-
certainties from revisiting and exploration are compared. Real nodes on the graph are shown as
circles whereas virtual nodes are marked with ’X’.
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smaller when revisiting is likely to obtain enough loop-closures to overcome the increased
navigation uncertainty from detouring. Unlike previous studies in active exploration of
Bourgault et al. (2002), Makarenko et al. (2002) and Stachniss et al. (2005), where the
authors did not consider the actual likelihood of obtaining perceptual loop-closures, our
approach introduces a realistic expectation in the reward calculation for the likelihood of
camera loop-closures based upon visual saliency.

Measurement Likelihood using Saliency: A comparison to Previous Studies

Two point-to-point planning approaches, Valencia et al. (2011) and Prentice and Roy
(2009), were mentioned for their similarity to the PDN’s robot uncertainty term Urobot but
are different in that they did not model or take into account the camera’s non-uniform
registration performance, which is a function of scene visual feature content. Before intro-
ducing PDN’s second area-coverage term in the reward computation, we first present the
effectiveness of using saliency in the measurement likelihood to capture this effect.

For the evaluation, we compare the Urobot uncertainty term in PDN to the metric devel-
oped by Valencia et al. (2011) who evaluated work (W ) required for a path using MI to
select an optimal path with less work required. As shown in Figure 4.15, PDN’s Urobot term
(4.25) is computed and compared to Valencia’s required work for a path for four different
cases (A to D) with two waypoints. In this comparison, PDN estimates a more accurate
uncertainty propagation by taking into account the camera registration likelihood, while
Valencia’s yields a rather optimistic evaluation on the loop-closure likelihood. An example
of such a case would be the first waypoint (wp1) in sample paths C and D, which travel over
non-salient regions where camera measurements are less likely. For these cases, PDN es-
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Figure 4.15 Comparison of PDN’s robot uncertainty calculation relative to previous work. For four
different scenarios with two waypoints each, PDN’s uncertainty term, Urobot, has been compared to
the work, W , required for a path as calculated by Valencia et al. (2011). (a)-(d) depict trajectories
with sample paths to two different waypoints, where nodes are color-coded by their saliency level.
The first waypoint (wp1) is located in a low saliency region and the second waypoint is at a highly
salient region. Among four cases, A and B are when the path to the first waypoint passes through a
salient region on the map, and C and D are when it travels through an entirely non-salient region. (e)
shows the evaluation from PDN’s uncertainty term with respect to each case. A and B are predicted
to obtain loop-closures on the way to the wp1, and scores a lower Urobot uncertainty for k = 1.
When the path to wp1 no longer passes through a salient region (C and D), the Urobot becomes
higher than the exploration (green line) and Urobot for k = 2 (red dot) is lower. (f) Valencia et al.
computes required work for a path in order to choose paths with minimal required work. In this
computation, no consideration to the actual measurement availability is addressed and the metric is
mainly computed based upon geometry only. When we evaluate this required work for each case,
the first waypoint always yields the minimal work and is chosen to be the proper waypoint to revisit
although the path may not results in any loop-closures on the way. (g) Lastly, the uncertainty change
before and after revisiting a waypoint is plotted to compare the estimates from (e) and (f). Plotted
is the determinant of the 6-DOF robot pose covariance. Green dots are the uncertainty of the robot
before revisiting a waypoint, where blue (wp1) and red (wp2) are the uncertainty measured after
revisiting a waypoint. The resulting uncertainty after revisiting wp1 is larger for cases C and D, as
expected from PDN, but not from the work calculation as expected.
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timates a realistic evaluation of the detour uncertainty as shown in Figure 4.15(e), whereas
Valencia et al. estimates a smaller required work for those waypoints since they consider
only geometry.

4.3.3.3 Map Uncertainty (Area Coverage, Amap)

As a final step in the reward calculation, we add a bias term for area coverage. The pur-
pose of the mission is to cover a target area in a timely manner while considering SLAM’s
navigation performance. In other words, without an area coverage term, there will be a
trivial solution to this problem—to repeatedly revisit to keep the uncertainty very small.
To prevent this, the area coverage term for the kth waypoint is defined as the ratio of area-
to-cover with respect to the target-coverage-area, where the target area is provided by the
user,

Akmap =
Ato cover

Atarget
=
Atarget −Acovered +Akredundant

Atarget
, (4.26)

Akredundant = redundant coverage by revisiting (4.27)= 0, for exploration

= l(Pk) ·D > 0 for revisiting
. (4.28)

Here, l(Pk) is the expected path length added by revisiting the kth waypoint,D is the sensor
field of view width as depicted in Figure 4.3, Atarget is the pre-defined target coverage
area as set in the mission planning phase, and Aredundant is the expected redundant area
coverage produced by a revisiting action. This additional area is the result of multiplication
of the revisit path with the sensor field of view width and has nonzero value, Akredundant =

l(Pk) ·D.

4.3.3.4 Combined Reward (R)

To integrate these two reward terms, we introduce a weight α that determines the bal-
ance between pose uncertainty and area coverage. Although we maximize the reward, the
formulation can be more intuitively understood when we consider each term as a penalty.
The navigation uncertainty term corresponds to the penalty for SLAM, where the action
with minimal uncertainty increase is preferred. The area coverage metric is the penalty in
area coverage when performing an action. By taking a weighted sum of these two costs, we
can evaluate the total penalty, Ck, for a waypoint k. The reward is the minus of this penalty,
and PDN selects an action with the largest reward, or in other words, with the minimal
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penalty.

Ck = α · Ukrobot + (1− α) · Akmap (4.29)

Rk = −Ck (4.30)

By adjusting α, we can change the emphasis on robot navigation uncertainty versus area
coverage in the reward calculation. When α = 0, no weight is imposed on the pose uncer-
tainty and the algorithm tries to cover the area as fast as possible. This corresponds to an
open-loop survey over the target area. On the other hand when α = 1, full weight is on the
pose uncertainty, and the robot will revisit whenever it exceeds the allowable uncertainty.
Lastly, the revisiting waypoint k∗ is determined by maximizing the reward,

k∗ = argmaxRk = argmin Ck, (4.31)

where k ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · ·Nwp} and k = 0 corresponds to the exploration action.

4.4 Results

In this section, we present an evaluation of PDN as applied to a hybrid simulation tra-
jectory generated from real ship hull inspection data. In the first set of tests, we provide
a synthetic saliency distribution on the mapping area to evaluate the performance of PDN.
In the second set of tests, we present results from PDN working on two different mis-
sion profiles using real underwater hull images as input. In all test cases, PDN results are
compared with other traditional preplanned survey schemes, in terms of robot uncertainty
(as a measure of SLAM performance) and area coverage rate (as a measure of coverage
performance).

4.4.1 Simulation Setup

Since there is no ground-truth available for our underwater missions, we use the base-
line exhaustive SLAM result from §3.4.2 to generate a hybrid simulation with preplanned
nominal trajectory. Two different types of missions, camera mission and sonar mission,
are simulated from the entire data set. As shown in Figure 4.16, the mission has been pre-
planned with a nominal trajectory by selecting a subset of nodes from the baseline result.
The gray dots show the entire set of nodes from the baseline result and the blue dots rep-
resent the subsampled nodes, the unused nodes will be used as seed nodes in the control
phase. For any sequence of nodes, simulated odometry constraints can be generated using
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Figure 4.16 Simulation setup for PDN evaluation. Gray dots are the nodes from the baseline SLAM
result in §3.4.2.1 on SS Curtiss using HAUV, which includes all of the preplanned revisit actions.
The sampled nominal trajectory in blue mimics the simulated mission by sub-sampling from the
baseline SLAM result. The existing preplanned revisits are removed in the nominal trajectory gen-
eration. The nodes not used in the nominal trajectory planning will be used as a seed nodes in the
simulated control phase. Note that each seed node (gray) is associated with a real underwater image.
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tail-to-tail operation on the baseline nodes corrupted with noise (scaled with distance trav-
eled). The open-loop mission performs on this subsampled nominal trajectory by adding
sequential odometry constraints without any revisit action.

Initially, PDN also begins with the same nominal trajectory, but seeks for the next best
control action by evaluating the rewards. When the optimal strategy is to explore, the
robot will continue the mission on the given nominal trajectory, performing the same as the
open-loop mission. On the other hand, when revisit is selected as the optimal control, we
control the robot to visit the target waypoint. In a real-world mission, we can control the
vehicle to revisit the target waypoint using the waypoint navigation technique as presented
in Hover et al. (2012). Hover et al. control the robot to approach the target waypoint via
feedback control with the target historic node assigned from the existing graph. However,
in this evaluation, we need to simulate the control phase using the baseline result. The
optimal path generated from point-to-point path generation (§4.3.2) is a mixture of virtual
and existing nodes in the graph. In the control phase, given the next node to approach, we
find the closest node from the complementary seed set to generate an odometry constraint
between the current node and the selected seed node.

We also need to pursue loop-closing camera measurements during the revisit action for
the two different simulation tests in the PDN evaluation. One is for PDN with a simulated
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Figure 4.17 Pose-uncertainty-only PDN with synthetic saliency distribution. The nodes are with
binary saliency score where each node is marked with blue for non-salient node and red for salient
node. (a) The synthetic salient regions are distributed evenly throughout the hull. (b) The salient
regions are located on the bottom of the hull. (c) The salient regions are on the side of the hull. The
green line on (a) indicates the path that exhaustive revisit takes, and is the same for (b) and (c)
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synthetic saliency map, and the other is with the online saliency map generated from the
real images associated with the nodes. For the simulated synthetic saliency map, the ac-
tual saliency score for an image is ignored to test PDN’s performance on the controlled
saliency distribution. In this case, the camera measurements are determined from a random
experiment using the successful link probability, PL(l = 1;Sc, St), generated in §4.3.3.1.
The simulated arrival of a successful camera measurement can be considered as a coin toss
where the coin is biased with a probability of landing “HEAD” equal to PL(l = 1;Sc, St)

7.
For each link hypothesis, we run this coin tossing experiment. If the coin toss comes out
“HEAD”, the link is successful and a simulated camera measurement is generated from
ground-truth, corrupted with noise. On the other hand, when testing with real images, the
proposed pair is fed into the actual camera registration engine (§2.3). In other words, when
a control action leads the vehicle through any sequence of nodes, we can provide the real
image of the closest node to the camera engine and let the engine produce loop-closing
camera measurements. Note that all of the gray nodes in Figure 4.16 are associated with
real underwater images.

In all cases of evaluation, the PDN result is compared against two typical survey strate-
gies. One pattern is an open-loop control that follows the given nominal trajectory without
any revisiting. The other survey pattern is to preplan some deterministic revisit actions dur-
ing the preplanning phase, which are aimed at achieving any possible loop-closures. This
deterministic revisit strategy is typical of underwater vehicle operations, and is passively
preplanned or executed by a human pilot. In this work, we call this preplanned regular
revisit “exhaustive revisit”. In the exhaustive revisit scenario, the vehicle is controlled to
come back to a waypoint in every other track-line for possible loop-closure, regardless of
the actual feature distribution in the environment.

4.4.2 PDN Parameters

Three PDN parameters need to be determined before the mission starts, (i) allowable
covariance determinant, (ii) target coverage area, and (iii) weight factor α. The allow-
able covariance is dominated by xy positional uncertainty in our application because depth
is bounded with absolute measurements. For the desired limit of positional uncertainty
σxy,allow, the allowable covariance bound is computed as

|Σallow| = σ2
xy,allow ·σ2

xy,allow ·σ2
d ·σ2

r ·σ2
p ·σ2

h,

7The implementation for this coin toss is done by using Matlab’s random number generator. We first gen-
erate a random number between 0 and 1 from a uniform distribution, then compare this to PL(l = 1;Sc, St).
If the random number exceeds PL(l = 1;Sc, St), it returns “HEAD” (success), and “TAIL” (fail) otherwise.
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Figure 4.18 Target coverage area calculation. The area of interest is approximated by a bounding
box, where the target coverage area is computed using the vessel’s length L, width (half of the
beam) W , and draft H .

(a) Box approximation

L

W

H

(b) Target coverage area

where depth uncertainty of σd = 0.01m and attitude uncertainty of σr = σp = σh = 0.1◦

(roll, pitch and heading, accordingly) are used. In this evaluation, we specify σxy,allow to
intuitively set the navigation uncertainty bound. Next, the target coverage area is computed
using the vessel’s longitudinal length L, width (half-beam) W , and draft H (Figure 4.18)8.
When the actual model is available, an accurate target area can be provided. In this evalu-
ation, the area for a bounding box of L ×W × H is considered to be the target coverage
area,

Atarget = L× (W +H). (4.32)

Lastly, the weight factor α needs to be specified. In the evaluation with real world data,
the emphasis factor is set to be 0.75 to impose bias toward the navigation uncertainty. The
effect of this parameter will be investigated later in this chapter in a set of controlled studies.

4.4.3 PDN with Synthetic Saliency Map

The first set of tests are with a synthetic saliency map imposed over the area. Before
testing with real underwater images, we first test PDN on saliency-ignored SLAM to val-
idate the algorithm on the sonar-type mission. For this synthetic mission, the allowable
covariance and target area are set to σxy,allow = ±0.25 m and 1200 m2 (L = 40 m,W =

20 m, and H = 10 m), respectively. First, we will test PDN with full weight on the pose
uncertainty to verify that the control on pose uncertainty is valid. Then, the effect of the
weighting factor α will be examined.

8Beam refers to the width of the hull and draft is the vertical distance between waterline and the vessel’s
bottom (Rossell et al., 1941).
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Figure 4.19 PDN results for evenly distributed saliency map. Shown are pose uncertainty and
area coverage for open-loop, exhaustive revisit and PDN. (a), (b) and (c) are the final trajectory
of the robot. (d) depicts the 6th root of determinant of the robot pose with respect to the path
length for open-loop (green), exhaustive revisit (blue) and PDN (red), where the black dots indicate
points when revisit occurred. (e) shows the ratio of the remaining area to cover with respect to the
path length. The uncertainty is not bounded for open-loop but results in the fastest area coverage.
Exhaustive revisit has the longest path length and slowest area coverage due to the repeated revisit,
but is capable of bounding the uncertainty very small when there are sufficient loop-closures. PDN
performs in between open-loop and exhaustive revisit in the path length and area coverage, but
allows for full control of the robot’s uncertainty level. In total, 9 revisits are executed from the
preplanned exhaustive mission, whereas 4 revisits are performed in PDN.
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Pose-Uncertainty-Only PDN

We first validate the pose-uncertainty-only PDN (i.e., α = 1) with a synthetic sonar
mission. The PDN action is verified for three different types of saliency distributions as
shown in Figure 4.17, comparing it to exhaustive revisit control and open-loop survey.

For the exhaustive revisit, the robot is commanded to revisit a point on the first track-
line in every other track-line it travels. In this test, the exhaustive revisit happens on a line
on the bottom of the hull, as marked in green in Figure 4.17. Because this repeated visit
is preplanned without knowing the actual visual feature distribution in the environment,
we assign the same exhaustive revisit control for all three cases, as shown in Figure 4.17.
When salient regions are evenly distributed (Figure 4.17(a)), the exhaustive revisit will
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Figure 4.20 PDN results for biased saliency maps. Pose uncertainty and area coverage graph are
compared for two biased saliency regions for open-loop (green), exhaustive revisit (blue) and PDN
(red), where the black dots indicate points when revisit occurred. Open-loop and PDN perform
equally well to the evenly distributed salient region case. However, exhaustive revisit strongly
depends on the spatial distribution of feature-rich areas.
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pass through some salient regions for most of the action. However, when we have a bi-
ased feature distribution, the exhaustive revisit path can be always on the salient regions
(Figure 4.17(b)) or never pass through the salient regions (Figure 4.17(c)).

Figure 4.19 shows the result when salient regions are evenly distributed. Figure 4.19(a),
Figure 4.19(b) and Figure 4.19(c) are the final trajectory of the robot. The change of the
robot pose uncertainty is plotted in Figure 4.19(d) and the area coverage rate is shown in
Figure 4.19(e). Figure 4.19(d) depicts the robot pose uncertainty ( 6

√
|Σrr|) versus the path

length for open-loop (green), exhaustive revisit (blue) and PDN (red). Figure 4.19(e) shows
the ratio of the remaining area to cover with respect to the path length, where the black dots
indicate points when revisit occurred. The uncertainty is not bounded for open-loop, but
results in the fastest area coverage in Figure 4.19(e) because the open-loop does not execute
any revisit actions. Exhaustive revisit has the longest path length and slowest area coverage
due to the regular repeated revisits, but is capable of bounding the uncertainty very tightly
when there are sufficient loop-closures. In some cases, this preplanned regular revisit leads
the robot to revisit regardless of the localization performance, for example, it executes an
unnecessary revisit even when the current robot pose uncertainty is small, or it commands
no control even if the localization is getting uncertain. On the other hand, PDN performs
in between open-loop and exhaustive revisit in the path length and area coverage, enabling
full control over the uncertainty level of the robot and keeping it under the allowable user-
defined uncertainty level.

Next, we test with cases where the feature-rich distribution is biased to show how the
preplanned exhaustive revisit succeeds and fails depending on the saliency distribution.
When all of the exhaustive revisit paths land on the salient region, the likelihood of ob-
taining loop-closure during the revisit is higher, and the exhaustive revisit achieves tightly
bounded uncertainty for the robot pose. On the other hand, when none of the revisit paths
are on salient regions, as in the case of Figure 4.20(e), the algorithm basically performs
worse than open-loop. Without meaningful loop-closures on the revisit, the control just
increases the overall path length and slows coverage rate, as can be seen in Figure 4.20(g)
and Figure 4.20(h). Unfortunately, the salient region distribution cannot be known a pri-
ori when the preplanning takes place. Note that for both cases, the total path length and
the area coverage rate stays the same for the exhaustive revisit since it is preplanned. On
the other hand, from PDN’s point of view, there is no difference between all three cases,
resulting in a consistent performance on uncertainty bounding and area coverage.
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Effect of α in PDN

In §4.3.3.3, the weighting factor α introduced a bias term for the area coverage. To
examine the effect of α, we ran PDN on the evenly distributed saliency map, varying the
value from 0.00 to 1.00 incrementally by 0.25.

The parameter α indicates how much weight is on the pose uncertainty versus area

Figure 4.21 PDN-aided SLAM trajectory behavior with respect to α. When α = 0, PDN performs
open loop control. When α = 1, PDN reacts instantly once the pose uncertainty exceeds the allow-
able uncertainty level. (a) shows the change of pose uncertainty with respect to α. The uncertainty
is most well bounded when α = 1 and relaxed as α decreases. (b) shows the area coverage rate in
terms of α. α = 0 shows the fastest coverage rate, which is slowed as α increases and weights the
pose uncertainty more ((c)-(f)). PDN-aided SLAM trajectories for different values of α.
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coverage. When α = 0, PDN does not assign importance on the pose uncertainty, and
the framework works the same as open-loop. When α = 1, full weight is to the pose
uncertainty, and PDN tries to reduce the uncertainty once it reaches the allowable navi-
gation uncertainty threshold. In other words, the effect of α is to delay the execution of
revisiting by PDN. The uncertainty is most well bounded when α = 1, and relaxed as α
decreases. For area coverage, α = 0 shows the fastest coverage rate, which slows as α
increases (weights pose uncertainty more) as can be seen in Figure 4.21(b). The effect of
α shown in Figure 4.21, which presents several SLAM trajectories with different weight
factors. As the weight on pose uncertainty increases (from 0.25 to 1.00), PDN tends to
revisit the furthest waypoint more often to result in larger loop-closures. When this weight
is small, PDN allows the pose uncertainty to increase in order to cover the area fast. In this
case, revisit waypoints are likely to be nearby positions so as not to delay the area coverage
performance.

4.4.4 PDN with Real Image Data

We now evaluate PDN for saliency-informed SLAM using real underwater images for
the two types of mission profiles, sonar and camera. As described in §4.4.1, the saliency
map is generated and updated online from the real underwater images that are available
from the baseline result. Using the pair of real-world images, the saliency score and camera
registration engine are applied as in the normal saliency-informed SLAM process with the
local saliency threshold of Smin

L = 0.4. A weight factor of α = 0.75 is selected in PDN to
impose a biased weight on the pose-uncertainty rather than area coverage.

Similar to the synthetic saliency case, the uncertainty and area coverage graph for PDN
is compared with open-loop (OPL) and exhaustive (EXH) revisit. Based upon the knowl-
edge of the saliency distribution in the baseline result, we preplanned the exhaustive revisit
path to be laid over the salient band to provide the best possible case to be compared with
PDN. Because the exhaustive revisit is intentionally planned over the salient region, the re-
sulting graph of exhaustive revisit shows the maximum SLAM performance—maintaining
low uncertainty, but producing an exceeding number of revisits and longer path length.
The exhaustive revisit includes 9 revisits in the sonar mission and 47 revisits in the camera
mission.

Uncertainty change and the area coverage rate are presented in Figure 4.22(a)-(b) and
Figure 4.23(a)-(b) for both types of missions. In case of the sonar mission with real im-
ages, the same allowable covariance with σxy,allow = ±0.25 m and target area of 1200 m2

are used as in the synthetic saliency case. For the camera mission, the same allowable co-
variance but different target area of 900 m2 (L = 30 m,W = 20 m, and H = 10 m) are
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Figure 4.22 PDN for saliency-informed SLAM on a sonar mission. Similar to the synthetic saliency
case, (a) and (b) show the pose uncertainty and area coverage with respect to the path length with
black dots on the revisit points annotated with the revisit count. In trajectories (c) and (e), nodes
from nominal trajectory are color-coded by their saliency level from the real images and nodes in
revisit path are shown as black dots. The exhaustive revisit was preplanned over the salient band,
however, PDN is able to find this same optimal path to follow as shown in (e). In the time elevation
graphs ((d) and (f)), PDN shows a similar number of successful loop-closures on salient regions as
compared to the exhaustive revisit.
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Figure 4.23 PDN for saliency-informed SLAM on a camera mission. Similar to the synthetic
saliency case, (a) and (b) show the pose uncertainty and area coverage with respect to the path
length. In trajectories (c) and (e), nodes are color-coded by their saliency level from the real im-
ages. The exhaustive revisit was preplanned over the salient band, however, PDN is able to find
this same optimal path to follow as in (e). In the time elevation graphs ((d) and (f)), PDN shows a
comparable number of successful loop-closures to the exhaustive revisit. Note that the total number
number of loop-closures in the exhaustive revisit case is significantly larger due to the 47 preplanned
revisit actions versus PDN’s 9 revisits.
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used. As shown in Figure 4.22(e) and Figure 4.23(e), PDN followed trajectories to obtain
expected visual loop-closures to reduce the uncertainty whenever it exceeded the allowable
covariance bound. Specifically, exhaustive revisits in the camera mission result in 47 re-
visit actions with twice the total path length of the nominal trajectory. Assuming a constant
speed for the vehicle, this exhaustive revisit strategy would double the overall mission time.
In this camera mission, note that the number of revisits by PDN (9) is substantially smaller
than the exhaustive revisit case.

For both missions, PDN presents a result with less number of revisits while maintaining
full control on the uncertainty level, and still achieving the important loop-closures. The
loop-closing camera measurements are clearly illustrated in the time elevation graph of
Figure 4.22(d)-(f) and Figure 4.23(d)-(f). The red lines in the graph depict the camera
measurements made by the loop-closures. In the sonar mission, because there is no possible
camera measurement between adjacent track-lines, all of the camera measurements in the
graph are from the revisit action. As can be seen in the time elevation graphs, PDN obtained
a similar number of loop-closures as compared to the exhaustive revisit case.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, PDN was presented as an active SLAM approach that takes into account
area coverage. To efficiently explore the target area of interest, PDN is proposed as a way to
balance between exploration and pose-uncertainty by evaluating rewards that consider both
SLAM performance and area coverage. A weighting factor, α, provides a control between
this balance. The pose uncertainty term is evaluated using the saliency metric to estimate
plausible camera measurements. The simulated trajectories with both synthetic and real
underwater images were tested to evaluate PDN’s performance and to prove its ability to
plan an optimal path while controlling the uncertainty level, and also achieve a balanced
area coverage rate.
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CHAPTER V

Conclusion

This thesis proposed an integrated approach toward robotic navigation and exploration
for autonomous robot missions. SLAM and path planning have traditionally been con-
sidered as two separate problems, each assuming some prior information from the other.
This thesis started from the viewpoint of SLAM and presented a metric for visual saliency
that could be used with geometric information to improve loop-closure performance. This
saliency-informed SLAM result was then combined with planning to lead the robot au-
tonomously along trajectories that yielded better SLAM results and survey area coverage.
Experiments using real underwater mission data and simulations were provided from sev-
eral different vessels to evaluate the reported algorithms.

5.1 Contributions

• This thesis presented a real-time visual SLAM implementation that has been suc-
cessfully applied on several real-world autonomous ship hull inspection.

• This thesis developed two novel measures of visual saliency and presented a way to
leverage them within a visual SLAM framework. Local and global saliency. Lo-
cal saliency was shown to indicate the texture-richness of a scene, whereas global
saliency was shown to report the rarity of the scene within the dataset.

• This thesis presented a link proposal algorithm that considered the camera measure-
ment likelihood using visual saliency. This saliency-informed SLAM approach im-
proved performance by reducing the number of less meaningful nodes and culling
non-plausible link proposals.

• A solution for concurrent SLAM and planning for the robotic area coverage prob-
lem was presented. No prior knowledge of the environment is needed because the
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planning is performed online in the SLAM belief space. The planned path aids robot
navigation by bounding the SLAM pose uncertainty while efficiently completing the
target area coverage.

5.2 Future Work

Some suggested areas of future work are:

•Model-based global saliency.

The robot’s motion is critical in updating the global saliency score, since this score is
related to visual rarity. In the current framework, the proximity to the other nodes in the
graph is checked in the global saliency statistics update. Instead of learning the probability
of the appearance of a word from the statistics, a model-based approach can provide a
general solution when combined with location information. The challenge in modeling
global saliency is modeling the probability of a word to be found in a document, p(w).
Currently inverse document frequency (idf) is used as an approximation of this probability,

idf = log
N

nw
∼ log p(w), (5.1)

where N is the total number of documents (images) in the dataset, and nw is the number of
documents containing the word w. Instead of checking the motion when updating N and
nw, modeling the probability of a word as a conditional probability given a sequence of
images and the geometrical location, p(w|I0,···t,x), will improve the result without a need
for checking the motion explicitly. This will provide a generalized way to model p(w) and
the global saliency score.

• Robust link proposals in appearance space.

When dead-reckoning is not accurate, navigation error drifts over time and the current
geometry-based link proposal strategy is limited. Furthermore, as in the case of the kid-
napped robot problem (Choset, 2005), geometric link proposal might not even work. Two
issues must be addressed for robust link proposal. First, the information gain based link
proposal is significantly more effective than just using the mean. However, the information
gain is computed based on the current mean of the belief space. In other words, when
the current navigation is uncertain, the variance of the information gain is large, which is
not captured in the expected information gain evaluation. The current saliency-informed
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SLAM approach produces a weighted information gain to impose a bias toward two similar
highly salient scenes. However, this weighted information gain does not explicitly evaluate
the information gain variance.

Second, using an appearance-based metric would be essential when the navigation un-
certainty is significantly large. Konolige et al. (2009) presented merging two maps in ap-
pearance space by initially connecting them with large uncertainty and then recognizing
the scene in the other map to reduce the uncertainty. Recent success in appearance-based
space SLAM (Angeli et al., 2008; Cummins and Newman, 2008; Kawewong et al., 2010)
and place recognition can enhance SLAM performance by proposing visually feasible loop-
closures. Robustness of the link proposal could be improved if the variance of information
gain is considered together with their visual similarity score.

• Ability to recover from failure mode.

False image pair registrations can deteriorate the SLAM result. Undoing the measure-
ment is possible in many back-end SLAM approaches, however, the false measurement
must be identified first. Snderhauf and Protzel (2011) introduced another term indicating
the activeness of a loop-closure additional to the uncertainty related to the measurements.
More recently, Olson and Agarwal (2012) presented a back-end solution to robust data
association using a minmax mixture model. Although validation at the front-end level is
alleviated in this approach, intelligently determining the suspicious measurement to report
to the SLAM back-end would be beneficial toward life-long SLAM. The robot can make a
mistake while navigating, and should be able to detect the most questionable measurement
and localize accordingly.
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APPENDIX A

Implementation Details of In-water Hull Inspection

This appendix provides additional details of the in-water hull inspection project con-
ducted in collaboration with the University of Michigan, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), and Bluefin Robotics.

Typical methods for port security and ship hull inspection require either deploying hu-
man divers (Mittleman and Wyman, 1980; Mittleman and Swan, 1993), using trained ma-
rine mammals (Olds, 2003), or piloting a ROV (Harris and Slate, 1999; Lynn and Boh-
lander, 1999; Carvalho et al., 2003; Negahdaripour and Firoozfam, 2006). Autonomous
vehicles have the potential for better coverage efficiency, improved survey precision and
overall reduced need for human intervention. As early as 1992, the Naval community had
identified a need for developing such systems (Bohlander et al., 1992).

Recently, research effort in this area has resulted in the development of a number of
autonomous hull inspection platforms (Trimble and Belcher, 2002; Vaganay et al., 2005,
2006; Menegaldo et al., 2009). Negahdaripour and Firoozfam (2006) developed underwater
stereo-vision as a means of navigating an ROV near a hull; they used mosaic-based registra-
tion methods and showed early results for limited pool and dock trials. Ridao et al. (2010)
reported on the closely related task of automated dam inspection using an autonomous
underwater vehicle; their solution uses USBL and DVL-based navigation online during
the mapping phase, followed by an offline image bundle adjustment phase to produce a
globally-optimal photomosaic and vehicle trajectory. Walter et al. (2008) reported the use
of an imaging sonar for feature-based SLAM navigation on a barge and showed results for
offline processing using manually-established feature correspondence. More recently, this
work was significantly extended by Johannsson et al. (2010) to work in real-time and to
perform automatic registration of sonar imagery along the hull.

In parallel to these efforts, we have, since 2007, collaborated with the authors of Jo-
hannsson et al. (2010) and with Bluefin Robotics, Inc. on an Office of Naval Research
sponsored project for autonomous hull inspection. Our contribution has been to develop a
real-time visual SLAM capability for hull-relative navigation in the open areas of the hull.
Through collaboration with our project partners, we have developed an integrated real-time
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Figure A.1 Hull inspection using sonar and camera. The sensor field-of-view for the imaging sonar
and monocular camera during open-area hull inspection are depicted. Note that the two sensors
concurrently image different portions of the hull. The footprint of the DVL’s four beams is approx-
imately the same as that shown for the camera.

Camera footprint

Sonar footprint

HAUV

SLAM system for hull-relative navigation and control that has been recently demonstrated
on the Bluefin Robotics HAUV (pronounced “H-A-U-V”). Specifications of the current
generation vehicle design are documented in Vaganay et al. (2009), and an overview of our
integrated work in perception, planning and control is presented in Hover et al. (2012).

A.1 Hovering Autonomous Underwater Vehicle

For the autonomous hull inspection project, we use the Bluefin Robotics, Inc. Hover-
ing Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (HAUV) (Vaganay et al., 2009) (Figure A.2). This
vehicle was developed with Office of Naval Research sponsorship for explosive ordnance
disposal (EOD) inspection on the hull, and is currently in production for the U.S. Navy
(Weiss, 2011). For navigation, the standard vehicle is equipped with a 1200 kHz RDI
Doppler velocity log (DVL), Honeywell HG1700 IMU, and Keller pressure sensor for
depth. For inspection the vehicle is equipped with a 1.8 MHz DIDSON imaging sonar
(Belcher et al., 2002). Additionally, in collaboration with Bluefin Robotics, we have
integrated a fixed-focus, monochrome, Prosilica GC1380 12-bit digital-still camera and
520 nm (green) LED light source for optical imaging.

We run the vehicle in either one of two different camera configurations during an
open-area survey of the hull: an “underwater” mode configuration (Figure A.2(a)) or a
“periscope” mode configuration (Figure A.2(b)). In both modes of these, the vehicle nav-
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Figure A.2 Two different camera configurations for the HAUV: (a) “underwater” mode and (b)
“periscope” mode . Sample imagery and illustration of the camera field-of-view in the two re-
spective modes is shown in (c). The camera field-of-view is depicted by the triangle whereas the
orientation of the DVL is plotted as a thick black line. The DVL is pitch servoed to always remain
approximately orthogonal to the local hull curvature. In the underwater mode, the camera is servoed
on this same axis, whereas in the periscope mode it has a fixed pitch of approximately 60 degrees.
Sample images are depicted for each configuration, where A and B denote near-waterline and near-
keel positions.

(a) HAUV in underwater mode (b) HAUV in periscope mode
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(c) Field-of-view of the camera and DVL in each mode
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Table A.1 Specifications of major HAUV components.

Dimensions 1 m × 1 m × 0.45 m (L×W ×H )
Dry weight 79 kg

Battery 1.5 kWh lithium-ion
Thrusters 5, rotor-wound

IMU sensor Honeywell HG1700
Depth sensor Keller pressure

Imaging Sonar Sound Metrics 1.8 MHz DIDSON
Doppler velocity RDI 1200 kHz Workhorse;

also provides four range beams
Camera 1380× 1024 pixel, 12-bit CCD
Lighting 520 nm (green) LED

Processor 650 MHz PC104
Optional Tether 150 m long, 5 mm dia. (fiber-optic)

igates on the hull using DVL derived odometry collected at a constant standoff distance
maintained using DVL measured range. The DVL is pitch-actuated so that it is always
approximately orthogonal to the local hull surface. Our normal mode of operation is the
underwater camera mode whereby the camera is mounted on the same servo tray as the
DVL, and, therefore, also actuated to keep an approximately orthogonal view of the hull
surface (Figure A.2(c)). This configuration allows for maximum underwater field-of-view
of the hull from the camera throughout the mission, with a sparse scene depth prior pro-
vided from the four DVL range beams.

The second configuration we run is the periscope mode, which is helpful when water
visibility is poor due to high turbidity. In this mode, the camera is mounted on top of
the HAUV at a fixed angle of ∼60 degrees pointing upward. This configuration allows
the camera to protrude above the waterline whenever the vehicle broaches the surface,
and thereby captures imagery of the above-water superstructure of the ship as depicted in
Figure A.2(b). This configuration allows the camera to provide meaningful hull-relative
SLAM measurements regardless of the water turbidity, though its utility underwater in
clear water is diminished as the camera field-of-view is not ideal for viewing the entire
hull surface (Figure A.2(c)). When running in this configuration, the camera intrinsics are
calibrated for both in-water and in-air (the appropriate calibration is chosen based upon
pressure sensor depth).

In both configurations, underwater and periscope, the camera runs at 2–3 Hz, which
typically provides approximately 50–70% sequential frame-to-frame overlap at nominal
vehicle speeds. For cross-track overlap, missions are typically designed in either one of
two ways. The first way is for 100% imaging sonar coverage, which means that since
the camera field-of-view footprint is much smaller than the imaging sonar (Figure A.2(c))
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Figure A.3 Real-time SLAM software architecture. Depicted is the server-client software architec-
ture using iSAM. The shared estimation server, seserver, listens for add node message requests,
add node t, from the camera-client. Extracted features, feat t, are published by the
feature thread. The saliency thread subscribes to these feat t messages and computes a visual
saliency score, which gets published as a saliency t message. This score is used in the link
thread to determine node addition as well as link proposal events. Proposed link candidates are pub-
lished as plink t events, which the two-view thread then attempts to register. If successful, the
camera thread then publishes the 5-DOF camera constraint as a verified link message, vlink t,
which then gets added to the graph by seserver.

HAUV-client

(a) camera-client

feature thread

link proposal thread

two-view thread

- Pose constrained

   correspondence search

- Model selection

- Two-view bundle adjustment

camera image
odometry / attitude / depth

feat_t

plink_t

vlink_t

(b) seserver (iSAM)

add_node_t

µ, Σ

- Add nodes

- Update the map

- Publish states

- Add constraints

  (vlink_t) and update

saliency thread

saliency_t

there is no camera-to-camera cross-track overlap on adjacent track-lines. In this scenario,
the camera is primarily used for closing large-loops in our SLAM navigation framework;
results for this configuration are reported in Hover et al. (2012). In the second operational
scenario, we use the camera to provide 100% sensor coverage of the hull and thereby aim
for about 30% side-to-side cross-track overlap between adjacent track-lines. In both cases
the camera is used as a navigation sensor and for inspection.

A.2 SLAM Software Architecture

Our real-time SLAM implementation is based on a publish/subscribe software archi-
tecture using the open-source LCM library (Huang et al., 2010) for inter-process com-
munication. We run iSAM as a shared server process and each sensor client process can
independently publish measurement constraints to add to the graph; Figure A.3 depicts an
architectural block-diagram. The server process subscribes to messages from the HAUV
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Figure A.4 Local, vehicle and sensor coordinate frames. (a) Camera sensor transformation with
respect to the vehicle frame ({V }) for two different configurations, underwater and periscope. (b)
Local frame ({L}) originates from the first lock of DVL measurement onto the hull.
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vehicle client process to add DVL odometry constraints, absolute roll/pitch attitude mea-
surements (from the IMU), and pressure depth observations.

Five DOF camera constraints are published to the server from the camera client process.
The camera process is multi-threaded and organized into four main modules: a feature
extraction thread, an image saliency thread, a link proposal thread, and a two-view image
registration thread. The feature thread extracts robust features used for correspondence
detection. The saliency thread then uses these extracted features to create a bag-of-words
representation for the image and computes a visual saliency score. The link proposal thread
uses the visual saliency metric along with a calculation of geometric information gain to (i)
add only salient nodes to the graph and (ii) to propose visually informative candidates for
registration. We call the process of hypothesizing possible loop-closure candidates “link
proposal”, because a measurement will act as a “link” (i.e., constraint) between two nodes
in our pose-graph framework. The extracted features and proposed links are then fed to the
two-view thread for attempted registration.

A.3 Robot / Sensor Coordinate Frames

We define the vehicle coordinate frame following the SNAME1 convention (Fossen,
1994), x forward, y starboard, and z down, as in Figure A.4, and centered on the DVL
sensor. The DVL and Dual frequency IDentification SONar (DIDSON) sonar are separately
pitch-actuated with two different servos (Figure A.4(a)). As described in A.1, the DVL is
pitch-actuated via servo to keep a orthogonal view to the hull throughout the mission.

We use the Smith, Self, and Cheeseman (Smith et al., 1990) coordinate frame conven-
tion and describe pose x as a 6-tuple vector, where the first three elements indicate position

1The Society of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineers.
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and the last three indicate Euler angle attitude in roll, pitch, and yaw,

x = [x, y, z, φ, θ, ψ]> = [p>, r>]>, (A.1)

where p indicates the positional components [x, y, z]> and r refers to the orientation com-
ponents [φ, θ, ψ]>. The pose-graph SLAM reference frame is defined with respect to a
local coordinate frame that we initiate as the vehicle first obtains DVL lock on the ship
hull. Originating from this point, the sensor measurements and optimized Cartesian 3D
pose-graph are all described with respect to this local coordinate frame.

We also need to model the camera coordinate transform with respect to the vehicle
frame. The two camera configurations (A.1) have different sensor coordinate transforms—
one dynamic and the other static. When the camera is in underwater mode, the camera is
located on the same servo as the DVL and, thus, dynamically changing as a function of the
servo pitch angle (pservo). When the camera is in periscope mode, it is fixed on top of the
vehicle at a fixed angle resulting in a static coordinate transform with respect to the vehicle
frame. The two sensor transform poses are as below.

xvc,underwater = xvs1 ⊕ xs1c

= [0, 0, 0, 0, pservo, 0]> ⊕ [0,−0.25m, 0, 90◦, 0, 90◦]>

xvc,periscope = [−0.453m, 0.221m,−0.457m, (90 + 60)◦, 0, 90◦]> (A.2)

Here⊕ is the head-to-tail operation by Smith et al. (1990). Note that the servo is applicable
only to the underwater mode since the camera is oriented with fixed angle in the periscope
mode.

A.4 5-DOF Camera Measurement

The 5-DOF camera measurement used in this thesis, zij , is between poses xi and xj and
is the 6-DOF relative coordinate transform between cameras modulo scale2. The measure-
ment consists of the relative bearing (azimuth αji and elevation angle βji) and the relative
Euler orientation (φji, θji, ψji) between the two camera poses xci = [xci , yci , zci , φci , θci , ψci ]

>

and xcj = [xcj , ycj , zcj , φcj , θcj , ψcj ]
> (Eustice et al., 2008, 2006b),

2The measurement is usually the relative bearing and orientation of the historic camera pose as seen by
the most recent camera pose.
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Figure A.5 5-DOF camera measurement model. The camera measurement is a bearing-only
relative-pose between node i and node j that consists of azimuth, elevation and Euler angles.
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zij = h5dof(xi,xj) =
[
αji, βji, φji, θji, ψji

]>
, (A.3)

where
αji = atan2(ycji , xcji) and βji = atan2(zcji ,

√
x2
cji

+ y2
cji

). (A.4)

The Jacobian of zij with respect to x is sparse

Hx =
[
0 · · · ∂h5dof

∂xi
· · · 0 ∂h5dof

∂xj
· · · 0

]
, (A.5)

and the nonzero terms are computed using chain rule:

∂h5dof

∂xi
=
∂h5dof

∂xcji
·
∂xcji
∂xi

. (A.6)

Here, xcji is the 6-DOF relative pose between two camera poses xci and xcj obtained
by the tail-to-tail operation (Smith et al., 1990). The camera poses are computed from
the vehicle pose and the vehicle to sensor transformation xvc, which is either dynamic
(underwater mode) or static (periscope mode) as in (A.2). The sensor transformation is
static and xvci = xvc for all poses i when the vehicle is in periscope mode. However, it is
time varying otherwise such that xvci 6= xvcj .

xcji = 	xcj ⊕ xci = 	(xj ⊕ xvcj)⊕ (xi ⊕ xvci) (A.7)
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Each term in (A.6) is computed as

∂h5dof

∂xcji
=

[
Jαβ 02×3

03×3 I3×3

]
, where Jαβ =

∂(αjiβji)

∂(xji, yji, zji)
, and (A.8)

∂xcji
∂xi

=
∂ 	 (xj ⊕ xvcj)⊕ (xi ⊕ xvci)

∂xi
. (A.9)

The camera measurements are published with the sensor coordinate transformation en-
coded (xvc) for ease of use (e.g., the sensor transform being dynamic). Unlike other sen-
sors, the published observation is with respect to the camera pose and the SLAM back-end
assembles them appropriately using the embedded coordinate transformation. The same
bearing angle in the camera frame can be transformed differently to the vehicle frame bear-
ing depending on the baseline length. This baseline length will be optimized during SLAM
and thus is not a fixed value. Without having a fixed baseline length, transforming the mea-
surement into the vehicle frame will result in erroneous measurement. Note that, however,
under the static sensor coordinate transformation, the measurement can be transformed to
the vehicle frame due to the properties of the parallelogram. In our implementation, we
decided to publish the measurement in the camera frame with the sensor transformation
encoded for general application.
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APPENDIX B

Survey Design using the CRLB

This appendix contains a detailed derivation for an approach that uses the Cramer Rao
Lower Bound (CRLB) to measure trajectory uncertainty for survey preplanning, employing
pose-graph SLAM.

B.1 Cramer Rao Lower Bound

In the CRLB derivation, we assume that the AUV is equipped with a camera, a com-
pass, and an odometry sensor (e.g., integrated DVL), and moves in a planar boustrophedon
trajectory. We use the notation pi = [xi, yi]

> for the position of the vehicle along the tra-
jectory at sample time i; and θi for the heading angle of the robot, where xi = [p>i , θi]

>

indicates the state of the vehicle. We use Z to indicate the stacked vector of all sensor mea-
surements assembled from camera, Zc, odometry, Zo, and compass, Zh, measurements,
and X to indicate the stacked vector of all trajectory samples, xi.

We use the CRLB (see Bar-Shalom et al. (2001) for standard reference)

E
[
[X̂(Z)−X0][X̂(Z)−X0]>

]
≥ J−1, (B.1)

as a measure of the conservative uncertainty bound for the pose-graph, where J in this
equation is the Fisher information matrix,

J = E
[
[∇X ln Λ(X)][∇X ln Λ(X)]>

]∣∣∣
X0

, (B.2)

for the measurement likelihood Λ(X) = p(Z|X).
When we assume that all sensor measurements are independent, then the likelihood

factorizes to a simple product that, after taking its logarithm, becomes a summation of all
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sensor log-likelihoods

Λ(X) = p
(
Z
∣∣X)

= p
(
Zc
∣∣X)p(Zo∣∣X)p(Zh∣∣X) (B.3)

ln Λ(X) = ln p
(
Zc
∣∣X)+ ln p

(
Zo
∣∣X)+ ln p

(
Zh
∣∣X).

We model the sensor measurements as corrupted by Gaussian noise with zero mean and
covariances Σcij , Σoi , and σ2

hi
, respectively:

Camera: Zcij = g(xi,xj) + Wcij ,Wcij ∼ N (0,Σcij),

Odometry: Zoi = (pi − pi−1) + Woi ,Woi ∼ N (0,Σoi),

Compass: Zhi = θi +Whi ,Whi ∼ N (0, σ2
hi

),

where we assume a standard deviation of ±1.2 cm/s in DVL velocity when computing the
integrated odometry measurement (Teledyne RD Instruments, 2008) and a fixed ±1◦ for
compass heading uncertainty (i.e., σhi = σh = ±1◦).

B.2 Modeling of the Camera Measurement

Camera measurements are modeled using a reduced two-DOF camera measurement
model g(xi,xj) for the planar survey, which measures the azimuth, αij , and relative orien-
tation, βij , between nodes i and j. This measurement model treats the camera as a bearing
sensor making both sequential and non-sequential links in the graph

g(xi,xj) =

[
αij

βij

]
=

[
atan2(yj − yi, xj − xi)

θj − θi

]
.

The camera sensor measurement uncertainty, Σcij , is modeled so as to depend on the
distance between two nodes as a function of their overlap ratio. The size of the overlap
region is commensurate with the proximity of node i and j; the closer nodes i and j, the
larger the overlap region, resulting in less uncertainty in the camera measurement. As can
be seen from Figure B.1(a), with a fixed camera FOV and scene depth hd, the overlap ratio
becomes a function of the horizontal distance of two nodes only. This fixed scene depth
assumption is made considering a survey that maintains constant distance to the target
surface. For simplicity, we assume the footprint of the camera measurement to be a circle
as illustrated in Figure B.1(a), and define the camera measurement threshold Cthresh =

2hd tan(FOV/2) and the overlap ratio as γ =
||pi−pj ||
Cthresh

. Only when the distance rij is
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Figure B.1 Camera uncertainty model. Camera measurement noise is modeled as a function of the
image overlap ratio between an idealized pairwise camera measurement.
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smaller than Cthresh, is the camera measurement meaningful and the information gain is
proportional to the distance rij . The function that defines the uncertainty of the camera
measurement,

σ = ±1◦γ5, (B.4)

is shown in Figure B.1(b). When the overlap ratio falls below 10%, the uncertainty in-
creases significantly, and for greater than 50% it remains relatively flat. We assume the
camera FOV to be 40◦, which gives a Cthresh of 0.73 m at a scene depth of 1 m, for exam-
ple.

B.3 Fisher Information Matrix

As previously shown in (B.2), the Fisher Information matrix, J, is simply the expec-
tation of the squared gradient of the log-likelihood evaluated at the true parameters, X0.
Using the assumption of sensor measurement independence, the expectation of the gradi-
ent from two different sensor measurement likelihoods is zero (i.e., E

[
[∇X ln p

(
Zm
∣∣X)]

[∇X ln p
(
Zn
∣∣X)]>] = 0 when m 6= n). Therefore, J reduces to the three simple sensor

terms below:

J = E
[
[∇X ln p

(
Zc
∣∣X)][∇X ln p

(
Zc
∣∣X)]>]

+ E
[
[∇X ln p

(
Zo
∣∣X)][∇X ln p

(
Zo
∣∣X)]>]

+ E
[
[∇X ln p

(
Zh
∣∣X)][∇X ln p

(
Zh
∣∣X)]>].
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Λo + Λh = E
[
[∇X ln p

(
Zo

∣∣X)][∇X ln p
(
Zo

∣∣X)]>]+ E
[
[∇X ln p

(
Zh

∣∣X)][∇X ln p
(
Zh

∣∣X)]>]

=
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Λc = E

[
[∇X ln p

(
Zc

∣∣X)][∇X ln p
(
Zc

∣∣X)]>]
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(B.6)

By defining information matrices Λc, Λo, and Λh, to correspond to the three terms above,
respectively, the Fisher information, J, can be written as the summation of the three infor-
mation matrices as contributed from each sensor,

J = Λo + Λh + Λc.

The detailed general structure for the three information matrices is given in equation (B.6).
Unlike the odometry and heading sensors, the camera information matrix, Λc, is a func-

tion of geometry and can be written in terms of the camera observation model gradient
as

Dij =
∂g(xi,xj)

∂xi
Σ−1
cij

∂g(xi,xj)

∂xj

>

. (B.5)

While the information matrix of the odometry and heading sensors depend only on the
sensor uncertainty and integration interval, (B.5) makes it clear that the camera information
is a function of the sensor uncertainty and the trajectory geometry. In particular, Λc will
exhibit nonzero elements in the off diagonal of the Fisher information matrix since the
camera measurement can result from non-sequential nodes in the graph.

B.4 Effect of the Design Parameters
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Figure B.2 Example trajectory design paths. Change of maximum uncertainty with respect to the
altitude normalized along-track-line-space, ∆d, and the cross-track-line-space, ∆h. Example tra-
jectory design paths are depicted in (a).
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We examine the CRLB by evaluating the inverse of the Fisher Information matrix,
which gives the covariance matrix, S, of the overall graph. The determinant of each covari-
ance matrix sub-block, Sii, reveals the uncertainty of each node in the graph. We evaluate
the maximum x, y standard deviation for all nodes in the graph as max

i

4
√
|Sxyii | by looking

at the Sxy sub-block for each node and use this as a metric for the level of x, y uncertainty
in the entire trajectory. Figure B.2 and B.3 depict this survey metric for a more extended
case considering a 40 node trajectory.

With respect to the odometry sensor uncertainty on the ith node, for example, Σoi will
increase as the along-track-line-space, ∆d, increases because it accumulates DVL uncer-
tainty over longer distances. However, the reduction of the cross-track-line-space, ∆h, will
enhance the overall pose-graph link structure since the camera can make a larger number
of non-sequential links to other track-lines. In terms of the camera measurements, small
∆d and ∆h values enable a higher density of camera measurements, thereby reducing the
uncertainty; however, this also reduces the size of the survey coverage area, as depicted
in plans A, and D of Figure B.2(a). To achieve an optimal combination of these parame-
ters, we examine the relation of the uncertainty and the survey coverage with respect to the
design parameters to achieve an optimal balance given these competing considerations.

The two plots in Figure B.2(b) show the relation of the camera measurement with the
two independent design parameters, ∆d and ∆h. As can be seen in Figure B.2(b), the
maximum pose uncertainty does not rapidly increase until it passes the camera measure-
ment threshold, Cthresh. Once the cross-track-line-space exceeds the camera measurement
threshold, the resulting pose-graph (Figure B.2(b) Survey E) no longer makes cross-track
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Figure B.3 CRLB based contour plot. The contour plot of the maximum uncertainty and the cov-
erage area. The letters from A to E indicate each sample plan in Figure B.2. The curved lines with
numbers indicate the altitude normalized coverage area of the plan, while the contours underneath
show the altitude normalized maximum standard deviation from the CRLB. The color bar on the
left side represents the uncertainty level.
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links, which significantly increases the maximum trajectory uncertainty. Therefore, with-
out considering the coverage area, it would be reasonable to select the values of ∆d and ∆h

according to the camera measurement threshold, Cthresh, which is a function of the cam-
era’s intrinsic parameters, field of view, and scene altitude. However, since the uncertainty
and coverage area should be evaluated simultaneously, a contour plot containing both fac-
tors is plotted as in Figure B.3, which can be used to analyze and optimally preplan the
survey.

In the contour plot, each sample path is marked with capital letters from A to E. Path
C has been selected to be optimal in that it achieves the minimum uncertainty for coverage
of the largest area among the parameters for the same uncertainty level. Under plan C
(∆d = 0.7 and ∆h = 0.5), an altitude normalized1 max standard deviation of 0.017 is
estimated for an altitude normalized total coverage area of 10.4.

B.5 Conclusion

In this appendix, we described a preplanning method for improving the localization
performance of a pose-graph SLAM methodology using sequential/non-sequential relative-
pose constraints. A conservative static uncertainty bound was examined by calculating the
CRLB in the AUV survey design phase, and thereby determining the uncertainty level of
the graph. A graphical design tool based upon contour plots of the coverage area and
maximum uncertainty was developed to interpret the effects of the design parameters on

1The results are normalized with altitude (the scene depth hd).
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the survey coverage and uncertainty. Using this tool, design parameters were proposed to
meet the purpose of the survey as a preplanning instrument.
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APPENDIX C

Monotonicity of Covariance Propagation

This chapter shows that the determinant of the propagated covariance matrix in dead-
reckoned motion increases monotonically for all cases, whereas the trace may fail to hold
this property, and may actually decrease depending upon the robot’s motion. Usually, it is
thought that the trace and determinant hold monotonicity even though any one sub element
may decrease due to the motion of a robot (Kelly, 2004). Kelly (2004) proved that the
reduction of any one element in the propagated covariance matrix results in an increase
in the other elements. For example, if we examine a subblock of the covariance matrix
corresponding to position, it may decrease when there is a significant orientation change.
In this case, however, the reduction in position uncertainty has been transferred to the
orientation uncertainty increase, and thus, the total uncertainty is growing monotonically
for all cases. Therefore, two metrics, the trace and determinant, are considered to be proper
metrics for evaluation of the monotonicity property. However, in this chapter, we show this
might not always be the case and justify using the determinant as the evaluation criteria.

The following example illustrates a case when the trace of the covariance propagation
fails to hold monotonicity, while the determinant conserves it. Consider the following
simple three-step propagation example in 2D as in Figure C.1. Initially starting from x1 =

(x1, y1, θ1), a robot moves to x2 = (x2, y2, θ2) and then to x3 = (x3, y3, θ3). The robot starts
with initial state uncertainty Σ11 and control noise Q. We will show how the determinant
and the trace of the covariance changes through this two-step motion, following a similar
method as in Smith et al. (1988). In general, the initial covariance, Σ11, is very small (i.e.,
we know our position very well at the beginning). However, note that, in perception-driven
navigation (PDN), the propagation starts from the current pose, thus this initial covariance
(Σ11) could be large. The Jacobian for the first step of propagation can be written as J12,
following Smith et al. (1988),

J12 =

 1 0 −(y2 − y1) cos θ1 − sin θ1 0

0 1 (x2 − x1) sin θ1 cos θ1 0

0 0 1 0 0 1

 = [T1|R1]. (C.1)
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Figure C.1 2D Covariance propagation example of three poses.

x  =(x  ,y  ,θ  )
Σ11

Σ22

Σ33
1 1 1 1

x  =(x  ,y  ,θ  )2 2 2 2

x  =(x  ,y  ,θ  )3 3 3 3

For easy derivation, we define Ji,i+1 = [Ti|Ri], where Ti represents the translational
part of the Jacobian and Ri represents the rotational part of the Jacobian. Note that Ti is a
upper triangular matrix and Ri is an orthonormal matrix. Using this Jacobian, the second
node uncertainty can be written as

Σ22 = J12

[
Σ11 0

0 Q

]
J>12 = [T1|R1]

[
Σ11 0

0 Q

][
T>1

R>1

]
= T1Σ11T

>
1 +R1QR

>
1 .

(C.2)
In the above equation, the first term indicates the propagated initial uncertainty, whereas

the second term indicates the additive control noise. If we take another step of propagation,
the covariance for the third node becomes

Σ33 = J23

[
Σ22 0

0 Q

]
J>23 = [T2|R2]

[
Σ22 0

0 Q

][
T>2

R>2

]
= T2Σ22T

>
2 +R2QR

>
2

= T2(T1Σ11T
>
1 +R1QR

>
1 )T>2 +R2QR

>
2

= T2T1Σ11T
>
1 T

>
2 + T2R1QR

>
1 T
>
2 +R2QR

>
2 .
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For simplicity, we can write the general propagated covariance after n steps as,

Σnn =

initial uncertainty︷ ︸︸ ︷
(

1∏
i=n

Ti)Σ11(
1∏
i=n

Ti)
>+

additive uncertainty︷ ︸︸ ︷
n∑
i=1

(
(
n−i∏
j=n

Tj)Ri

)
Q

(
(
n−i∏
j=n

Tj)Ri

)>
. (C.3)

Note that,
∏1

i=n Ti := T (n) is a upper triangular matrix, which is simply the difference
between the final and the initial pose,

1∏
i=n

Ti := T (n) =

 1 0 −(yn+1 − y1)

0 1 (xn+1 − x1)

0 0 1

 . (C.4)

For example, the T2T1 term results in the following form,

T2T1 =

 1 0 −(y3 − y2)

0 1 (x3 − x2)

0 0 1


 1 0 −(y2 − y1)

0 1 (x2 − x1)

0 0 1

 =

 1 0 −(y3 − y1)

0 1 (x3 − x1)

0 0 1

 .
(C.5)

Then, we can rewrite (C.3) as

Σnn = T (n)Σ11T
(n)> +

n∑
i=1

(
T (n−i)Ri

)
Q
(
T (n−i)Ri

)>
.

Consider the example again in the case where x1 = x3; i.e., we moved to the second
node and came back to the initial pose on the third step. When there is a significant order
difference between the eigenvalues of Σ11 and Q as in PDN, this difference becomes the
major source of broken monotonicity in the trace of the covariance matrix. Because tr(A+

B) = tr(A) + tr(B), we can rewrite the trace of Σ22 and Σ33 as

tr(Σ11) = tr(Σ11),

tr(Σ22) = tr(T (2)Σ11T
(2)>) + tr(R1QR

>
1 ),

tr(Σ33) = tr(T (3)Σ11T
(3)>) + tr(T2R1QR

>
1 T
>
2 ) + tr(R1QR

>
1 ).

R is a orthonormal matrix and thus does not change the eigenvalues, i.e., tr(R1QR1) =

tr(Q). Furthermore, due to the order difference between Σ11 and Q, the dominant term is
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the first term in each equation.

T (n)Σ11T
(n)> =

 1 0 α

0 1 β

0 0 1


 σ11 σ12 σ13

σ21 σ22 σ23

σ31 σ32 σ33


 1 0 0

0 1 0

α β 1



=

 σ11 + 2ασ13 + α2σ33 ∗ ∗
∗ σ22 + 2βσ23 + β2σ33 ∗
∗ ∗ σ33

 .
Therefore, tr(Σ22) results in some extra terms additional to the initial covariance trace,

tr(Σ22) = tr(T (2)Σ11T
(2)>) + tr(R1QR1),

= σ11 + σ22 + σ33 + 2ασ13 + α2σ33 + 2βσ23 + β2σ33 + tr(Q),

= tr(Σ11) + tr(Q) + β2σ33 + α2σ33︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+2ασ13 + 2βσ23.

For the third covariance, though, if we take a step back to the initial pose (x1), T (3)

becomes identity as x1 and x3 are the same position,

tr(Σ11) = tr(Σ11),

tr(Σ22) = tr(T (2)Σ11T
(2)>) + tr(R1QR

>
1 ),

∼ tr(Σ11) + β2σ33 + α2σ33 + 2ασ13 + 2βσ23,

tr(Σ33) = tr(T (3)Σ11T
(3)>) + tr(T2R1QR

>
1 T
>
2 ) + tr(R1QR

>
1 ),

∼ tr(Σ11) when tr(Σ11) >> tr(Q).

Therefore, when the eigenvalues of Q are relatively smaller as compared to the initial co-
variance, tr(Σ33) ∼ tr(Σ11), does not hold the monotonicity of the covariance trace. How-
ever, the determinant is always monotone. Using the inequality det(A + B) ≥ det(A) +

det(B) for non-negative Hermitian matrices A and B (Marcus and Minc, 1964),

det(Σnn) = det(TΣn−1,n−1T
> +RQR>),

≥ det(TΣn−1,n−1T
>) + det(RQR>),

= det(T )det(Σn−1,n−1)det(T ) + det(Q),

= det(Σn−1,n−1) + det(Q),

det(Σnn) ≥ det(Σn−1,n−1) + det(Q) > det(Σn−1,n−1),
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which proves its monotonicity. Because monotonicity holds no matter what form the initial
covariance takes, we chose the determinant in defining the reward function for PDN.
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